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1. Origins of the Study

In March, 1979, the Minister of Education for Alberta directed that

information be provided concerning the adequacy and quality of school

guidance and counselling programs and services. A task force was

established to fulfill this functior.

The mandate to the task force follows:

" 1. To identify the desirable elements of adequate school

guidance and counselling programs.

2. To assess counselling and guidance programs in schools

of Alberta for:

a) Adequacy, i.e. do the programs offer a full range

of services as measured by the identified desirable

elements?

b) Quality, i.e. is the quality of service provided in

each of the elements satisfactory?

3. To determine those elements which are In m_st pre.sing

need of development.

4. To make recommendations to the Minister of Education

based on the information collected. "

2. Methodology

The task force employed several strategies to attempt to meet

the requirements of the mandate. These were:

1. Review research and commission preparation of background

papers.

2. State and validate eight basic assumptions underlying

school guidance and counselling programs. The validation

sample was compos of approximately 530 educational

administrators any_ school trustees.

3. Identify program elements and assess the importance, degree

of school responsibility, frequency of provision, and quality

associated with each element and cluster of elements by a

large sample of Albertans. The representative sample consisted

iii
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of students (junior and senior high), parents, teachers,

counsellors, principals, trustees, employers, Alberta

Education officials and central office administrators.

4. Provide an operational definition of adequacy.

5. Authorize on site interviews and evaluations by trained

observers. Formative and summative assessments were

received by the task force from this source.

6. Conduct analysis of relationships between input,

and criterion (adequacy, quality) variables.

7. State findings, conclusions and recommendations.

3. Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations

Summary of Findings.

1. A validation sample of Alberta Educational administrators and

trustees gave firm endorsation to eight assumptions which

underlie school guidance and counselling programs. These

assumptions reflected that school guidance and counselling

programs should/must:

1) Enhance the goals of schooling of Alberta Education.
2) Develop individuality and social responsibility.
3) Help students become effective problem solvers.
4) Be available to all students.
5) Be integrated with the education process.
6) Be developmental as well as prescriptive or remedial.
7) Be staffed by personnel with effective planning and

evaluation skills.
8) Provide the separate but related functions of guidance

and counselling.

The mean percentage of the sample indicating general or total

acceptance of the importance of the eight assumptions was

83.5%.

2. In terms of feasibility, the validation sample tended to be

less emphatic; the mean percentage expressing the view that

the assumptions were generally or totally feasible in Alberta

schools was 46%. Response patterns on this dimension might

reflect the tendency for members of the general public (in this

case, trustees) to believe that practical implementation of

general principles which are acknowledged to be important, is

more easily accomplished than educators would acknowledge.

9
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3. Seventy-two percent of the validation sample stated that the assumptions

were clear or very clear to them.

4. The large survey sample, representative of students, parents, teachers,

-- prineias counsellors, trustees, employers, Alberta Education officials

and central office administrators (total N=18,000) expressed the view that

the variety of services generally considered to be provided by school

guidance and counselling programs is important. None of the services was

rated below 2.7 on a 4 point scale.

5. Services to elementary schools were seen by respondents to be of greatest

importance. Students were not part of the respondent group at the elemen-

tary school level.

6. Services to students were rated higher by respondents in importance at all

school levels, followed by services to teachers, and thirdly to parents.

7. The reader is reminded that all services were rated above 2.7 on a four

point scale (Tables 14 to 22). An analysis of services which laceived

the highest importance ratings reveals the following:

Services with Highest Importance Ratings

Students

Target of Service

Teachers Parents

Elementary -effective study habits -individualize instruction -deal with learn-
ing difficulties

-better learning skills -maintain positive attitude -help child:
personal problems

- positive attitude -understand individual -understand educa-

needs tional development

Junior -study habits -as above -as above

High -learning habits
- attitude toware work
- career decision making

Senior- -career planning skills -as above -as above

High -job search: continuing
education
- study and learning skills

The prevailing concern, as expressed in the importance ratings of services

to target groups at 3 levels of education, is that guidance and counselling

programs provide services to promote better learning by students, better
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teaching by teachers and more effective involvement of parents in the

child's educational and personal development. There is an evident

shift in priorities for services to students as they grow older. Work

attitudes, career exploration, decision making and career planning

assume greater importance at junior and senior high school level'A.

8 In terms of responsibility for provision of important services, re-

spondents tended to assign major responsibility to schools if services

related to the needs of the classroom learning situation. Otherwise,

they tended to see a shared responsibility with parents, agencies,

etc. being involved with the schools. (See Appendix L, main report).

9. Survey results pertaining to provision of important services (top

third) by school revealed the following:

Elementary* - A mean percentage of 66% of respondents indicated
agreement that their schools provide the services.

Junior High - A mean percentage of 49% of respondents indicated
agreement that their schools provide the rvices.

Senior High - A mean percentage of 57% of respondents indicated
agreement that their schools provide the services.

Two trends are of particular significance:

a) The low (relative) rating given junior high schools.
b) Students and parents tended to rate provision of services

less frequently than educators.

10. In order to highlight the differences in perception noted above,

the task force decided to reproduce Table 29, page 63 in the main

report for inclusion in the summary statemeats.

Table 29

Percent Rating Provision of Services: Level of Education x Subgroups**

Students
Parents

Elementary Junior High Senior High

N/A

55 %

32

35

% 34

36
%

Teachers 87 % 76 % 74 %

Principals 93 87 90
Counsellors 86 89 88

Central Administrators 96 97 86

* The reader is again reminded that students were not part of the
sample of respondents at the elementary school level.

** These are mean percentages computed over all services at respective
levels.
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The consumer groups (parents, students) say that schools

are less than 40% effective while the provider groups (educators)

say that schools are better than 85% effective. This difference

is awesome by virtue of magnitude and consistent across levels of

education; it is even more remarkable when one considers the

generalized lack of variation on ratings of importance and respons-

ibility among respondent sub-groups.

This vast discrepancy in perception (consumers vs. providers)

of services provided by schools points to a problem of the highest

order; this matter will be addressed in the section dealing with

task force recommendations.

11. An index of adequacy (importance x responsibility x provision) was

computed for all services and all schools. Adequacy indices for

services are contained in Appendix K. By definition, those services

which are seen to be most important and a major responsibility of

the school, tend to have "satisfactory" adequacy indices (5.00 or

greater). Similarly, though not as frequently, some services rated

lower in importance and lower as a school responsibility, attained

"satisfactory" adequacy scores because they are highly rated in terms

of provision, e.g. "to assist students develop constructive leisure

time activities", at the elementary and junior high school levels.

One of the difficulties encountered with the notion of "adequacy"

as defined by the task force was that all services tended to be

rated as important and very few were seen to be a minor responsibility

of the school. In addition, students and parents at the secondary

.school levels tended to rate provision of services much less frequently

than the educators in the sample. This meant that adequacy indices

obtained by using only students' ratings were lower than those

obtained from adults' ratings (see Appendix K), and those obtained

for parents are much more similar to student ratings than to educators.

Adequacy indices for schools, computed by averaging across all

services foria particular school and including all respondents for

that school, revealed that 42 of 110 elementary schools (38%) achieved
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satisfactory adequacy indices, 10 of 76 junior high schools (13%) and

21 of Ki 'igh schools (24%) achieved overall adequacy indices of 5.00

or greater. As has been indicated, students and parents contributed

' heavily to the lower adequacy indices at the junior and senior high

school levels. Indeed, parents tended to deflate ratings at the

elementary school level.

12. A quality index (five point scale) revealed that services, where

seen to be provided, obtained mean quality ratings as follows:

Elementary - 3.4 ("rather good")

Junior High - 3.3 ("rather good")

Senior High - 3.1 ("good")

An interesting pattern of intercorrelations among the mean scores

(over all levels) on all services in the surveys was observed. These

correlations, all of which are statistically significant (-,< .001),

reflect the tendency for important services to be (seen to be) pro-

vided by schools and for provided services to be (seen to be) of

higher quality.

13. The school visitation data identified seven variables which were

related to high adequacy scores at all levels. These were:

1. Definite assignment of responsibilities.
2. Time assigned to student services.
3. Team approach.
4. Cooperation with community agencies and parents.
5. Broad, articulated scope of responsibilities.
6. Principal leadership.
7. Presence of school counsellor(s).

14. Multivariate analyses which related adequacy and quality scores of

schools to selected input and context variables revealed the follow-

ing:

1. The six context variables used in the study, on average, were
more potent predictors than the 15 input variables selected.
The set of six accounted for as much of the variance overall
as the 15 input variables.

2. Population density and school jurisdiction wealth were tin, most
frequently selected context indicators.

3. The most frequently selected input variables were administrator
training, staff training, expenditures per pupil and school-based
professional support.

1 3
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4. School-based professional support was assigned equally often
as a predictor of both adequacy and quality. However, adequacy
most frequently was identified with expenditure per pupil and
staff training. Administrator training was more frequently
associated with quality.

5. The search for predictors and sets of characteristics associated
with adequacy and quality criteria was most fruitful with respect
to: a) senior high schools, b) small/medium sized jurisdictions,
and c) schools in jurisdictions without specialist leadership.

Conclusions

The task force wishes to convey its general conclusions with respect
to the mandate which outlined its terms of reference (see page 12, main report).

The task force believes it has identified the desirable elements of
adequate school guidance and counselling programs. While acknowledging
that the lists of such elements (services, programs, functions) it

has prepared are probably not all inclusive, the task force received

strong support from Albertans that all of these elements are important
and that many of them are the complete or major responsibility of

schools. (p.p. 27-59, main report).

2(a) Adequacy: Tha task force concludes, regretfully, that many Alberta

schools do not provide guidance and counselling programs which offer

a full range of services as mrisured by the identified desirable

element;. At the same time, the task force noted that there is wide

variability across the total population of schools. The larger urban
and small city schools appear to be doing the best job of offering

a full range of services. (p.p. 87-89, main report).

(b) Quality: The task force concludes that where services are seen to be

provided these services are judged to be of good quality (p.p. 40-50

59-64). There is, however, a wide discrepancy between consumers of

services (students, parents) and providers of services (educators) in

terms of their respective perceptions of the numbers of services which

schools provide. (p. 63, main report).

3. The task force has identified nineteen services which it believes are

most in need of further development. (p. 67, main report).

4. The task force has prepared twenty-three recommendations to the

Minister of Education based on the information collected. These

are contained in pages immediately following.



Recommendations

There is always a temptation to list a long string of recommendations

and hope thEt some of them will evoke action by appropriate authorities.

The task force recognizes tha limitations of survey data and the instruments

it authorized to obtain information. It also recognizes that recurring

themes cited by the many respondents probably reflect commonalities of

perceptions of needs that must be met if guidance and counselling services

in Alberta schools are to he more effective in the 1980's. It is td these

recurring themes that the task force addresses its recommendations.

On the basis of information collected in its study and reported in

this document, the task force recommends as follows:

1. The task force found clear support from a,broad representation of

Alberta society for the stated elements of a school guidance and

counselling program. The task force expects that Alberta Education

will assume a leadership role including provision of sufficient finances

to school turisdictions to ensure that adequate programs exist in all

Alberta schools. (p.p. 40-50, main report)

Particular emphasis must be placed on assisting Alberta schools in

attending to the pressing needs identified in this study. Several

members of the task force favor ear-marked grants to achieve this goal.

2. Copies of the task force report be made available to all trustees in

the province so that local school boards zan review the task force

report and direct that formative assessments of guidance and counsel-

ling services be undertaken at the local district leirel.

The purpose of this recommendation is threefold:

1. Assist trustees to become more aware of the task force report.

2. Identify additional local needs for services.

3. Promote constructive change at the local level.

3. The Minister of Education, after due consideration of the report and

recommenLidationsrovidethetaslembersanoortunitfor
dialogue with him regarding his reactions and proposals.

The task force has devoted considerable time and energy to formulation

of its study, interpretation of data and preparation of its report. It

does not consider itself to have fully discharged its responsibility
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until it reviews these matters with the Minister of Education in order to

provide clarification, where required, and to provide impetus for

constructive changes which will benefit Alberta students.

4. School trustees and administrators dialogue to clarify whether perceptions

of feasibility of underlying assumptions are compatible.

There is some evidence (see discussion re feasibility of assumptions) that

some divergent opinions exist. The task force believes that a process of

clarification of such divergence would benefit trustees and administrators.

5. Additional programs and/or resources be provided for parents to assist them

to intervene effectively with learning,and/or personal problems being

experienced by their child. (p p. 40-50 , main report)

The task force survey revealed this to be a major priority for service.

School districts might be well advised to consider offering this service on

an individualized basis as children's problems are being considered. Parents

often feel quite "helpless" in these situations and some expert guidance

from school/other personnel would be constructive. In addition, schools

should present annual short seminars for parents on topics such as common

development and learning problems among children. Where available, special-

ist personnel such as school counsellors can provide leadership.

6 Administrators, principals, teachers and counsellors facilitate the

involvement of parent. in order to evelop and maintain a positive relation-

ship with their local school. .(p. l, main report)

There is frequent mention of the ro e of parents in schools (counsultants'

reports). With proper guidance fro school personnel, many more parents

might be encouraged to become con ructively involved with school activities,

on a formal or informal basis. ide distribution (among schools) of this

report will facilitate attainment of this goal.

7 Local school boards be encotirazed to provide inservice education and other

support for teachers to better their understanding of the art and practice

of individualized instruc...._(painreort)

Teachers and others in the survey consistently indicated the need for assist-

ance in developing and maintaining such skills.

8. Alberta Education assist school boards to provide bursaries and upgrading

opportunities to selected counsellors and teachers in the area of counsel-

ling and guidance.
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The task force believes that this strategy will assist school boards to

better achieve the goal of providing school guidance and counselling

programs of high adequacy and quality. The task force encourages school

boards to select recipients from existing staff whose qualities are known.

9 Teachers be provided program services to foster an enthusiastic and positive

outlook on their work and students. (p.p. 40-50, main report)

The task force recognizes that teaching is always demanding and frequently

draining of energy reserves. Respondents consistently noted that this

area is one of great importance. It would appear that teachers themselves

should work together with trustees, administrators and others to foster

devel)pment of programs and resources which will assist in this regard.

The phenomenon of "burn out" is but one dimension. Personal and family

crises, alcohol abuse, neurotic behavior, are others which might be considered.

10. School guidance and counselling programs in Alberta be characterized by
:\

increasing attention to services which related directly to the classroom

learning, situation. (p.p. 40-50, 56-59, main report')

The reasons for this recommendation are obvious to the reader who has studied

this report. School counsellors must analyze this service area and provide

additional assistance to teachers and students. Strategis for attaining
---'---r

this goal will probably be influenced by situational i-actdIcs. In every
\

and fellow teachers to establish priorities and plans for impl mentation of

instance counsellors are advised to work in partnership with their principals

new or modified services.

.

11. School guidance and counselling programs in Alberta-be characterized by a

broad services scope. (p p. 40-50, main report)

There is significant evidence in the survey data and school visitation data

tha\Albertahs expect a broad range of services to be available to them

through the schools. School counsellors and principals must be able to

/ articulate clearly the range of services available (either directly, or in-

/ directly, through community agencies) and be able to obtain prompt service

/ when required.

12. Alberta schools should each have a clearly stated philosophy ofjuidance and

counselling. (p. jl1, main report)

The school vi4tation data indicate that "adequacy" is associated with

philosophical clarity. In addition, there is evidence that all sta /f

17
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members must understand their respective roles and responsibilities

within the framework of the philosophical statements. Specific pro-

grams of services must be clearly stated and made readily available

to parents, students, teachers, relevant others. The "assumptions"

cited in this report should be used as guidelines.

1:. School administrators especially school principals, most be made

acutely aware of their prime leadership role in the provision of

guidance and counselling services. (p. 71, main report)

The task force has received evidence that administrators are cardinal

elements in provision of guidance and counselling services. This as

a well known and long established relationship having been cited by

many as important; Dr. John Friesen of Alberta Education highlighted

this factor in 1964. It has definite implications for selection and

appointment of administrators in schools and school districts.

14. Universities must adapt preservice programs for counsellors and

teachers to accommodate services needs identified as priorities by

Albertans. (p.p. 40-50, 67, 71, main report)

The task force believes that improved guidance and counselling programs

and services will result if university training programs incorporate

the foci identified in this report.

15. School boards and professional development groups should provide

inservice programs and workshops to accommodate local priority ser-

vices needs.

The task force believes that a systematic and analytical assessment

of local school aistrict programs and services will identify areas

of weakness which can be further improved by provision of inservice

programs which will enhance skills of counsellors, teachers and others.

16. Alberta Education be prepared to offer increased consultative and

evaluative services in guidance and counsellin to school districts.

The task force believes that consultants in guidance at regional

offices are well situated to provide assistance to school districts.

a) They are external to school districts.
b) They are well trained in this domain.
c) They possess a broad experience background.



d) They are aware of programs and strategies which have been/are
successful in similar circumstances in other Alberta school
districts.

17. Schools must communicate to students and parents the nature and

extent of guidance program and services available to them. (p. 63)

The task force is concerned that students and parents appear not to

be congnizant of programs and services provided by schools. It would

be constructive to direct attention to this phenomenon and to involve

students and parents in articulation of the scope of services available

to them. Concomitantly, educators must reassess their own perceptions

of what services schools are providing; the very large gap in perception

between consumers and providers must be narrowed substantially if

schools are to effectively provide services to the students and parents

they serve.

18. The relationship between size of schools and quality of guidance and

counselling programs and services be further explored. (p.p. 72-96)

The task force is of the opinion that size of elementary schools may

not bear a relationship to quality of services' provision. However,

there is evidence that adequacy and quality of guidance and counselling

programs are related to size of school at the high school level.

Alberta Education should initiate such a study.

19. Alberta Education explore ways to assist Alberta high schools to provide

com uter assisted career and educational counsellin for students.

(p.p. 40-50, main report)

Because of the importance associated with this service at the high

school level, the task force recommends that full advantage be taken

of computer capability in this area.

20. Alberta Education increase efforts to develop curricula and programs

to serve students whose needs are not adequately met.

The task force is aware that school personnel, especially counsellors,

devote enormous amounts of time trying to assist students whose needs

are not being adequately met. For example, the gifted, disadvantaged,

reluctant learners, learning disabled, those Who find school aversive,

are some such students. The task force urges Alberta Education to

xiv
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accept its cardinal role in generation of curricula and programs

which will assist students in this regard.

21. School jurisdictions be encouraged to develop innovative and

up -to -date guidance and counselling procedures.

The task force is concerned that many Alberta schools appear to

provide far less than adequate services. (p. 69) This situation is

unsatisfactory and the task force urges school boards to assess their

respective guidance and counselling programs and to consider

utilization of such strategies as group counselling, peer counselling,

teacher consultation, etc., as part of the service spectrum.

22. Students receive more assistance to assess their interests, abilities

and goals. (p.p. 44, 48, 67, main report)

Junior and senior high school students must understand more effectively

the relationship between self, school and work in order to derive

greater benefit from educational and career opportunities available

to them. Alberta Education should provide a strong leadership role

in this endeavour.

23. The directions, 'trends and questions which have been surfaced in this

study be researched risorously by other Albertans.

The task force has attempted to assess in a general way the state of

school guidance and counselling services and programs in Alberta

schools. There are highlights and lowlights, so to speak. Numerous

directions for further research are to be found in this report. The

task force recommends that these be systematically pursued in exper-

imental fashion, where possible, and that Alberta Education, univer-

sities and 801,701 districts provide incentives to researchers to seek

further clariftcation.

xv
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CHAPTER ONE

1. Introduction

School guidance and counselling programs have existed in Alberta

for many years. The time and resources assigned to them have varied

from one school jurisdiction tolanother and from one year to another.

Programs have at some times emphasized individual counselling, and at

other times group counselling and classroom guidance. They have in

some instances emphasized career education; in others, personal devel-

opment and social growth received primary attention. Alberta Education

has been involved through the development of curricula, the provision

of consultative and supervisory services and, at times, through the

provision of special funding.

In order to gain information about the adequacy of these various

guidance and counselling activities, the present study was ordered by

the Minister of Education in March, 1979. On the recommendation of an

interdepartmental committee on school guidance and counselling, a task

force was established and assigned the responsibility of assessing the

adequacy and quality of school guidance services in the province.

2. The Task Force

The task force consisted of ten people, representing eight groups

with a major interest in education and school guidance services, as

follows:

Mr. Geoff Anderson Representing Alberta Advanced Education
and Manpower

Alberta Federation of Home and
School Associations

Alberta Chamber of Commerce

Mrs. Doris Christie

Mrs. Muriel Collins

Representing

Representing

Mrs. Sondra Goodman Representing Alberta Teachers' Association
Guidance Council

Dr. Terry Mott (Chairman) Representing Alberta Education

Dr. John Paterson

Dr. Gerry Porter

Mrs. Helen Sveinson

Mr. Will Tebay

Mr. Rodd Webb

Representing

Representing

Representing

Representing

Representing

The Universities of Alberta

Alberta Teachers' Association

Alberta School Trustees Assoc.

Alberta Teachers' Association
Guidance Council

Alberta Chamber of Commerce



In addition, Dr. Clarence Rhodes acted as Liaison between Alberta Educa-

tion (Planning and Research Branch) and the task force.

The task force met on eight occasions between March, 1979 and May,

1981, At its final meeting the completed survey report was presented and

accepted. In the intervening twenty-six months, it had commissioned the

preparation of two background papers and a survey instrument, authorized

the field-testing and validation of the instrument, and authorized a

province-wide survey of over 18,000 students, parents, educators, school

trustees and employers, as well as on-site interviews in schools identi-

fied as being particularly adequate or inadequate in their provision of

guidance services. Each of these activities will be discussed in greater

detail in the pages to follow.

3. Background Papers

In order to assist them in developing a perspective from which to

view guidance services in the province, the task force contracted to pre-

pare two reports. (Appendix B)

4. Instrumentation

The task force contracted to prepare a survey instrument to be used

in the study. Since it was felt that no existing instrument would be

suitable fOr the present 3urvey, the researchers undertook to develop a

new one based on an analysis of various instruments and a review of the

literature concerning guidance and counselling functions. A set of 15

criteria was also created to govern the development of the instrument,

as follows:

1. Where possible, the same or very similar items would be used to
survey various groups of respondents, so that intergroup compar-
isons could be made.

2. Since the educatiorli level of respondents would vary consider-
ably, all items and directions would be written at a reading
level of about grade six.

3. To minimize ambiguity, all items would be clear and specific.
To assure that every item had a similar meaning to all respon-
dents, concrete or behavioural examples would be provided where

feasible.

4. A questionnaire would require no more than 20 minutes of the
average respondent's time.
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5. A questionnaire should request no more than 40 to 60 discreteunits or "bits" of information. Hence, matrix sampling wasrequired.

6. Respondents would be asked simple and direct questions, andwould not be required to keep two or more sets of directionsin mind at one time.

7. The format of the
4uestionnaire would be attractive, unclut-tered, and simple. Complex formats result in tedium, care-lessness, resistance, and a poor rate of return.

8. Ideally, the questionnaire would be instructive to the re-spondent and would constitute a positive public relationsvehicle.

9. To permit
maximum freedom of expression,

comments would besought to each item or cluster of related items.
10. A questionnaire would elicit only that

information which haddemonstrable value in making policy decisions regardingcounselling and guidance in Alberta schools. It would notcollect trivial data.

11. Items would be worded in such a way as to avoid "begging thequestion" or eliciting a socially desirable
response.12. To avoid bias in content, items included in the survey wouldrepresent a reasonable

balance of counselling and guidancerelated tasks.

13. The format of the questionnaire would provide for easetabulation or key punching.
14. Response options to items would be clear and unambiguous, towhich respondents could relate easily.
15. The intent of the questionnaire would be to gather opinionsand beliefs about counselling and guidance rather than infor-mation about the respondent.

These criteria were adested by the task force on June 14, 1979.
In order to generate a battery of items for potential inclusionin the survey instruments, a review was made of the current literatureon the purposes and functions of school guidance programs, Also, morethan 30 instruments

were examined which have been designed for conduct-ing needs assessments and evaluations. Guidance and coz!rselling func-tions encountered in this manner were included within an initial poolof items. Items in the pool could be classified
according to the

target groups of the iugance service or program (i.e., students,parents and teachers). One, tem which deals with the coordination ofguidance activities,
however, is-related to a multi-target

service. This

2
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item is noted here to inform the reader of its inclusion in the survey

study. Unfortunately, an error caused the item to be misinterpreted at

some levels of education and the task force decided to dismiss the item

from further consideration. No reference to this item is to be found

in the interpretive section of this report.

Efforts were made to achieve some balance among items with respect

to the area of guidance concern (i.e., educational, vocational, personal

and social). Efforts were also made to achieve some balance among the

expected guidance outcomes (i.e., knowledge, skill, attitude and action).

The result of this endeavour was a set of 52 items appropriate for

elementary schools, 61 items appropriate for junior high schools, and 61

items for high schools. Items for junior and senior high schools were

identical except for references to level of schooling. The items re-

garding elementary schools included nine fewer items dealing with serv-

ices to students, but otherwise were identical or comparable to the

junior and senior high school items.

Table 1 provides a breakdown of the number of items which deal with

services to students, services to teachers, services to parents, and co-

ordination, for each questionnaire.

Table 1

Number of Items in Questionnaire

Level of
Schooling

Target Groups of Guidance Program
Total

Students Teachers Parents Coordination

Elementary 21 18 12 1 52

Junior High 30 18 12 1 61

Senior High 30 18 12 1 61

Using these items, three forms of the questionnaire were developed

for each level of schooling, with one-third of the items being assigned

to each form. The one "co-ordination"
question was included in all three

forms at all three levels of schooling. Thus, there were developed nine

'questionnaire forms to school based and non-school based respondents.
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Table 2 provides a breakdown of the composition of the questionnaire

forms. Copies of the nine questionnaires appear in Appendix A.

Ta-

Composition of Nine Questionnaires

Level of
Schooling

Form of

Questionnaire
Number of Items

Students Teachers Parents Coordination

Elementary Form 1 7 4 1

Form 2 7 6 4 1

Form 3 7 ,6 4 1

Junior High Form 1 10 6
11-

1

Form 2 10 6 4 1

Form 3 10 _ 6 4 1

Senior High Form 1 10 6 4 1

Form 2 10 6 4 1

Form 3 10 6 4 1

5. Field Testing

An initial version of the nine questionnaire forms was subjected to

a field test in October and November, 1979. Students in grades eight

and eleven in six school jurisdictions completed the questionnaires under

the supervision of their teachers, and under conditions similar to those

that would exist in the actual administration of the questionnaire later.

In some instances, researchers were able to observe students completing

the questionnaires and noted possible difficulties requiring further

attention. School jurisdictions which participated in the field testing

included: Grande Prairie School District No. 2357, Edmonton Roman Cath-

olic School District No. 7, County of Lamont No. 30, County of Parkland

No. 31, County of Smoky Lake No. 13 and County of Strathcona No. 20. A

total of 700 questionnaires were completed during field testing.

An item analysis was performed on the questionnaire items by Dr. Tom

Maguire of the University of Alberta, and an assessment o:7 the level of

re_ding difficulty of the items was undertaken by Dr. Grace Malicky of the

University of Alberta and Dr. Bernard Bruner of Alberta Education Field

Services.
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Appropriate changes were made to the questionnaires where required

in the light of the, field testing, item analysis, and reading level

evaluation described above. Revised versions of the questionnaires were

ready for distribution in January, 1980.

It is noteworthy that the field testing was a very useful undertaking.

While changes were made to clarify some items, it became evident that item

selection and formulation in earlier stages of instrument development had

been quite adequate. In fact, only 12; of the items required any substan-

tive revision after the field testing:data were compiled and analyzed.

6. Selection of Respondents

Nine respondent groups were included in the survey: students,

parents, teachers, school administrators, school counsellors, school

trustees, employers, Alberta Education officials, and central office

administrators of local school jurisdictions. People in/the first five

of these categories were expected to respond to the quOtionnaires in

reference to their own particular schools, while those in the lest four

were expected to respond in terms of schools in general.

Sampling of Schools

Stratified random samples of schools were drawn which are assumed

to be representative of elementary, junior high and senior high school

populations respectively. To enhance the representativeness of each

sample the populations of schools were first stratified and from each

stratum every nth school was selected.

Sampling.: Elementary Schools

Two stratifying variables were used prior to random selection:

enrollment in grade six and type of school system in which the school

is located (i.e., large urban, small urban, county or division, and

independent districts). Names of schools offering instruction in grade

six were placed in the appropriate category (cell) of the matrix formed.
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Finally, from each cell every tenth name was selected. The chart below

illustrates the procedure and provides the number of schools in the pop-

ulation (N) and the numbers selected for the sample (S).

Enrollment
(Grade 6)

Large
Urban

N S

Small
Urban

N S

Counties &
Division

N S

Independent
Districts

N S

< 20 55 6 8 1 263 26 22 2

21-30 72 7 23 2 71 7 15 2,

31-60 165 17 22 2 94 9 30 3

>60 85 9 15 2 52 5 11 1

For elementary schools, 101 schools were selected in this fashion. Those

schools (8) which were private schools were dropped from the sample,

leaving 93 schOols. These constituted 9.3 percent of the elementary schools

population.

Sampling: Junior and Senior High Schools

For junior and senior high schools only one stratifying variable was

feasible for use in the initial categorizing of schools. Enrollment in

grade nine (for junior high) and in grade 12 (for senior high) was used

to cluster the schools. After the schools were grouped by enrollment every

nth name was selected to make up the sample. In junior high school every

sixth name was selected and this resulted in a sample size of 89 schools

(14.64% of the population). In senior high school the first two names in

each set of five names were selected (38.8% of the population).

Overall, the sample sizes and proportions using these methods were

as follows:

,-- Type of School Number Percentage of Population

Elementary 93 9.3 //

Junior High 89 14.6

Senior High 104 38/8 %
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In the elementary schools selected, parents of selected grade six

students were expected to respond. In junior high schools, grade eight

students and their parents were expected to respond and in senior high,

grade eleven students and their parents were expected to complete the

questionnaires. There were potentially 14,986 student respondents

Copies of the letters to school principals appear in Appendix C explain-

ing the procedures principals were to follow in distributing forms,1, 2

and 3 of the questionnaires.

In Appendix C a copy of the letter sent- to parents along, th their

questionnaires is included. The instuctinns included in the etters in

Appendix C also describe the manner in which questionnaire were dis-

tribn5ed to teachers and parents for each of the selected/Schools.

The three respondent groups listed above received questionnaires

through the schools. Other "school" respondents included school admin-

istrators and school counsellors. Each such educator selected to be

part of the sample in the province received a questionnaire (the three

forms of each level were assigned randomly).

The "non-school" respondents included school trustees, employers,

Alberta Education officials, and central office administrators in local

school jurisdictions. All school trustees in the province were asked to

complete questionnaires, the various forms of the questionnaires being

assigned at random. For the employer respondent group, the Alberta

Chamber of Commerce provided the names of its corporate members. Selected

officials of Alberta Education's various branches were asked to respond.

Finally, for the central office administrators of local school jurisdic-

tions, the membership list of the Conference of Alberta School Superin-

tendents was used. Appendix D includes copies of the covering letters

which accompanied the queitionnairea sent to these various respondent

groups:

7. Schedule

Distribution of the questionnaires commenced on January 28, 1980

and was completed by mid-February. Mailing was done from the School

Book Branch, under the supervision of a research assistant. Each form

was stamped with the appropriate school code number in the case of those
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questionnaires to be completed by students, parents and school staff

members. Follow-up letters were sent in March to encourage a more

complete return, and telephone calls were placed to those schools which

hadn't responded by April 1, 1980. In order to publicize the survey, a

news release was issued by the Communications Director of Alberta Education

on February 1, 1980 (see Appendix E).

Table 3 shows the number of questionnaires distributed to each of

the respondent groups, as well as the number and percentage returned.

Table 3

Respondent-Group Breakdown

Respondent
Group

Number of
Questionnaires
Mailed

Number of
Questionnaires
Returned

Percentage *
Returned

Students 14,896 8,843 59

Parents 17,920 5,880 33

Teachers 6,448 2,683 42

School Principals 950 362 38

School Counsellors 713 445 62

School Trustees 900 193 21

Employers 750 189 25

Alberta Education
Officials 120 80 67

Central Office
Administrators 188 158 84

TOTAL 42,475 18,723 44

* These figures refer to total mailed questionnaires and are the lowest

possible estimates.

Completed questionnaires began to be returned in late February. All

incoming questionnaires were checked individually to assure proper

identification and completion. Questionnaire responses were key-punched

during April, so that processing of the data could begin.
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8. Validation of Assumptions

In order to determine the validity of the eight basic assumptions

underlying the development of the questionnaires, an opinionnaire was

developed to be completed by four groups of respondents: school admin-

istrators, school trustees, Alberta Education officials, and central

office administrators in local school jurisdictions. In total, 2,158

opinionnaires were mailed out, of which 25% were returned. (see Table 4)

Copies of the opinionnaire and accompanying letter appear in Appendix F.

The opinionnaire asked the respondents to evaluate each of eight state-

ments on three five point scales: an acceptability scale, a feasibility

scale, and a clarity scale.

Table 4

Rate of Return of Validation Opinionnaires

Respondent
Group

Number
Mailed

Number
Returned

Percentage
Returned

School Principals 950 185 20 %

School Trustees 900 104 12

Alberta Education
Officials 120 80 67

Central Office
Administrators 188 170 90

TOTAL 2,158 539 25

Detailed comments concerning the results of the opinionnaire appear

elsewhere in the report.

9. Context and Input Data

Very little "context" or "input" information was collected from the

respondents to the questionnaire. They were asked merely to identify the

respondent group which they represented, and to respond to the items in

the questionnaire. In addition, each questionnaire completed by a "school"

respondent carried the school code number for identification.

There is value, however, in examining context and input data. "Context"

information is dcncriptive of the environment or situation in which counsel-



ling and guidance services are provided. It can provide an answer to

the question, "In what kind of cortext is the service highly valued,

thought to be the responsibility of the school, likely to exist, and

to be of superior quality?". -"Input" data provide for an analysis of

the personnel, facilities, resources, expenditures, etc.

Context and input data were collected for the 48 schools selected

for the Phase II on-site visitations described below. Copies of the

forms used for data collection are included in Appendix G. The forms

were given to the school principals by the consultants at the time of

their Phase II interviews, with instructions to complete them and re-

turn them by mail.

10. Phase II: On-Site Visitations

Phase II consisted of on-site visitations to selected schools by

Alberta Education Regional Office consultants for the purpose of col-

lecting procesildata in "high-adequate" and "low-adequate" schools.

The visitations took place between May 12 and June 15, 1980, and were

preceded by four orientation meetings for interviewers between December,

1979 and early May, 1980, to develop methods for data collection and en-

sure a degree of consistency among interviewers. The consultants worked

in three teams, as follows:

Elementary Schools: Mr. B. Fossen, Mr. K. McMillan

Junior High Schools: Mr. G. Cooper, Dr. D. Hepburn

Senior High Schools: Mr. J. Flaherty, Dr. J. North

An interview instrument was developed and used by each consultant when

interviewing administrators, counsellors and teachers in the chosen

schools (see Appendix H).

Schools were selected on the basis of their adequacy index scores.

A composite adequacy score was used based upon the adequacy indices ob-

tained from all respondents. Essentially, the top ten percent (most

adequate) and the bottom ten percent of schools at each level were chosen,

except that very small schools with less than one class for each grade,

were excluded. Preliminary results of the interviews were presented

in June, 1980, with more extensive summaries following in October, 1980.
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11. Subjective Comments

Respondents to the questionnaire were invited to add comments if

they wished. These comments were abstracted from the questionnaires

by a student hired for the summer of 1980 under a STEP program grant.

A special form was designed to structure this task such that positive

and negative statements were identified as well as the response group

to which the respondent belonged. A summary of these subjective com-

ments appears in Appendix I.

12. Task Force Mandate and Task Force Report

The task force has attempted to assess programs and services and

report its findings as succinctly as possible. The complete mandate

and page references for reported findings follows:

1 To identify the desirable elements of adequate school guid-

ance and counselling programs. (pp. 2-6, 27-72)

2 To assess counselling and guidance programs in schools of

Alberta for:

(a) Adequacy, i.e. do the programs offer a full range of
services as measured by the identified desirable ele-

ments? (pp. 68-72)

(b) Quality, i.e. is the quality of service provided in

each of the elements satisfactory? (pp. 40-50, 59-64)

3. To determine those elements which are in most pressing need

of development. (pp. 64-68)

4. To make recommendations to the Minister of Education based

on the information collected. (pp. 102-110)

It is recommended that the reader familiarize himself with the

total report prior to narrowing his focus to one aspect of the study.

There are two reasons for this:

1. An aspect may be discussed in more than one Ic.cation.

2. Aspects are interrelated and should not be considered outside
the context of the whole of the report.
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CHAPTER TWO

Some Background Information

1. Alberta, 1981

The year 1980 marked Alberta's seventy-fifth anniversary as a

province. The pageantry and celebration marking this occasion were

overshadowed by the realization that many of the predicted upheavals

associated with new wealth and rapid population growth are already

present in the province. Alberta is no longer a slower paced land

of cowboys, grazing cattle, clear streams, solitude and agriculture.

The world energy crisis has accentuated the latent value of the

province's reserves of oil, natural gas and coal. Development of the

petroleum resources has accelerated at an unprecedented pace. Jobs

are plentiful and technology leads the way. Thousands migrate to

Alberta each year, and there has been a pronounced shift to urban-

ization. Some of the salient changes which are occurring or have

already occurred are outlined in the following paragraphs.

The reader should be aware that employment opportunities provide

positive benefits as well as negative features. The task force does

not wish to paint a bleak picture which does not contain the optimist

and spirit of opportunity which characterize Alberta at the present

time. The balance between development of resources and preservation

of the environment is delicate; the emergence of new patterns of

social equilibrium as population growth accelerates does require time

and adaptation; the problems associated with rapid growth and develop-

ment will be resolved by alert and tenacious - Albertans of today and

tomorrow. Alberta is truly a new land and the challenges of today

are part of a heritage that will yield rewards in the future.

2. Change

a) Science and Technology

Alberta is rapidly becoming a world leader in the areas of

science and technology which relate-to petroleum resource
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development and allied petrochemical processing. The City

of Edmonton is the transportation and communications hub for

activity in the north; Calgary is the centre of business re-

lated to exploration, data processing and pipeline activity.

New universities (Calgary, Lethbridge, Athabasca) have been

chartered and the major technical schools (N.A.I.T., S.A.I.T.)

are expanding to meet the need for trained personnel in the

agriculture, petroleum, and construction industries.

b) World of Work

Employment in Alberta in the late 70's to the present time

is at an all-time high. Statistics Canada regularly verifies

that which is seemingly the case, i.e. job opportunities are

available in the province. This is particularly true for per-

sons who are skilled in a trade or technology, or who have

professional or managerial skills.

New jobs appear and some old ones become obsolete. Re-

training is often necessary and Canadian employment experts

have been educating the populace to accept retraining and

relocation as facts of life in the country. The employment

opportunities in Alberta act as a catalyst which promotes

immigratiori to the proyince.

c) Population

Statistics Canada reports that in the one-year period ending

January, 1979, Alberta's population increased by 55,400 per-

sons. Most of this growth is attributable to the migration

of Canadians who are searching for work and finding it in

Alberta, and to immigrants from other countries who are lured

to Alberta for the same reason after they arrive in Canada.

The City of Calgary is projected to be the home of one million

souls by the mid 90's; Edmonton is experiencing growth at the

same pace. If present trends continue, Alberta could double

its 1970 population early in the next century.

d) The Family

There is increasing evidence that the pressures for survival

in a growth dominated province are causing some cracks in the
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armour of the family unit. For example, Alberta has one of the

highest divorce and suicide rates in Canada. Also, most urban

families are characterized by two working parents so that chil-

dren do not have the close and continuing contact with parents

that was once the case. The extended family unit is also a

rarity since relatives generally live in other provinces or

countries. Many young Albertans have never met their cousins,

aunts, uncles or grandparents.

The "latchke " child is a common phenomenon and television

constitutes a non uman companion after school hours and prior

to the evening me 1. Financial and social pressures often re-

sult in marital liscord and marriage breakdown. The old adage

that "Every rose/ has a thorn," seems to be as true now as it

was when it was first phrased. Prosperity, too, has its price.

e) Values

Contemporary alues seem to be characterized by greater relativ-

ism, perhaps xpediency, than was the case twenty or thirty years

ago. Plural sm and tolerance have increased in influence while

the value of rugged individualism has declined. We live in an

era of imme late gratification which is facilitated by plastic

credit cares. There is no longer a need to save for a purchase,

nor is the e a need (or desire) for cash. The credit business

is closel related to the success of the economy so it seems to

be a "go51;d" thing if wisely used.

On/the other hand, the noxious habit of cigarette smoking

is being removed from the glamorous pedestal on which it was

placel/during and after the Second World War. There is also

evidence that Canadians are taking greater interest in physical
/

fitness and outdoor activities.

Christian religions and belief systems have experienced

some major transformations over the last couple of decades.

Some might argue that these changes were related to form rather

than substance, but few would disagree that intra and interde-

nominational tolerance have ;nPreased.
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f) Counselling and Guidance

Alberta schools have been hard pressed to meet the challenges

provided by rapid population growth as well as those provided

by changes in science and technology, the work force, the family

and general values, among others. Tremendous growth, quanti-

tative and qualitative, has been/is now occurring in Alberta

Education. One area which represents a direct evolvement of

the growth and change characteristic of Alberta society is the

field of school guidance and counselling programs and services.

The history of some of the highlights of the development of

counselling and guidance services in Alberta schools follows.

3. School Guidance and Counselling Service: Some Highlights

Not unlike other Canadian provinces, formal adoption of guidance and

counselling began in Alberta schools after World Vii"' II, and was almost

solely influenced by practices in the United States. Although much of the

guidance and counselling function was the prerogative of teachers and ad-

ministrators, some school jurisdictions began hiring specially trained

people to fill guidance and counselling positions. Van Hesteren (1971)

reports that, by 1949, counsellors hid been appointed in high schools in

Medicine Hat, Lethbridge and Red Deer, and supervisors of guidance had

been appointed in Calgary and Edmonton. The Guidance Branch of the De-

partment of Education was established in 1947.

By the mid 1960's guidance subjects were available to students

in both junior and senior high schools. Graduate schools for coun-

sellor education had been established in Alberta universities and

many school jurisdictions employed counsellors who were professionally

educated for this specific task. The number of people availing themselves

of counsellor training was enhanced by special grants provided by the Fed-

eral government for the education of "vocational" and "educational" coun-

sellors. During the 6O `s the Guidance Council, a professional association

under the aegis of the Alberta Teacher's Association, was established. To

provide direction for its members, the Guidance Council set out A Rationale

for Guidance and Counselling in Alberta Schools in 1963. The rationale

dealt specifically with objectives, goals and strategies for guidance and
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counselling. The Guidance Council holds annual conferences for its members

and established a regularly published news bulletin in 1969. This later
became the Alberta Counsellor and the Alberta Counselletter. In 1971 the

first annual counsellor leadership seminar was held in Edmonton.

In the early 70's an updated rationale for guidance and coun-

selling was set forth by the Counselling and Guidance Branch of Alberta
Education. Its major thesis was that "school counselling in Alberta con-
stitutes a triple opportunity for youth:

1. an opportunity of understanding,

2. an opportunity of planning,

3. an opportunity of becoming." (page 10)

The rationale illustrated and provided suggestions of how this triple

opportunity plan for youth could effectively function in elementary, junior
and senior high schools through the provision of assistance to students,

school staff and parents, and through the coordination of community re-

sources.

Various studies during the 70's indicate a slow increase in numbers

of counsellors employed in Alberta. The first study of this period was
by Altmann and Herman (1971), who examined the status of elementary coun-

selling through questionnaires circulated to school superintendents. They

found that for the 1969-70 school term, 62 people were employed in ln

elementary counselling capacity serving 205,671 elementary students. Of

these 62 people, only 10 were trained as elementary counsellors. Fifty-
two (52) were visiting teachers or consultants. Thirty-three (33) of

the 62 had masters' degrees, two had Ph.D.'s, the remainder had lesser

qualifications. The ratio of 62 people to 205,671 elementary students

was dlscribed by the authors as somewhat awesome.

Another study by Herman and Altmann (1972), reported in the Alberta
. Teachers' Association Magazine of January, 1972, found that there were

526 counsellors employed in Alberta. Of these, 251 were employed full

time. Fifty-three (53) of these counsellors were employed at the ele-

mentary level, 224 at the-junior high school level, 209 at the senior

high school level and 40 were generalists; that is, they were employed

at more than one level.
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In a similar study conducted by Mott (1972), Supervisor of Guidance

and Counselling for Alberta Education, it was found that there were 558

counsellors in the province in the 1971-72 school year. Approximately

60% of these had a counselling diploma or better qualifications. In a

further survey conducted by Mott (1976) for the school year 1975-76,

it was found that there were 612 counsellors employed throughout the

province. The most recent study comes again from Mott (1978), in which

he reports that there were 639 counsellors employed in the Province of

Alberta during 1977-78. Of these, 227 were devoting full time to counsel-

ling and approximately 400 were devoting half-timeor'more than half-

time to counselling. .These reports would indicate that there is a slow

but definite growth in the number of counsellors employed in Alberta

schools during the 1970-80 decade. It is notable that this gradual

increase in the number of counsellors occurred at a time when student

enrollments were declining slightly or showing little growth.

Recent Trends in Counselling in Alberta
A

Perceptions of the role of counsellor have been studied from many

different sources. One of the first such studies reported in the 70's

was by Herman, Altmann and Sears (1971). They surveyed school super-

, intendents of Alberta and found from the responses received that per-

sonal counselling ranked highest in the list of duties of counsellors.

They also found that the best done of all counselling services was ed-

ucational and vocational counselling. Staff consultation was the item

that was selected by superintendents as requiring the greatest improve-

ment. In general, the study indicated that superintendents view their

___.---

counsellors as performing worthwhile functions but that these functions

must be extended and improved. They said:

"It would appear that Alberta counsellors can function effectively

within the existing administration, but desirable changes are

contingent upon the counsellor's knowledge of his role and the,.

development of a strong guidance program at the local level." (p. 270)

Mott's (1971) study entitled "Perceptions of the High School

Counsellor Role in Alberta" investigated perceptions of the high school

counsellor between and among groups of counsellors, teachers and prin-

4(3
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cipals in 92 schools in Alberta, both rural and urban. The results

revealed that:

1. Counsellors, teachers and principals agreed on the role function
of the secondary school counsellor.

2. Differences were found between the teacher group and the coun-
sellor group, and between the teacher group and principal group
in the implementation of those functions.

Mott assum @d that a major reason for this may be due to a lack of communi-

cation of the,counselloi with teachers and principals about what she/he

_does, and also a lack of eloping a role description for implementation.

He reCommended that counsellors should produce a written description of

the philosophy and objectives of guidance prograMs and make this .known to

school personnel.

The result that counsellors, teachers, principals agreed on the role

and functions of secondary school counsellors, is somewhat contrary to other

research reported. A study by Hengel (1970) addressing the role of the

counsellor in Alberta high schools as perceived by counsellors, counsellor

educators and principals, found that there were differences of role per-

ception among these three groups. In another study done by Brown (1974),

differences of opin4o,1 were found between a counsellor and his administra-

tor, add between a counsellor and his client regarding counsellor roles.

A study by Laughren and Herman (1975) investigated differences between

daughters' and their mothers' perceptions of the role of the school coun-

sellor. Signifi:ant differences of'mothers' and daughters' perceptions

of counsellor roles were indicated;,however, both mothers and daughters

viewed educational and vocational problems as the most suitable areas in

which to seek counsellor help.

Paterson (1970), commenting on the counsellor image in Alberta,

stated that one of the main problems in Alberta has been gaining wide

acceptance among teachers and school administrators. Paterson cautioned

that counselling is an auxiliary se,vice as the purpose of education has

to do with instruction. "To do this we need open lines of communication

with children, parents, principals, and teachers." (p. 40). Consequently,

the school counsellor has the responsibility to keep other professionals

informed about what he is doing. Paterson (p. 40) concludes:

4 ,1
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"To ignore responsibility is to invite unfair criticism and endanger
our image not only in one school, but throughout the province."

In a later article Paterson (1972), in discussing accountability

and the future role of the counsellor, stressed that counsellors are

people workers. He feels that if people in education are going to be

accountable, they must make some clear objectives and goals and strive

to reach them. With this in mind he outlined some objectives for future

counselling.

Massey (1973) in summarizing Paterson's (1972) suggestions, supports

him as promoting counselling as a person-centered profession, concerned

with community, school and human needs. It is the counsellor's duty tq

help to really bring about equal opportunities for all children in

Alberta. Lastly, she suggested there is a trend to realistic counselling

in that what counsellors do has to make sense to professional and lay

people alike. It not only has to make sense, but people have to be able

to see the value of what counsellors do.

West (1972), in responding to Paterson's article on accountability,

stated that counsellors have acquired a public image which has the

potential to destroy them. Massey (1973) writes:

II

"Counsellors are confused about their roles and goals, and their
competence is questionable because they are unable to demonstrate
whatever effectiveness they may have." (p. 38)

West (1972) feels the status of counselling in our schools is tenuous

and there is a lot of hard work to be done, but counsellors are equal

to the task and can meet the demand for accountability.

Quinn (1972) also commented on school counselling services and

accountability. Viewing the counsellor as a part of the educational team,

he feels the counsellor does have some special skills which are to be

utilized in the school but his acceptance by and relationship with other

staff cannot be facilitated if he promotes a mystique of clinical psycho-

therapist. Quinn observed that an impdrtant part of the accountability

schema for counsellors, often overlooked, is the mutual cooperative effort

exercised in the counsellor's relationship with parents, community and

other agencies.
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Nichols (1970) has commented on the role of the counsellor in staff

development. His view is that guidance goals coincide with those of edu-

cation generally and, consequently, every school staff member has respon-

sibility for, and involvement in guidance. Massey (1973) reviews Nichols'

suggestions and furthers his concept of the-counsellor's role as one of

working cooperatively with other staff members to develop both themselves

and the guidance program.

Hassard and Costar (1977) concluded that there was a definite differ-

ence between perception of ideal counsellor roles held by principals and

counsellors. While there was considerable agreement as to the functions

of the counsellor, there was much disagreement on the school counsellor's

role. Principals saw the counsellor's role largely as one of administra-

tive support. Their perspective was most often from the point of view of

the institution, while that of the counsellor'ssprang from the needs of

individual students. Hassard and Costar cautioned regarding the presence

of role perception conflicts.

Counsellors themselves have critically examined their roles and have

urged changes for improvement. Earlier issues centered on directive

versus non-directive counselling, whether school counsellors should nave

teaching experience, and appropriate qualifications for school counsellors.

More recent examinations have centered on the models of counselling and

the delivery system. Many writers have urged movement from a medical

model, based on diagnosis and curing, to an educational model, based on

developmental progression of learning skills that arise at various periods

of life and which are required for coping and enhancing life. Dave Clark

(1973, p. 51), President of the Alberta Guidance Council, wrote:

"The emphasis is on preventive prowms; teachers and counsellors must
work in close cooperation to monitor and upgrade quality of classroom
learning environment and the total school climate.}

Ar article by Herman (1974) stressed a developmental approach and the need

for change to a program format of delivery. Programs would include struc-

tured, articulated experiences for youth tjat would teach theM essential

skills such as self-understanding, understanding others, decision making,

life planning, communication, etc. Merchant (1976, p: 26) wrote:

46
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"I suppose the developmental viewpoint may sound idealistic or over-
zealous but I am convinced that elementary school guidance will be
a new hope only if it turns from corrective, remedial approaches
and focuses on the developmental needs of all children."

Van Hesteren and Zingle (1977), in an editorial in the Canadian Counsellor,

wrote:"

"Even a cursory survey of Canadian guidance literature makes readily
apparent there exists a considerable degree of confusion and dis-
agreement concerning the nature of the guidance function and specific
role characteristics of school guidance personnel ... Notwithstanding
this diversity of opinion, the central and most significant issue
facing school counselling as a profession today is essentially the
same one that has confronted it virtually since the beginning of
guidance as a movement. This broad issue has to do with deciding
upon the nature, scope and purpose of guidance services within the
context of the total educational enterprise. An issue arising out
of this broader one and inseparably related to it concerns the de-
lineation of the school counsellor's role." (pp. 105-106)

In pursuing this point they come to t1.2 following conclusici:

"The solution to the current role dilemma facing school counsellors
lies neither in a retreat to an antiquated vocational guidance model
nor an entrenchment in S personal adjustment-crisis orientation, but,
rather in moving confidently but prudefitly in the direction of a
developmental guidance model geared to the needs of pupils in modern

society." (p. 115)

Mott (1978), stated:

"A number of school jurisdictions have been developing successful
elementary school counselling programs which have emphasized develop-

ment and preventive approaches . . . In secondary schools successful
counselling and guidance programs relating to a variety of student
development concerns are in place ... At the present time guidance
does not have a curriculum that is clearly defined as do traditional
disciplines such as Science, Math or English. The rationale for
developing skills in the guidance area is a preventive one. If

students are going to learn their full potential in academic areas
they need the enabling skills of decision-making, basic relating
skills, and other guidance content areas. A problem in implementing
this kind of skills development program is finding time in thd school
day. Sole content is integrated with other subjects; however, 'a core
program of studies along with integration would be desirable."
(pp. 19-21)

The philosophical and theoretical writings are beginning to be trans-

lated into practice. Throughout Alberta, counsellors and teachers with a
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guidance orientation have been busy implementing projects and programs

which leaders in the field have recommended. The concern for improvement

is genuine. The desire for guidance and counselling to be an integral

part of the school program in its aim toward effecting goals of schooling

and education is evident with new developments.

Special Reports in Alberta

The Report on Mental Health in Alberta (1969) indicated that the

school counsellor has been widely accepted in Alberta. At that time,

according to this report, school guidance and counselling services in

Alberta were comparable to those of other provinces. However, the re-

port cautioned:

"If copnsellors are to perform their functions well, they must be
enabled and encouraged by school administrations to increase their
work with parents and with other community mental health personnel.
They should be freed of tasks which can be performed by clerical
personnel." (p. 13)

The Worth Report on Education in Alberta (1972) predicted that

problems relating to mental illness, crime, social unrest; alcoholism,

suicide and drug abuse will become more serious in the decades ahead.

These problems and others, the report indicated, would require the

intervention of professional personnel such as speech therapists and

psychologists.

Recorded in the proceedings of the Alberta Chamber of Commerce,

Education and Business Conference, held in Jasper Park Lodge in October,

1976, is the following resolution:

"Be it resolvedfthat the Government of Alberta establish an adequate
counselling service throughout the public and separate schools in
the basic educational system and as the first step the Department
of Education birected to complete a needs assessment study which
would identify specific counselling needs in the province and pro-
vide a course of action to meet the identified needs."

Counselling for the purpose of this resolution was defined as follows:

"Assistance given through an in-school based program to students
to meet their normal academic and personal developmental needs."
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Another study by Dumont (1976) commissioned by the Minister of

Education for the Province of Alberta provided the following recommenda-

tion:

"There is need to institute intensive guidance services at all levels
in the schools. It is further recommended that a study be under-
taken by the Department of Education to survey what services exist
and what is required and assess the financial problems that are
associated with providing guidance services to small and remote
northern centres."

Collett (1978), in a report on an evaluation of a curriculum project

for Alberta Education, stated that a significantly large proportion of

those responding to his survey indicated an inadequacy in the counselling

program. His concluding summary statement was:

"The counselling services in Alberta high schools seemed to be in
need of further evaluation, development and stimulation through
provision of resources." (p. 136).

A report released by Alberta Social Services and Community Health

(1979) on social trends in Alberta substantiated the Worth Report (1972)

predictions on social and familial problems in Alberta. Statistics on

changing family structures, economic disparities, and mobility

trends support the need for trained professionals in this decade and those

ahead.

Sao

A Provincial Mental Health Advisory Council Survey (1979) on mental

health services available to school children in Alberta further alerts

Albertans to, the reality that despite the availability of a variety of

services there are still children who are not receiving the basic mental

health services they are entitled to, especially in isolated rural areas.

,This survey presents information on the availability of mental health re-

sources to school age children in Alberta. Several dimensions of school

counselling and mental health resources were surveyed such as availability

of school counsellors their qualifications, training and referral proced-

ures used. The general conclusion one reaches when reading this report

is that psychological and counselling services to Alberta students are

lacking, that services coordination is poor and that additional monies

are required by school systems to provide the services. "Earmarked"

funds are given su5stantial support by superintendents who participated

in the study.
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A position paper by the Canadian School Trustees Association (1980)

submitted to the Task Force on Guidance and Counselling in Alberta iden-

tified some of the problems currently faced by school guidance counsellors

in the wake of today's societal demands:

"In a time of economic restraint, a declining enrollment and an
increasing demand for accountability, a lack of a clear job
description accepteu by school staffs, administration and trustees
had resulted in cutbacks in guidance services." (p. 3)

This paper clearly delineates the crucial role of the counsellor in the

career education of all students and offers succint recommendations for

departments of education, Canadian universities and school boards. The

report also stresses that every effort be made to ensure that parents,

teachers and students understand the nature and scope of services avail-

able.

Another paper by the Alberta Hire-A-Student Advisory Council (1980)

on guidance and counselling further emphasized the importance of career

education. This paper detailed the Hire-A-Student program and concluded

with recommendations to the task force for the continued emphasis on

career planning for students.

Specific Criticism: Alberta Opinion

The value of school counsellors has been questioned both from within

the school and from without. Tracy (1972) writingtin the January issue of

The Debator, a journal sponsored by the Alberta Education Council, stated:

"The school boards will have to decide whether school counselling
services are a necessity or an expensive frill in education. Certainly
children have problems, but should the school, in fact, can, the school
provide the personnel to help with the solutions?" (p. 1)

She goes on to state:

"I would like to suggest that presently Alberta schools are not
adequately meeting the needs of students because few have any
services that are intentionally geared to the prevention of problems."

(p. 3)

She concludes by saying:

"We the public must either urge educators to improve pupil personnel
services or provide community counselling agencies to work with
schools and the home for the sake of our children." (p. 3)
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Statements by government officials have been critical of guidance

and counselling. Recorded in the Calgary Herald, October 6, 1973, is

a statement by Jim Foster, then Minister of Advanced Education, which

was critical of the lack of guidance received by students in the schools

and suggested that a regional counselling service outside of the school

system be established. Dr. Henry Kolesar, Assistant Deputy Minister of

Advanced Education said that counselling is in a "schmozzle". The Leth-

bridge Herald of November 14, 1973 goes on to quote him as follows:

"Many counsellors don't know what they are talking about, they give
no information or the wrong information."

Roy Farran, Alberta's SolicitOr General for several years, writing

in the Calgary Herald, May 22, 1979, stated:

"I have a healthy skepticism about counselling ... we have counsel-
lors in the schools and in ,churches, counsellors in the probation
department and social services, counsellors on alcoholism, drugs,
and mental health, counsellors with the police, in the prisons, in
the clubs, in the hospitals, in personnel departments. ,Next to
mosquitoes, they are the most prolific breed in Alberta. And often

it is the blind leading the blind."

4. Summary

The task force familiarized itself with many of the issues discussed

in this chapter and began to formulate assumptions which it considered to

provide the basis for school guidance and counselling programs. It then

sought evidence that the assumptions were valid. In addition, the task

force prepared lists of services to students, parents and teachers, and

then delimited these to include the basic services it deemed appropriate

for guidance and counselling programs in Alberta schools.

Having specified what it thought to be important, the task force

tapped opinions of over 18,000 Albertans (students, teachers, parents,

counsellors, principals, trustees, central administrators, employers,

Alberta Education officials) to try to identify hierarchies of importance

associated with these services, the degree to which schools are perceived

to be responsible for providing services, the frequency of

and the quality associated with provided services.

The results of these evaluations are reportec in Chapter Three,. Also

included are observations derived from school visitations and correlational

data found among input, context and adequacy measures.
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CHAPTER THREE

Findings

Section One

Assumptions Validation

The task force endorsed eight broad assumptions it considered

appropriate as the basis for elementary and secondary school counselling

and guidance programs in Alberta. The intent of this exercise was to

have a representative cross-section of Alberta school administrators

(central office and school based), school trustees and Alberta Education

officials, rate each assumption on three dimensions:

1. Acceptability: Importance

2. Feasibility: Practicality

3. Clarity of expression

A five point scale was used,in all instances as follows:

Acceptability

1. Totally unacceptable

2. Generally unacceptable

3. Partially acceptable

4. Generally acceptable

5. Totally acceptable

Feasibility

Totally infeasible

Infeasible

Partially feasible

Feasible

Totally feasible

Clarity

Very unclear

Unclear

Clear, in part

Clear

Very clear

There were three major questions to which answers were sought:

1. Did the representative group concur with task force members that the
assumptions were appropriate?

2. Were some assumptions endorsed more readily than others? By whom?

3. Were assumptions perceived as feasible and clearly stated?

The eight assumptions posed to the validation sample were as follows:
1

Assumption 1: School guidance and counselling programs should be designed

- to enhance the goals of schooling of Alberta Education.

Assumption 2: School guidance and counselling programs must help develop
and protect individuality as well as promote social respon-

sibility.

1 The task force generated and endorsed these eight assumptions. Other

such lists of assumptions or guidelines are available, e.g. Melton (1977)
posits six which are quite similar to those endorsed by the task force.
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Assumption 3: School guidance and counselling programs must help students
become effective problem solvers.

Assumption 4: School guidance and counselling programs should be available
to all students.

Assumption 5: School guidance and counselling programs should be integrated

with the educational process.

Assumption 6: School guidance and counselling programs should be develop-
mental as well as prescriptive or remedial.

Assumption 7: Personnel responsible for school guidance and counselling
programs must be able to plan and evaluate effectively.

Assumption 8: Guidance and counselling are separate but related functions.

The task force did not establish, a priori, the degree of consensus

required to indicate confirmatory validation. The intention was to observe,

response patterns and to assess the degree of support/non-support for the

basic assumptions.

The maximum number of respondents to any single item was 539. The

minimum was 516. Some respondents did not answer all items. The appr6xi..-

mate composition of the respondent validation sample was as follows:

Central Office Administrators = 31%

Principals = 35%

School Trustees = 19%

Alberta Education Officials = 15%

"TOTAL 100%

It must be noted that the rate of return for school trustees and

school principals was about 12% and 20% respectively. Two-thirds of

Alberta Education officials responded, while 90% of central office ad-

ministrators completed and returned their evaluations. These rates of

return are contained in Table 4, page 10.

The acceptability scale was defined as a measure of the importance

respondents associated with each assumption. It is, therefore, the

dimension which is the major indicator of the validity of each assumption

posed by the task force. In order to report the opinions of the valida-

tion sample as clearly as possible a series of tabulations of responses

to each assumption is provided.
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Table 5

Acceptability ratings of validation sample (N = 534) to assumption one:

School guidance and counselling programs should be designed to enhance

the goals of schooling of Alberta Education.

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 2 8 0 2 12 2

2. Generally unacceptable 6 7 4 4 21 4

3. Partially acceptable 10 13 9 3 35 7

4. Generally acceptable 47 '49 32 27 155 29

5. Totally acceptable 102 110 57 42 311 58,

Four hundred sixty-six (466) of the 534 respondents indicated that

assumption one was generally or totally acceptable. This can be inter-

preted to mean that 87% of the validation sample agreed that this assump-

tion is an important element of school guidance and counselling programs.,

No major differences in response patterns appear to'exist among the sub-

groups which constituted the validation sample.

Table 6

Acceptability ratings of,validation sample (N = 539) to assumption two:

School guidance and counselling programs must help develop and protect,

individuality as well as promote social responsibility.

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 8 2 0 16 3

2. Generally unacceptable /0 4 2 1 7 1

3. Partially acceptable / 12 20 5 11 48 9

4. Generally acceptable 48 57 34 32 171 32

5. Totally acceptable 104 98 60 35 297 55

Once again, respondents showed a high degree of support for this

assumption. The percentage of the total group who indicated a "4" or "5"

was 87% (468/539). Alberta Education officials tended to be evenly split

between general and total acceptance while the other sub-groups more

closely approximated a 1:2 distribution in these categories.
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Table 7

Acceptability ratings of validation sample (N = 537) to assumption three:

School _guidance and counselling programs must help students become effec-

tive problem solvers.

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 5 9 3 3 20 4

2. Generally unacceptable 5 9 3 3 20 4

3. Partially acceptable 18 21 12 15 66 12

4. Generally acceptable 53 63 28 20 164 31

-.. Totally acceptable 89 85 56 37 267 49

The degree of support ("4" and "5") for this assumption was 80%

(431/537). There was no major differential pattern of response evident

although trustees tended to be more accepting (1:2) than the others.

Table 8

Acceptability ratings of validation sample (N = 535) to assumption four:

School guidance and counselling programs should be available to all

Ltudents,

Sc

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 4 9 2 2 17 3

2. Generally unacceptable 3 4 4 2 13 2

3 Partially acceptable 10 '8 5 3 26 5

4. Generally acceptable 25 33 19 15 94 18

5. Totally acceptable 123 133 73 56 385 72

There was little doubt in the minis of the validation sample that

school g 'dance anu counselling programs should be available to all

students; 90% (479/535) agreed with this assumption and 72% were in

total agreement.
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Table 9

Acceptability ratings of validation sample (N = 536) to assumption five:

School guidance and counselling programs should be integrated with the

educational process.

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 6 10 3 1 20 4

2. Generally unacceptable 4 5 2 3 14 3

3. Partially acceptable 21 15 12 7 55 10

4. Generally acceptable 36 58 20 17 131 24,

5. Totally acceptable 103 99 65 49 316 59

Overall agreement with this assumption was 83% (447/536),. School

principals tended to be somewhat more equivocal than the other three

groups. Their responses approximate a 1:2 ratio en options "4" and "5"

while the ratio for other groups tends to be about 1:3.

Table 10

Acceptability ratings of validation sample (N = 532) to assumption six:

School gvidance and counselling programs should be developmental as well

as prescriptive or remedial.

Principals' Trustees
Education
Officials Total %

Adminis-
trators

1. Totally unacceptable 5 8 2 2 17 3

2. Generally unacceptable 2 6 5 5 18 3

3. Partially acceptable 8 21 10 10 49 9

4. Ge,erally acceptable 44 57 26 20 147 28

5. Totally acceptable 109 94 59 39 301 57

Eighty-four percent (84%), (448/532), of the respondents agreed with

the assumption that school guidance and counselling programs should be

developmental as well as prescriptive or remedial. Response patterns for

all sub-groups approximated 1:2 for options "4" and "5", respectively.

5 6
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Table 11

Acceptability ratings of validation sample (N = 529) to assumption seven:

Personnel responsible for school guidance and counselling programs must

be able to plan and evaluate effectively.

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 6 7 3 2 18 3

2. Generally unacceptable 1 3 3 1 8 1

3. Partially acceptable 14 24 10 14 62 12

4. Generally acceptable 55 57 30 20 162 31

5. Totally acceptable 92 92 54 41 279 53

Eighty-three percent (83%), (441/529), of the validation sample

agreed with the assumption that planning and evaluation are integral

components of a responsive guidance and counselling programin schools.

Response patterns of sub-groups are consistent.

Table 12

Acceptability ratings of ,Salidation sample (N = 531) to assumption eight:

Guidance and counselling are separate but related functions.

Adminis-
trators Principals Trustees

Education
Officials Total %

1. Totally unacceptable 16 15 4 4 39 7

2. Generally unacceptable 9 15 4 1 28 5

3. Partially acceptable 28 19 12 13 72 14

4. Generally acceptable 40 55 27 20 142 27

5. Totally acceptable 75 82 55 38 250 47

The index of agreement with assumption eight among the validation

sample was 74% (392/531). There was some hesitancy to endorse this

assumption to the degree demonstrated for the seven other assumptions.

On the other hand, 74% agreement among such a validation sample is

sufficient support for the notion that school guidance and counselling

are separate but related functions.
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Since the numbers of respondents to each stated assumption are approximately the

same, *he mean percentage indicating general or total acceptance for all

assumptions was: (83%+87%*80%+90%+83%+74%+84%+83%/8=83.5%). This index is

interpreted to mean that the validation sample very definitely supported the

views of the task force regarding the eight assumptions. One could conclude

that philosophical consonance exists between the task force and most members

of the validation sample. Also, little significant variation in response patterns

was noted among sub-groups of the validation sample.

In addition to rating the acceptability of the eight general assumptions, the

validation sample was requested to indicate the degree of fasibility and clarity

they associated with each assumption. The scale used for this purpose has been

described (p. 27). Table 13 presents the distributions of respondents by

assumption and role in education.

Table 13

Acceptability(A), Feasibility(F), Clarity(C) ratings given to assumptions.

Assumption 1:

School guidance and 1 .

counselling programs 2.

should be designed 3.

to enhance the goals 4.

of Alberta Education. 5.

% rating ' and 5

Assumption 2: 1.

School guidance and

counselling programs 2.

must help develop

and protect individ- 3.

uality as well as

promote social re- 4.

sponsibility

5.

% rating 4 and 5

Adminis-

trators Principals Trustees

Education

Officials Total

A F C A F C A F C AFC A F C

2 5 6 8 6 2 0 0 4 2 2 2 12 13 14

6 13 15 7 4 17 4 5 5 4 3 2 21 25 39

_10 51 38 13 76 31 9 37 18 3 25 17 35 189 104

47 67 56 49 79 84 32 45 48 27 32 35 155 223 223

102 30 50 110 22 52 57 15 27 42 16 22 311 83 151

89 58 64 90 54 73 87 59 73 88 62 73 87 57 70

6 6 5 8 6 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 16 12 10 '

0 12 13 4 11 17 2 11 5 1 8 1 7 42 36

12 70 29 20 83 35 5 35 18 11 39 16 48 227 98

48 54 67 57 66 80 34 43 49 32 25 36 171 188 232

104 26 54 98 21 52 60 14 30 35 7 25 297 68 161

89 48 72 82 47 71 91 55 77 84 41 77 86 48 73

5,3



Table 13 (cont'd):

Assumption 3:

School guidance and 1.

counselling programs 2.

must help students 3.

become effective 4.

problem solvers. 5.

% rating 4 and 5

Assumption 4: 1.

School guidance and 2.

counselling programs 3.

should be available 4.

to all students. 5.

% rating 4 and 5

Assumption 5: 1.

School guidance and 2.

counselling programs 3.

should be integrated 4.

with the educational 5.

process.

% rating 4 and 5

Assumption ,l.

School guidance and

counselling programs 2.

should be develop-

mental as well as 3.

prescriptive or

remedial. 4.

5.

% rating 4 and 5

- 34 -

Aden's-
trators Principals Trustees

Education

Officials Total

AFCAFCAFC AFC A FC
5 4 5 9 5 3 3 3 1 3 2 1 20 14 10

5 25 9 9 37 18 3 17 6 3 15 1 20 94 34

18 74 31 21 79 31 12 40 19 15 36 20 66 229 101

53 49 72 63 55 87 28 26 50 20 16 27 164 146 236

89 16 50 85 11 47 56 16 26 37 8 29 267 51 152

83 39 73 79 35 72, 82 41 75 73 31 72 80 37 73

4 7 5 9 8 5 2 9 1 2 1 1 17 25 12

3 30 2_ 4 34 11 4 10 3 2 17 4 13 91 20

10 57 25 8 60 20 5 25 16 3 29 16 26 171 67

25 34 52 33 63 71 19 33 33 15 20 26 94 150 182

123 36 81 133 22 78 73 26 50 56 12 42 385 96 251

89 43 81 88 45 81 89 .57 81 91 40 86 89 46 81

6 3 12 10 10 7 3 4 2 1 4 1 20 21 22

4 28 14 5 33 12 2 12 7 3 11 8 14 84 41

21 69 26 _15 70 26 12 3), 14 7 30 16 55 200 82

36 39 64 58 56 78 20 31 40 17 20 23 131 146 205

103 29 52 99 18 63 65 24 40 49 12 31 316 83 186

81 40 69 83 40 76 83 54 78 85 42 63 83 43 73

5 2 12 8 10 7 2 6 4 2 5 4 17 23 27

2 24 9 6 22 11 5 10 8 5 10 10 18 66 38

8 67 27 21 93 38 10 40 13 10 31 16 49 231 94

44 48 55 57 46 82 26 29 45 20 21 24 147 144 106

109 23 63 94 15 47 59 16 32 39 9 25 301 63 167

91 43 71 81 33 70 83 45 76 77 39 62 84 39 70

5 9
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Table 13 (cont'd):

vr

Admints- Education

trators Principals -Trustees Officials Total.

Assumption 7: AFCA F C A F C AFC A,FC
Personnel respon-

sible for school

guidance and coun-

selling programs

must be able to

plan arl evaluate

effectively.

Z rating 4 and 5

Assumption 8:

Guidance and coun-

selling are separate

but related

functions.

% rating 4 and 5

1. 6 7 13 7 9, 8 3 3 4 2 5 3 18 24 28

2. 1 16 15 3 24 16 3 U. 7 1 8 7 3 59 45

3. 14 62 27 24 67 41 10 43 26 14 40 21 62 212 115

4. 55 56 71 57 62 70 30 27 37 20 13 22 162 158 200

5. 92 23 42 92 22 47 54 15 28 41 12 25 279 72 142

87 48 67 81 46 64 84 42 64' 78 lt 60 83 44 65

1. 16, P 14 15 14 7 4 5 2 4 3 2 39 30 25

2. 9 23 13 15 19 17 3 8 6 1 7 7 28 57 43

3. 28 50 25 19 52 31 12 32 10 13 26 10 72 160 76

4. 40 52 60 55 60 74 27- 33 48 20 21 31 142 166 213

5. 75 31 52 82 36 56 55 20 35 38 16 25 250 103 168

68 50 68 73 53 70 81 54 82, 76 51 75 73 52 73

Table 13 illustrates clearly that feasibility is,perceived very differently

than acceptability; the validation sample is much more cautious in its ratings.

It is clearly evident in Table 13 that raters tended much more frequently to

choose "3" as a response when rating feasibility.. This trend is clearly

reflected- in the percentage where only "4" and "5" responses were credited. The

mean percentage where only "4" and "5" feasibility responses for all assumptions

was 46%, a very significant decline from the 83.5% overall for acceptability.

This probably reflects the recognition, among xaters, that the practical aspects

of getting the job done are much more complex than. acknowledging the

philosophical importance of the assumptions. It might be noted that comments

made by some respondents reflect a hesitancy to ignore financial constraints;

this occured oven though respondents were instructed to assume an ideal budgetary

situation.

The overall index of clarity, the mean percentage of "4" and "5" responses

over all assumptions, was 72X. This can be interpreted, to mean that

approximately 3/4 of the validation sample though the assumptions were clearly

stated. It is difficult to argue that feasibility ratings were lower because

statements are unclear and/or ambiguous.

LV
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The validation sample agreed consistently that the assumption's posed

by the task force were acceptable (83.5%), and that the assumptions were

quite clearly stated (72%); however, there is also a recognition, (consis-

tent among sub-groups), that operationalizing the assumptions in school

guidance and counselling programs is a much more complex task. This' is

reflected in the feasibility index (mean percentage) of 46%. Assumptions

three and six are seen to bn the least feasible (37%, 39% respectively)

assumptions. Of interest, too, is the fact that trustees tended to rate

feasibility higher than other respondents in six of eight instances.

Differences were qften small but this tendency may reflect the perception

among trustees that schools can achieve practical applications of generic

,principles more readily than educators acknowledge to be the case.

Section Two

Survey Results

The sampling procedure used in this study, the rationale for develop-

ing the instruments, matters related to readability and item selection,

the concept of matrix sampling, and the administrative involvements re-'

quired to accomplish collection of data, were explained in Chapter One.

In excess of 18,000 questionnaires were returned to Alberta Education

offices. Each questionnaire contained an average of 20 items and each

item had four dimensions, i.e. importance, responsibility, provision,

quality. There were three levels of questionnaires (elementary, junior

high, senior high) and three forms for each level.

One immediate goal of the task force was to recognize the needs of

those who read this report. Several guidelines were adopted:

1. Brevity and clarity should be evident.

2. There should be a consistent reporting format.

3. Data should be reported in as simple and direct a manner as possible.

It has been noted that eight generic "assumptions" about school guid-

ance and counselling services received strong support from the validation

sample. The items contained in the survey questionnaires were not system-
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atically derived from these assumptions in a rigorous deductive manner.

Rather, the research team which developed the questionnaire items for

the task force was fully aware of the assumptions the task force had

endorsed and then conducted a review of research reports and listed

individual items from these studies. The team noted considerable over-

lap among studies and items, and collapsed the total item bank into

three dimensions according to target group, i.e. services to students,

services to teachers, services to parents. These items were considered

to be in harmony with the assumptions. There were too many items to be

included in a single questionnaire so three forms were developed at each

' level in order to obtain optimal cooperation of respondents.

The task force was attempting to obtain confirmation from a variety

of "publics" in Alberta that the general philosophical assumptions for

school guidance and counselling programs and services related to these

assumptions are perceived to be appropriate. tIn addition, it was antic-

ipated that directions for change and-iMprovement would be indicated by

the respondents and that priorities among respondent sub-groups would

differ. Thirdly, the task fOt-ce wished know the degree to which

"desirable" services are,. provided in Alberta schools and the perceived

quality of such services. A fourth major objective was to identify

schools at each end' of the adequacy continuum and do on-site analyses

to identify variables which contribute to provision of successful ser-

vices to students, teachers and parents.

In simplest form, then, the first question'was whether the large

representative sample of respondents could jedentify importance for

services to students, teachers and parents at elementary school, junior

high school, and senior high school leVels. For each item (service)

respondents were asked to indicate on a four point scale the degree of

importance they associated with the service being considered. For com-

putational purposes, the following code was used:

Very Important = 4

Important = 3

Of Little Importance = 2

Not Important = 1
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It was a relatively simple matter to determine the mean (average)

response of the total respondent sub-group to each service noted by

each questionnaire item. It will be observed that a high degree of

importance is associated with all of the services, that priorities do

exist and these priorities for services to students tend to change as

students grow older. This pattern will becoMe clear as the interested

reader studies the responses to all items over all levels and forms of

questionnaires.

Data collected by means of questionnaires are presented in tables

which follow. The tables are arranged to present ratingc of services

to students, teachers and parents, respectively, at each major Ooca-

tional level (elementary, junior high, senior high). The mean (average)

scores contained in the tables have been determined by dividing the sum

of all ratings of a particular service by the total number of respondents.

In other words these are means of responses of the total sample.

The reader must keep in mind that the target of the service (students,

teachers, parents) and the level of education are used for classification

of responses. In order to Simplify interpretation, each table is divided

so that the top, middle, bottom thirds are immediately evident; these

divisions are made on the basis of the importance ratings given each

service. The reader can then do a visual inspection to ascertain the

degree to which respondents associate school responsibility, whether the

service is proVided and whether the quality is acceptable. Also, the

reader can quickly determine whether similar kinds of services ate ratid

high (or low)/ across target groups.

It is fmmediately evident that respondents associated a high d gree

of importance with all services; very few average ratings fall belch 3.0

on a four point scale. For purposes of interpretation, the reader' should

know that the following scales were ;wed for responsibility, provision,

quality:

Responsibility Provision QualitY

4. Complete Responsibility 1. Provided at School 5. Outstanding

3. Major Responsibility O. Not Provided at School 4. Very/Good

2. Shared Responsibility 3. Goof

1. Minor Responsibility 2. Fair

1. Poor63
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The reader should also recognize that quality of a service was rated

only by respondents who indicated that the service was being provided at

the local school. The number of respondents who acknowledged provision

of a service by the school is expressed as a proportion in the column

designated "provision", i.e. the figure .71 means that 71% of respondents

said the service was provided.

It is anticipated that the foregoing comments and the brief summary

statements which follow tables for each level of education, will assist

the reader to a quick grasp of the general assessment of services made

by Albertans in the spring"-of 1980.
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Table 14

Services to Elementary School Students
Mean Ratings; Importance, Responsibility, Provision, Quality

Service (Help to...) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality

1. Improve, learning skills 3.90 2.98 0.88 3.69

. 1. Develop effective study habits 3.85 2.99 0.69 3.32

3. D ,Ion good work habits 1.85 2.24 0.79 3.44

4. T,_ lop self-confidence, self-
esteem 3.84 2.20 0.65 3.29

5. Develop understanding ef individuals
and groups 3.73 2.17 0.71 3.51

6. Develop positive attitude to school,

learning 3.71 2.40 0.68 3.33

7. Deal with negative feelings,
attitudes, that affect school 3.67 2.32 0.5J 3.22

8. Learn what the laws require, what
society expects 3.66 2.17 0.69 3.49

9. Gain acceptance, respect of teachers,

classmates 3.66 2.45 0.66 3.47

10. Adjust to new school situations 1.65 3.30 0.74 3.68

11. Positive attitude toward work,
respect for, dignity of work 3.65 2.25 0.70 3.40

12. Learn to make decisions to achieve
goals 3.63 2.34 0.61 1.41

13. Help to meet people, get along, build
friendship 3.6? 2.12 0.70 3.42

14. Understand themselves, develop-

mental concerns 3.58 2.19 0.57 J.22

15. Resolve conflicts, fights 3.41 2.09 0.52 3.26

16. Develop awareness of world of work 3.13 2.52 0.51 3.23

17. Deal with physical developmental
concerns 3.32 2.12 0.63 3.28

18. Develop leisure time activities' 3.32 2.16 0.75 3.37

19. Understand how school programs,
activities relate to work 3.26 2.59 0.47 3.25

20. Realistically assess interests,

values, achievements 3.05 2.66 0.52 3.24

21. Develop awareness of local
community 2.96 2.22 0.48 3.39

Mean Ratings: All Services 3.56 2.40 0.64 3.38

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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Table 15

Services to Elementary School Teachers
Mean'Ratings; Importance, Responsibility, Provision, Quality

Service (Help to....) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality,

1. Maintain positive attitude toward
work, students 3.78

2. Understand individual students,
their developmental needs 3.71

3. Identify specific conditions that
affect student learning 3.69

4. Evaluate student progress: provide
activities to meet needs 3.64

5. Assess educational needs of
students 3.61

6. Understand special charac-
teristics of students 3.56

7. Specific problems in discipline,
class management 3.56

8. Place students in special programs,
suited to needs 3.46

9. Establish better relationships
with parents 3.46

10. Develop rules, appeal procedures,
fair to students 3.44

11. Understand and cope with student
interests, abilities 3.42

12. Integrate handicapped, minorities,
in mainstream 3.42

13. Promote personal, social adjustment
of students 3.40

14. Collect accurate information re
students: use for learning 3.39

15. Instruct students in skills, values,
related to subjects 3.37

16. Arrange and conduct productive
parent conferences 3.35

17. Identify social, cultural community
factors 3.06

18. Present educational, career impli-
cations of subjects 2.99

Mean Ratings: All Services 3.46

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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3.02 0.55 3.43

2.71 0.58 3.55

2.68 0.59 i.i8

3.11 0.69 3.44

3.02 0.65 3.34

2.65 0.59 3.22

2.92 0.61 3137

2.92 0.71 .46

2.44 0.80 3.48

3.02 0.62 3.53

2.98 0.59 3.33

2.56 0.47 3.46

2.40 80.57 .24

2.57 0.57 3.38

3.02 0.58 .25

2.70 0.80 3.59

2.40 0.42 3.21

2.81 0.38 3.18

2.77 0.60 3.38
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Table 16

Services to Parents: Elementary Schools
Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibility, Provision, Quality

Service (Help to ....) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality

1. Deal with children: learning
difficulties 3.76

2. Deal with children: personal/
social, differences 3.61

3. Information: learning opportunities
at school 3.53

4. Identify agencies: assist child
development problems 3.51

5.'Better communication: sellool,staff
re children 3.50

6. Opportunity to review student
records, tests 1.47

7..Assistance to help child with
school work 3.44

8. Information: school guidance and
counselling programs 3.38

9. Receive help re personal guidance
of children 3.31

10. Opportunity to discuss child
development, problems 3.11

11. Inform school: values for their
children 2.7R

12. Discuss long term educational
plans .73

Mean Ratings: All Services '3.34

2.49

2.24

3.20

2.28

0.64

0.54

0.78

0.51

3.41

3.21

3.57

3.33

2.47 0.77 3.38

2.84 0.64 3.56

2.62 0.60 3.36

2.90 0.45 3.25

2.32 0.59 3.41

2.20 0.40 3.23

2.20 0.42 3.18

2.28 0.37 3.18

2.50 0.56 3.34

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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A clear picture of respondents' perceptions of "important" services

in elementary schools in Alberta was evident. Services to students that

are seen to be most important are those which_ relate to academic skills

and quality of learning. Effective study and work habits, better learn-

ing skills and a positive attitude toward learning emerged as top choices.

Services to enhance social and personal adjustment tended to be clustered

next while those dealing with physical development, leisure activity, com-

munity awateness, realistic self-appraisal were seen to be of less impor-

tance. It must be noted that all services were perceived to be important

and that the foregoing commentary is intended only to reflect an observable

trend. It is noteworthy, too, that services to students are seen to be

most importantr

A similar trend exists regarding services to teachers. The primary

emphasis lies in the area of services to enhance the improvement of effec-

tive, individualized instruction of students. Lowest ratings are given

services to assist teachers to explain the career implications. of subjects

they teach and to understand social, cultural, economic factors which

influence student behaviors.

An important service to parents is seen to be the provision of

assistance to deal with learning difficulties being experienced by their

child. Information and communication services are Tanked intermediate

while services related to understanding child development, values dis-

cussions and discussions of long term plans for the child, are perceived

to be least important.



Table 17

Services to Junior High School Students
Quality

Quality

Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibility, Provision,

Service (Help to ....) Importance* Responsibility Provision

1. Improve learning skills 3.67 3.21 0.78 3.56
2. Develop effective study habits 3.64 2.65 0.5R 3.15

3. Develop characteristics to get
and hold a job 3.57 2.41 n.52 3.29

4. Plan education programs related
to skills, etc. 3.55 2.66 0.52 3.29

5. Learn about alcohol and drugs 3.51 2.45 0.47 3.20
6. Adjust to new school situations 3.51 3.14 0.61 3.42

7. Develop self-confidence, self-esteem 3.46 2.36 0.45 3.19
8. Make decisions to achieve goals 3.45 2.47 0.48 3.21

9. Deal with negative feelings:
school work 3.45 2.50 0.50 3.19

10. Learn +at laws require, society's
expectations 3.45 2.41 0.44 3.23

11. Understanding of individuals and
groups 3.44 2.4) 0.52 3.15

12. Positive attitude toward work,
dignity of work 3.43 2.50 0.42 3.16

13. Develop realistic career goals 3.41 2.55 0.47 3.23
14. Develop positive attitude to school 3.16 2.55 0.49 3.20
15. qain respect of teachers, classmates 3.32 2.58 0.52 3.21

16. Understand how school relates to work 3.31 2.89 0.44 3.26

17. Learn continuing education
opportunities 3.31 2.76 0.41 3.31

18. Develop job searching skills 3.31 2.53 0.29 3.06

19. Realistically assess interests, etc. 3.28 2.86 0.44 3.33

20. Be informed re Alberta career
opportunities 3.23 2.59 0.33 3.19

21. Meet people, get along 3.23 2.21 0.4? 3.13

22. Understand themselves, development 3.22 2.29 0:41 3.08

23. Declare individual and human rights 3.22 2.42 0.29 3.05

24. Enter program at another
institution 3.17 2.65 0.38 3.31

25. Constructive leisure time
activities 3.15 2.46 0.62 3.49

26. Assistance of community agencies 3.13 2.34 0.35 3.09

27. Resolve conflicts, "fights" 3.05 2.25 0.45 3.12
28. Deal with physical development

concerns 3.02 2.31 0.49 3.21

29. Change school programs: new
circumstances 2.94 2.80 0.42 3.27

30. Get appropriate work experience 2.89 2.30 0.23 3.08

Mean Ratings: All Services 3.32 2.55 0.46 3.22

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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Table 18

Servises to Junior High Sc ool Teachers
Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibi ity, Provision, Quality

Service (Help to ....) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality

1. Maintain positive attitude to
work, students // 3.63

2. Understand ind idual students,
their needs 3.50

3. Identify co itions: learning:

particula students 3.47

4. Evaluat progress: develop
act ties: individual students 3.42

5_,.. derstand unique characteristics
/ of their students 3.42

_ .

6. Understand, cope: students
interests, abilities 3.38

7. Develop rules: fair to all
,students 3.37

8. Assess education needs: students 3.32

9. Instruct: values to subjects
taught 3.31

10. Place students: special programs,
groups -

3.29
'----"..__

11. Problems: discipline, management:---3a8
12. Integrate handicapped, minority

into mainstream 3.23

13. Present career, educational
implications: subjects 3.17

14. Collect information re students:
promote learning 3.17

15. Encourage personal, social
development: students 3.16

16. Establish better relationships:
parents 3.07

17. Social, cultural factors: student
behavior 3.03

18. Arrange parent conferences
(productive) 2.99

Mean Ratings: All Services 3.29

3.19 0.40 3.29

2.92 0.43 3.17

2.86 0.44 3.22

3.06 0.45 1.23

2.83 0.41 3.25

3.01 0.40 3.18

3.09 0.51 3.28

2.92 0.45 3.22

3.05 0.51 3.37

2.93 0.49 3.32

2.95 0.48 3.16

2.73 -0.34 3.39

3.00 0.35 3.23

2.76 0.38 3.27

2.57 0.42 3.20

2.50 0.53 3.16

2.57 0.35 3.21

2.67 0.64 3.30

2.87 0.44 3.25

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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Table 19

Services to Parents: Junior High School
Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibility, Provision, Quality

Service (Help to ....) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality

1. Deal effectively children:
learning difficulties

2. Deal effectively children:
personal, social problems

3. Information: learning
opportunities at school

4. Information: help child with
school work

5. Review student records, tests
6. Establish better relationships:

school staff
7. Identify community agencies:

assistance
8. Information: school guidance

programs
9. Cooperate with school: personal

guidance of children
10. Discuss long term career plans:

school
11. Inform school: values preferred

for child
12. Discuss child development,

problems

Mean Ratings: All Services

3.62

3.48

3.38

3.29

2.70

2.37

3.06

2.67

0.50

0.41

0.61

0.42

3.38

3.24

3.40

3.24

3.25 2.79 0.53 3.36

3.24 2.62 0.49 3.19

3.24 9.38 0.34 3.21

3.16 2.85 0.38 3.23

3.04 2.43 0.44 3.30

3.02 2.49 0.36 3.29

2.95 2.49 0.33 3.16

2.89 2.35 0.28 3.18

3.21 2.60 0.42 3.27

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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At this level laf education, the major priority for services to

students tended to become two dimensional. The emphasis on study habits

and learning skills was still evident but services related to decision-

malting, career goals, attitude toward work and job skills began to assume

equal importance in the eyes of the survey sample group. At a level of

intermediate importance were services to help students assess their

abilities and interests, develop self-esteem, understand alcohol and

drugs and the requirements of laws, achieve acceptance and respect,

etc. This appeared to be a personal-social domain of services. The

development of positive attitudes toward work, career goals and contin-

uing education also tends to be seen as significant. The lowest ranked

services were those relating to work experience, utilizing community

agencies, conflict resolution and physical development.

Improvement of individualized instruction remains as the top

priority area in services to teachers. It is noteworthy that services

to assist teachers maintain a positive approach to their work and their

students are seen to be most important at all levels of education.

Services to parents are ranked similarly, generally speaking, as

for elementary schools. The primary emphasis tends to be on services

to assist parents to understand learning and personal problems being

encountered by their children and provision of information to assist

the parent to help the child in a meaningful manner.
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Table 20

Services to Senior High School Students
Quality

Quality

Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibility, Provision,

Service (Help to ....) Importance* Responsibility Provision

1. Plan individualized education
programs 3.74 2.75 0.80 3.21

'Z. Develop realistic career goals 3.69 2.64 0.74 3.21
3. Select and enter program: another

institution 3.62 2.79 0.70 3.36
4. Improve learning skills 3.62 3.16 0.74 3.34
5. Learn continuing educational

opportunities 3.61 3.02 0.R3 3.3R
6. Learn to make decisions to

achieve goals 3.57 2.55 0.65 3.16
7. Develop job search skills 3.55 2.60 0.51 3.16
8. Develop characteristics to get

and hold a job 3.53 2.34 0.56 3.118

9. Develop effective study habits 3.53 2.63 0.46 2.90
10. Keep informed: career

opportunities, Alberta 3.53 2.75 0.64 3.18
11. Adjust to new school situations 3.48 3.20 0.70 3.32
12. Develop positive attitude to work 3.45 2.43 n.41 3.11
13. Change school programs: new

circumstances 3.43 3.08 0.76 3.35
14. Develop self-confidence, self-esteem 3.39 2.29 0.41 3.01
15. Learn what laws require, society

expects 3.37 2.35 0.53 3.14
16. Learn about alcohol and drugs 3.34 2.36 0.46 2.90
17. Deal with negative feelings that

affect school work 3.34 2.41 0.41 2.92
18. Develop understanding: other

individuals, groups 3.29 2.29 0.51 3.01
19. Understand how school programs

relate to work 3.27 2.R9 0.47 3.15
20. Assess their interests; abilities,

etc. 3.26 9.87 0.52 3.16
21. Declare their individual and ,...

human rights 3.22 2.37 0.29 2.96
22. Develop positive attitude to

school, learning 3.17 2.45 0.41 2.93
23. Understand selves, development 3.13 2.23 0.38 2.97
24. Seek assistance of community agencies 3.12 2.27 0.32 2.92
25. Gain respect of teachers, classmates 3.11 2.48 0.40 3.05
26. Meet people, get along with ..

others, etc. 3.08 2.18 0.42- 3.08
27. Get appropriate work experience 3.08 2.35 0.68 3.40
28. Develop constructive leisure

activities 2.88 2.31 0.64 3.37
29. Resolve conflicts, "fights" 2.85 2.14 0.40 3.03
30. Deal with physical development

concerns 2.82 2.19 0.40 2.97

Mean Ratings: All Serv' :es 3.34 2.55 0.54 3.13

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance

73
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Table 21

Services to Senior High School Teachers
Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibility, Provision, Quality

Service (Melp to....) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality

1. Maintain positive attitude to work,
students

2. Understand individual students,
developmental needs

3. Identify conditions that affect
student learning

4. Evaluate student progress:develop
learning activities

5. Assess educational needs of
students

6. Develop rules fair to all students
7. Understand special characteristics

of students
8. Understand student interests,

abilities
9. Present educational, career

implications: subjects
10. Place students in special programs,

groups

11. Instruct in study skills related
to subjects

12. Integrate handicapped, minority:
mainstream

13. Problems in discipline, manag-
ment

14. Encourage personal,social develop-
ment of students

15. Collect information and use to
promote learning

16. Establish better relationships
with parents

17. Arrange and conduct parent
conferences

IR. Identify social, cultural factors:
student behavior

Mean Ratings: All Services

3.65 3.29 0.56 3.14

3.46 2.91 0.38 2.98

3.44 2.88 0.38 3.03

3.43 3.12 0.43 3.13

3.38 3.02 0.47 3.19

3.36 3.11 0.51 3.17

3.33 2.84 0.42 3.07

3.31 3.01 0.39 3.02

3.25 3.08 0.49 3.12

3.22 2.90 0.46 3.10

3.22 3.03 0.52 3.13

3.19 2.67 0.33 3.27

3.12 2.97 0.42 3.10

3.07 2.43 0.44 3.08

3.01 2.74 0.38 3.05

2.94 2.41 0.55 2.96

2.81 2.56 0.60 3.11

2.81 2.43 0.34 3.07

3.22 2.85 0.45 3.10

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance
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Table 22

Services to Patents: Senior High Schools
Mean Ratings: Importance, Responsibility, Provision, Quality

Service (Help to....) Importance* Responsibility Provision Quality

1. Deal effectively with children:
learning problems 3.57

2. Deal effectively with children:
personal, social problems 3.46

3. Get information: learning opportun-
ities at school 3.27

4. Establish better relations:
school staff 3.13

5. Get information: school guidance
programs 3.12

6. Identify agencies: additional help 3.07
7. Discuss long term educational,

career plans 3.02

8. Review student records, tests 2.99

9. Cooperate with school re child's
personal guidance 2.94

10. Get information to help child
with school work 2.92

11. Inform school of values they prefer
taught 2.71

12. Discuss child development,
problems 2.71

Mean Ratings: All Services 3.08

2.59

2.78

3.03

2.52

0.34

0.37

0.64

0.47

3.03

3.10

3.23

2.99

2.83 0.41 3.10
2.27 0.33 3.14

2.48 0.47 3.23
2.70 0.49 3.10

2.36 0.42 3.14

2.49 0.27 3.03

2.36 0.31 3.03

2.27 0.9? 2.99

2.52 0.40 3.06

* Services ranked in order of perceived importance

1
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Ratings of services to students tended to indicate/ascending

importance of career planning and continuing education/domains. Job

search skills and decision making skills are notewOihy in that they

were rated highly. Effective study habits and lea4ning skills still

received high ratings but the emphasis has also een placed on services

to assist students plan for their'careers and continuing education.

Personal-social skills development was inter ediate while services

pertaining to leisure activities, conflict /resolution, physical de-
/

velopment ranked lowest.

Teachers were seen to have greatest need (again) for services /

to assist them to remain positive about their work and their students,

and to provide more effective individualized instruction.

Parents are perceived to require most help with understanding

learning difficulties being experienced by their children and also

with personal or social problems being experienced by their children.
1

Information services are intermediate while lower (relative) ratings

are given to values sharing, child development, guidance concerns.

It should be restated at this point that respondents associat94

strong importance with almost all of the services they,were asked/to

rate, and this fac more than any other, was singularly evident/ This

tendency might be/interpreted to be complementary to that which emerged

in the assumptions validation study. Specific services :lave been iden-

tified as "top priority" at different levels of/education; remarkable

consistercy is found for services to teachers and parents' at all levels

of education. Albertans, in 1980, tend to fAvor services to students

which enhance the quality of formal learni g while th se students are

in elementary schools. There is a gradu shift during the junior

high school years ls'services to enhanc career planning and work

awareness assum equal importance to 'hose related to formal learning.

At the high school level, career and/post-secondary educational plan-

ning have assumed the top position although the quality of instruction

remains as a significant service priority.

It is noteworthy that services to teachers, at all levels of

education, are perceived to haVe two significant priorities. One

70/
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is the improvement of individualized instruction. Closely related to

this is the perception that teachers should be assisted to maintain a

positive outlook on their role and their students. In fact, the posi-

tive mental health of:teachers is seen to be the most important focus

for service at all three levels of education. One might speculate that

respondents, many of whom were students, see a strong relationship be-

tween teacher "positivism" and effective individualized instruction.,

Inter-Group Differences

The tabulated data which have been preset ed in the previous/pages

identify mean (average) responses of the total respondent grbup do

individual services. These are ranked, tin each instance, /in order of

perceived importance. The reader will recall that there Were nine

respondent sup- groups:
Code/

1. Students (Junior/and Senior High School) S

2. Parents
1

3. Teachers

t4. School Principals P.

5. Counsellors
,

6. School Trustees / S.T/

7. Employers / E./

8. Alberta Education Officials /

/

A4E.

9. Central Office Administrators ;C.O.

It is to be expected that sub-group ratings wil differ. Some of

their differences are "real" while otters are slight/and are probably
/

attributable to chance factors.

The task force wished to identify the general ilierarchy of importance

of services which emerged when ratings Of all respdndent groups were
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pooled. These have been presented and some clearly identifiable trends

have been discussed. In order to provide some clarification regarding

the r9agnitude of inter-group differences in ratings, several tables and

graphic representations are presented which should assist the reader.

Table 23

Sub-Group Means: Most Important Services to Elementary Students

I(Service: Children need help to improve their learning skills)

X. P. T. S.P. S.C. S.T. E. A.E. C.O.

/ 3.90 3.92 3.93 3.88 3.92 3.86 3.86 3.89 3.76

(Service: Children need help to develop effective study habits)

K. P. T. S.P. S.C. S.T. E. A.E. C.O.

3.85 3.91 3.79 3.71 3.73 4.00 3.90 3.54 3.76

(Service: Children need help to develop good work habits)

X. P. T. S.P. S.C. S.T. E. A.E. C.O.

3.85 3.89 3.83 3.76 3.80 3.83 3.93 3.83 3.71

The data in Table 23 clearly indicate that respondent sub-groups demon-

strated a high degree of commonality in perception of importance of "most

important" services to students.
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Table 24 depicts perceptions of sub-groups for services of "lesser"

importance.

Table 24

Sub-Group Means: Other Services: Elementary Schools

(Service: Help children to realistically assess interests, values,
achievements)

K. P. T. S.P. S.C. S.T. E. A.E. C.O.

3.05 3.16 2.83 2.70 2.96 2.88 3.21 2.86 3.00

(Service: Help parents inform school of values they would like the child
to develop)

R. P. T. S.P. S.C. S.T. E. A.E. C.O.

2.78 2.78 2.70 2.78 2.93 3.13 2.46 3.00 2.95

(Service: Help teachers present educational and career implications of
subjects they teach)

X. P. T. S.P. S.C. S.T. E. A.E. C.O.

2.99 3.24 2.59 2.26 2.91 2.56 2.96 2.75 2.18

These items (services), which are lower in the scale of importance, tend

to be viewed by sub-groups to be consistently at this end of the scale.

One might argue that parents and school administrators differ in their

perceptions of the importance of helping teachers present career impli-

cations of subjects they teach. This may, indeed, be true. What is more

important, however, is that ratings across the eight groups tend to be

consistently low (or high), thus reflecting a fairly uniform frame of

reference. This certainly appears to be the case.
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Several additional examples, presented in a different format, follow:

Figure 1

Sub-Group Means: Various Services: Junior and Senior High Schools

(Service: High school students need help to develop realistic career goals)

4

3

X S P T SA SC ST E AE CO

(Service: Parents (high school) need opportunity to discuss child develop-
ment, problems, etc.)

4

3 -1-

2

X S P T SA SC ST E AE CO

uU
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(Service: Teachers (high school) need help with specific problems in
discipline, class management.)

4

3

X S P T SA SC ST E AE CO

The graphic representations of sub-group means of importance ratings of

various (randomly selected) services at the secondary school levels tend

to confirm the observation that inter-group consistency is present. The

center graph in Figure 1 does show that counsellors and trustees tend to

rate more highly than other groups the need for assistance to parents to

discuss child development and related concerns but the overall degree of

consistency is quite striking. This trend tends to be evident across all

services thus confirming that the general mean is a fairly good indicator

of the importance associated with a give., _,ervice by any sub-group.

Two qualifications to this statement should be mentioned:

1. Students (at junior and senior high school levels) comprise the

largest single sub-group and influence the general (grand) mean

accordingly.

2. The sub-groups of trustees, employers, Alberta Education officials,

are relatively small in number and their impact on the grand mean

is not as strong as that of larger groups in the sample.

Responsibility

The task force was acutely interested in investigating whether

Albertans differentially assign responsibility to schools to provide

services, especially those which they deem to be most important. The

reader will have noted (Tables 14 to 22) that respondents do perceive
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a varying degree of school responsibility to be associated with services.

The pattern becomes clearer as one examines the distributions of responses

to services of higher importance.

Table 25

Distributions of Responses: Responsibility: Elementary Schools

Major/

Service Complete Shared Minor

L. Children: improve learning skills 79% 21% 0%

2. Children: effective study habits 61 38 1

3. Children: good work habits 21 77' 2

4. Children: develop self-confidence 17 '1 2

5. Children: positive attitude to school 37 62 1

6. Teachers: positive attitude to work,
students 72 26 2

7. Teachers: understand individual students 54 44 2

8. Teachers: conditions affecting learning 53 46 1

9. Teachers: evaluate progress individual
students 78 20 2

10. Parents: children with learning difficulties 38 61

11. Parents: children with personal/social
roblems 20 70 10

1

Only a small minority of respondents assign minor responsibility to schools.

Interestingly, respondents perceive large differences between Major/Complete

Responsibility and Shared Responsibility. These differences appear to be

a function of the target of service and the nature of the service.

Teachers, as a target group, are seen to require important services

that are the responsibility of schools. Students are seen to require ser-

vices that are the responsibility of schools (learning skills, study habits)

or are a shared responsibility (self-confidence, work habits). Parents are

seen to require services which tend to require a shared responsibility. It

is difficult to escape the conclusion that espondents expect schools to

accept major or complete responsibility for important services that directly

affect the classroom learning interaction between students and teachers.

These trends are also evident at the junior and senior high school levels,

as indicated in the following figures:
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Figure 2

Distribution of Responses: Responsibility: Junior and Senior High Schools
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The information contained in the graphic representations in Figure 2

tends to confirm that tendency which was evident for elementary schools.

Respondents see schools to have greater direct responsibility for provid-

ing important services which have impact on the classroom learning situa-

tion. Services which are very important, but which do not immediately

relate to the classroom setting, are seen to be a shared responsibility

of schools and other agencies and/or parents.

Since many of the most important services were perceived to be those

which affect children's learning in school, one would expect a significant

correlation to exist between importance and responsibility mean ratings as

presented in Tables 14 to 22. The computed correlation (Pearson) across

all items at all levels was + .29, significant at less than the .001

level.

Provision of Important ServiCes and Quality of Services

RespOndents were asked whether their school provided the service in

question, and if so to estimate the quality of the service. One of the

major goals of the task force was to determine the effectiveness of

service provision in Alberta schools, particularly for those ser,.7.es

which public opinion rated most 4mportant.

One approach to this determination is to isolate services so rated

and to document the degree to which respondents acknowledged provision

of same by their school and, if provided by the school, the quality they

associated with it.

The important services, the indices of provision and quality, follow.

The interested reader may refer to Tables 14 to 22 in order to review the

rings for ell services.

LIIMMilZaILIIN100111Mill
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Table 26

Estimates Service Provision and Quality

Elementary Schools (Imurta-- Services)

Children: need help to develop effective
study habits

Children: self-confidence, self-esteem
Children: positive attitude toward school
Children: improve learning skills
Children: good work habits
Teachers: understand individual students, needs
Teachers: evaluate student progress: learning
Teachers: positive attitude to work, students
Teachers: identify conditions: student learning
Teachers: assess educational needs of students
Teachers: understand special student characteristics

Parents: help deal with children: learning

difficulties
Parents: help deal with children: personal, social

Provided (7) Quality (X)

69 3.3

65 3.3

68 3.3

88 3.7

79 3 4

58 3.3

69 3.4

55 3.4

59 3.4

65 3.3

59 3.4

64 3.4

54 3.2

Approximately two-thirds of the respondents indicated that the important

services are being provided by Alberta elementary schools. It must be noted,

again, that no students responded to these items and their views are not

representatively.included in these figures. In those schools perceived to

be'providing the service, the general rating is 3.4 (" rather good" but less

than "very good") on a five point scale, where:

5 = outstanding

4 = very good

3 = good

2 = fair

1 - poor

85
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Table 27

Estimates of Services Provision and Quality

(%) Quality (Y)Junior High Schools (Important Services) Provided

Students: develop effective study habits
Students: plan educational programs
Students: personal characteristics: get and hold job

58

52

52

3.2

3.3

3.3

Students: help to improve learning skills 78 3.6

Students: help learn about alcohol and drugs 47 3.2

Teachers: understand individual students 43 3.2

Teachers: evaluate progress of individual students 45 3.2

Teachers: positive attitude to work, students 41 3.3

Teachers: develop rules, regulations that are fair 44 3.2

Teachers: cope with range of interests, abilities 40 3.2

Parents: deal with children: learning difficulties 50 3.4

Parents: deal with children: personal, social 41 3.2

Parents: deal information: help child with school work 42 3.2

With the exception of the service to assist students to improve their

learning skills, all other important services were seen to be provided by

only half of the respondents. It st.ould be noted that students and parents

tended to rate provision of services less frequently than the educators

(gathers, principals, counsellors, central office administrators and Alberta

Education officials). Where the service was seen to be provided, the mean

rating of quality is about 3.3, a figure comparable to the elementary school

rating of quality. It may be concluded that students and their parents at

the junior high level do not as readily perceive the provision by their

schcols of the important services they desire. The division of opinion is

quite marked and is quite consistent.

The interested reader may observe this response tendency in data con-

tained in Table 29, p. 63. The "provision" means for all sub-groups are

included for each level of education. Students and parents had a strong impact

on overall ratings of provision of services since they comprised about 80%

of tle total'respondent group at this level.
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Table 28

Estimates of Service Provision and Quality

Senior Hish Schools (Important Services) Provided (%) Quality (X)

-StUd-ehts. aevelop e i study habit& 46 2.9

Students: develop job search skills

_ _

51 3.2

Students: adjust to new school situations 70 3.3

Students: plan educational programs 80 3.2

Students: learn to make decisions to achieve goals 65 3.2

Students: develop realistic career goals 74 3.2

Students: select educational program: another inst. 70 3.4

Students: learn continuing education opportunities 83 3.4

Students: persoral characteristics: get and hold a job 56 3.2

Students: learn career opportunities in Alberta 64 3.2

Students: learn to improve learning skills 74 3.3

Teachers: understand individual students, needs 38 3.0

Teachers: evaluate progress individual students 43 3.1

Teachers: positive attitude to work, students 56 3.1

Teachers: identify specific conditions that affect
learning 38 3.0

Teachers: develop rules, regulations that are fair 51 3.2

Teachers: assess educational needs of students 47 3.2

Parents: help to deal with children: learning
diffic "lti. s 34 3.1

Parents: help to deal with children: personal,
social problems 37 3.1

At the senior high school level there tended to be greater variability

among provision of service ratings. Of 19 services, two are seen to be pro-

vided by 80% or more respondents, four by 70-79%, two by 60-69%, four by

50-59%, three by 40-49%, four by 30-39%. The mean was 57%. The tendency

for students and parents to not perceive provision of important services

by schools as frequently as professional educa..ors is again evident. The

mean quality rating, for those who acknowledge that the school does provide

the service, is 3.17 (good).
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Table 29
*

Percent Rating Provision of Services: Level of Education x Sub-Groups

Students

Elementary` Junior High Senior High

N/A 32 34

36Parents 55 % 35

Teachers 87 % 76 % 74

Principals 93 87 90

Counsellors 86 89 88

Central Administrators 96 97 86

*
These are mean percentages computed over all services at respective
levels.

The reader will note that the means reported for the total sample

(Tables 14 22) conceal the bipolarity of ratings of provision of

services between consumers of services (students, parents) and providers

of services (educators). Students and parents (at the secondary school

levels) and parents (at the elementary level) have markedly different

perceptions from educators of the frequency which is associated with

provision of services. The consumer groups (parents, students) say that

schools are less than 40% effective while the provider groups (educators)

say that schools are better than 85% effective. This difference is awe-

some by virtue of magnitude and consistent across levels of education;

it is even more remarkable when ont considers the generalized lack of

variation on ratings of importance and responsibility among resifondeAt

sub-groups.

This vast discrepancy in perception (consumers vs. providers) of

services provided by schools points to a problem of the highest order;

this matter will be addressed in the section dealing with task force

recommendations.

It is of interest to note that respondents tend to acknowledge that

important services are provided by schools and that the quality of these

services is at least "good". This is reflected by the correlation be- .

tween importance (means) and provision (means) which obtained a value of

.65, and the correlation (importance, quality) of 48. These are not only

statistically significant but also provide substantial predictive value.

//

p '
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The pattern of correlations among means for importance, responsibility,

provision, quality, is as follows:

Importance Responsibility Provision Quality

----Importancv- .645 .484

Responsibility .239 .278

Provision .688

Quality

It is evident that respondents tended to associate provision and quality

of services more directly to their ratings of importance than to their

ratings of responsibility.

Summary

Adult respondents at the elementary school level tended to give

higher mean ratings on importance, provision, quality than respondents

(adults and students) at the junior and senior high school levels.

Importance ratings varied with the target of service and level of

education. Responsibility ratings are directly related to the degree

to which services to students and teachers are integral to the teaching-

learning interactions in schools. Services to parents are seen as more

of a shared responsibility.

Provision and quality ratings are higher for elementary schools

than for junior and senior high schools. This is largely attributable

to the fact that students and parents at the secondary levels tended to

rate provision of services much less frequently than educators. Parents

tended also to rate provision of services less frequently than educators

at the elementary level. (Table 29).

Section Three

Services Requiring Development

The reader will recall that the task force mandate contains the

direction "to determine those elements which are in most pressing need

8:1
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of development". In the preceding section of this report, the task force

has attempted to clarify the perceptions of respondents. Specific mean

scores have been reported for each service element and clusters of services

arc identified for comparisons purposes. General trends have been noted

and brought to the reader's attention. These explanations_are provided

with reference to the dimensions of importance, responsibility, provision

and quality.

The task force debated the question of how to respond to the direction,

cited above, and contained in the mandate. It would not be complete to

focus only on "importance" since some of the "important" services are seen

to be a shared responsibility with the larger community.

It seemed reasonable to focus on services which were deemed to be most

important, a major responsibility of the school, but which are not provided

by schools. It has already been noted that positive relationships exist

among these three variables; this, of course, is an encouraging indication'

that Alberta schools are succeeding in their general goal of providing

guidance and counselling programs and services to students, teachers and

parents. However, the task force was charged with the onus of identifying

"elements which are in most pressing need of development". It is on this

question that the report now focuses.

Tables 14 to 22 contain complete data (total sample mean scores) for

all services clustered by target of service and level of education. It

has been noted that students and parents at the junior and senior high

school levels tended to rate provision of services less frequently than

educators; it was also noted that services to students, teachers and par-

ents showed differences in mean ratings of importance.

In order to identify the services (elements) which required immediate

improvement, the task force decided to use the following strategy. For

each table (14 to 22), services ranked in the top 66% on importance would

be considered. The reader will have noted that the services (elements)

in these tables are ranked in order of importance and are graphically

divided into thirds in each table. Of the top two-thirds of services

as rated on importance, those whi,:th are perceived to be a major respons-

ibility of schools would be isolated. "Major responsibility" was defined
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as greater than the mean responsibility rating for the table. Those

services which met both of these criteria were then checked against the

mean "provision" rating for that table and those services which were

rated below the mean were deemed to be most in need of improvement.

Items identified in this fashion were charaCte-fized by:

1. Importance ratings in the top 66%. for each table (14 to 22).

2. Responsibility ratings above the mean, for each table (14 to 22).

Provision ratings below the mean, for each table (14 to 22).

Having followed these criteria, the task force identified the ele-

ments contained in Table 30 to be in most pressing need of development.

9j
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Table 30

Services in Most Pressing Need of Development

Level Service

Elementary Schools 1. Assist teachers maintain a positive attitude
toward work and students.

2. Assist teachers to understand and cope with
student interests, abilities.

3. Assist parents to obtain information re school
guidance and counselling programs.

Junior High Schools

Senior High Schools

1. Assist students to understand how school relates
to work.

2. Assist students to realistically assess their
interests and abilities.

3. Assist students to be informed re Alberta career
opportunities.

4. Assist teachers to maintain a positive attitude
toward work and students.

5. Assist teachers to understand individual students
and their neea..

6. Assist teachers to understand and cope with the
wide range of student interests and abilities.

7. Assist parents to obtain information re school
guidance and counselling programs.

1. Assist students to develop job search skills.
2. Assist students to develop effective study habits.
3. Assist students to understand how school programs

relate to work.
4. Assist students to assess their interests, abili-

ties.
5. Assist teachers to understand individual students

and their developmental needs.
6. Assist teachers to identify conditions that affect

student learning.
7. Assist teachers to evaluate student progress:

develop appropriate learnin? activities.
8. Assist teachers to understand student interests,

abilities.
9. Assist parents to deal effectively with children's

learnin: problems.

At the risk of overgeneralization, there appear to be three major themes

which emerge in these elements (services) which are in most pressing need of

development:

1. Students: (junior and senior high schools) need help to assess their
interests and abilities so that they can more effectively

f understand the relationship between self, school and Turk
and thereby derive greater benefit from educational and career
opportunities available to them.

12
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2. Teachers: require help to understand individual students, plaiT iddivid-
ualized learning programs and maintain a positive attitude
toward their work and their students.

3. Parents: need more information about school guidance and couns lling
programs and ways to deal effectively with children' learn-
ing problems.

The task force is therefore of the opinion that the 19 elements cited

in Table 30 are those which most urgently require further development. For

the most part these elements are not "new" or additive to existing expecta-

tions. Rather, they are fundamental to school guidance and counselling

programs and point to the need for local program assessment and development

activity. These elements, perceived to be important and the responsibility

of schools, are also seen to be provided in Alberta schools less often than

they should be. It should be recognized that the procedure used by the task

force to identify these elements is sensitive to the perceptions of students

and parents and also to the target of services and level of education.

Section Four

School Visitation Data

Background

The task force had been directed to conduct an assessment of the

N adequacy of school guidance and counselling programs in Alberta, and to

identify variables which were related to provision of adequate programs.

After considerable discussion certain decisions were made with respect to

the notion of adequacy:

1. Adquacy scores would be determined for each school by obtaining the

product of importance, responsibility, provision, scores for each

res?ondent and averaging the products to yield a school adequacy

score.

2. The adequacy score for any school would have to achieve a value of

five or greater to be considered acceptable.

The reader should realize that these decisions were made with full

knowledge. that they were/could be open to criticism. Nonetheless, the

9
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operational definition of adequacy is clear and a minimum acceptable score

(5) had been defined by the task force. It should also be noted that the

task force assigned a zero value to responses which indicated that the

school had minor responsibility for- provid-ing a given service.

In multiplicative computation, then, the following possibilities ex-

isted for each respondent on each service:

Importance: 4 3 2 1

Responsibility: 4 3 1 0

Provision: 1 0

Where respondents indicated that a particular service was a minor re-

sponsibility of the school or was not provided by the school, an adequacy

index of zero would be determined. Since each of the services or functions

had been deemed to be important by the task force, schools could not attain

an acceptable adequacy score if many respondents tended to assign minor re-

sponsibility to the school for providing the service or said that the ser-

vice was not provided at the school. As has been indicated, the latter

tendency was common among parents and students and uncommon among educators

in the sample.

When adequacy scores had been determined for all schools at each level

of education, the following distributions emerged:

Adequate Not Adequate Total % Adequate

Elementary 42 36 (78) 54

Junior High 10 76 (86) 12

Senior High 21 65 (86) 24

The task force directed that on site visitations be conducted in

selected schools at each end of the adequacy continuum in order to determine

whether it is possible to identify characteristics which are associated with

higher adequacy scores. An additional goal was to ascertain whether the

adequacy scores did reflect an actual tendency for schools to provide more

services and programs; this was a check on the validity of the adequacy

scores. Structured interview forms were developed for this purpose (Appendix

H) so that a common ,frame of reference was presented to all schools at a par-

ticular level. Thesd interview forms were comprised of statements of the
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same services/programs which respondents had rated previously. In

addition, school principals were asked to identify the agent responsible

for each service in the school (principal, .eacher, counsellor, other).

Visitations to schools were conducted by consultants in guidance

who are attached to Regional Offices of Alberta Education. These visits

were made in May and June of 1980. Final reports were prepared in

October, 1980.

Interview data compiled in these visitations indicated that schools

(all levels) with acceptable adequacy scores were about 20 percent more

likely to provide a given service than schools with unacceptable adequacy

scores. Greatest discrimination occurred at the elementary level followed

by senior high and junior high. Probe,ilities associated with services

provision among high and low adequate schools were as follows:

High Adequate Low Adequate

Elementary 70 % 30 %

Senior High 60 40

Junior High 52 48

The lack of discriminatory power at the junior high level was perplex-

ing. No explanaticn of this phenomenon is offered although one plausible

hypothesis is that student and parent responses at the junior and senior

high school levels caused a qualitative difference in adequacy scores at

the secondary levels. (See Appendix K). Also, the interviewers spoke to

educators during the school visitations and it has been noted that educators

perceived provision of services in a more inclusive mode than students and

parents. In other words, it may have been more appropriate to have inter-

viewed parents and students in this phase of the study.

While the adequacy scores provided moderately discriminatory power

at the elementary and senior high school levels, the observational data

compiled by the consultants are striking. These "soft" data are not read-

ily quantifiable but are significant in that they were observed independently

and cross over the three levels of education. Consultants reported that

seven distinct variables appear to be associated with high adequacy scores
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at the elementary, junior high and senior high levels:

1. Definite assignments of responsibilities to staff.
2. Time assigned to student services._
3. Utilization of a team approach.
4. Cooperation with community agencies.
5. A broad, articulated scope of responsibilities.
6. Strmg leadership by the school principal.
7. Presence of a school counsellor(s).

In addition, school size and staff continuity are noted in two of

the three reports (junior and senior high school). When all of these

observations are combined, there emerges a picture of the "ideal" school,

at least in terms of the provision of services which were studied. It

appears to be a school which is large enough (at least at the secondary

levels) to have ... a variety of programs for students and sufficient

teaching and counselling staff to provide a variety of guidance and

counselling services ... and a principal who can imbue staff with the

beliefs that:

a. Students are persons first.
b. A school philosophy of guidance and counselling is necessary.
c. Staff responsibilities are to be clearly assigned and understood.
d. Teamwork is required to achieve goals:
e. Community resources are invaluable aids.
f. Parents are partners in school programs.
g. Democratic procedures and evident caring are important.
h. The principal is part of the team, a "doer".

These observations, if accurate, necessitate the presence of informed,

influential and iispirational leadership by school principals. Even where

counsellors are present on staffs in schools, it is very doubtful that a

broad and successful program of guidance and counselling services could be

prov,,,ed without leadership by the principal. Teamwork is required and re-
,

sponsibilities are diverse; it is the principal who sets the tone for the

school and exercises the authority which creates and/or continues the devel-

opment of attitudes which are conducive to provision of guidance and counsel-

ling programs and services.

The reader is advised that consultants asked school principals to

provide information rlating to school input and context variables. This

information was then supplemented by extensive data from Alberta Education

files. Analysis of relationships between these variables and indices of

adequacy and quality were investigated. Results of these explorftea,
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endeavours are reported in Section Five, following.

Section Five

Correlational Analysis of Selected Factors Thought to be Associated

with Successful Guidance and Counselling-Type Activities2

Background and Purposes

Context variables such as size of school and school system, density of

population, geographic location and ability to fund education services are

sometimes assumed to be related to the adequacy and quality of guidance and

counselling programs. Factors such as the foregoing are largely beyond the

control of school trustees and administrators. In contrast, input variables

are somewhat more amenable to control and manipulation. Some input factors

are thought to be predictive of satisfactory services of the type provided

in guidance and counselling programs. Inputs may be represented by indica-

tors of variables such as willingness to fund education services, the

quality (training and experience) of staff and the school-based and central

office-based support provided.

The purpose of the correlation study was to ascertain the degree, if

any, that context and input factors are associated with the indicators of

adequacy and quality gathered via the task force questionnaires. Correla-

tional information about relationships between the environments in which

schools operate and indicators of adequacy and quality do not permit con-

clusions about cause and effect. However, the relationships uncovered

provide a data base for speculating and hypothesizing. Such an empirical

base may assist the task force In commenting on possAble reasons for vari-

ability among schools in the types of services and activities surveyed by

questionnaire.

The questionnaire results provide information about "what" requires

attention with respect to certain services and activities. The results

from correlational analyses supplement subjective judgments in suggestinf;

2 Readers who are not familiar with concepts of correlation, multiple linear

regression, tests of significance, variance, levels of statistical signifi-

cance, are advised to move directly to the summary of this section. The

summary begins on page 92.
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"why" these needs exist. Specifically, correlational analyses assist in

delineating those factors t4hich discriminate among:schools which are rated

high or low according to adeOacy and quality.

Limitations

The major limitation in the correlation study is noted above; namely,

that cause-effect relatioaships cannot be inferre3. Size of school or

school system, for example, array be correlated with success indicator rat-

ings. However, further studies which employ experimental means (e.g.

systematic manipulation of Size) might reveal that size per se, is not

a causal factor. Instead, size might simply happen to co-vary with a causal

factor not included for analysis.

Other limitations include lack of validity in the predictor variables

used. The operational definitions of the context and input variables used

may be viewed as too constraining and even inappropriate by some readers.

For example, quality of staff is operationally defined according to years

of experience and formal training. Willingness to fund education is quan-

tified as expenditure perpupil, supplementary requisition tax rates and

levies and the quantity of additional professional support staff provided.

However, the indicators tsed are relatively reliable and stable quantitative

measures. As a consecjueice, deficiencies in validity are not due to unreli-

ability.

The sets of predictor variables used are limited to those thought to

be relevant and for whiOh data were filed centrally by Alberta Education.

These were relatively esy to obtain and did not require additional requests

from school administratOrs. The main sources of information were the ED09

staff record forms comPleted annually by all certified teachers and the

financial, assessment and enrollment data by school system available from

Alberta Education publications.

The two criterion variables, adequacy and quality, were limited-to

the overall indicator ratings. Adequacy and quality of the separate ser-

vices to students, teachers and parents were not used as criteria.
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2perational Definitions

The specific operational definitions for context, input and criterion

variables are noted below. The procedures used in quantifying the predictor

sets are described. In addition, several other terms used throughout the

report are defined.

Context variables: are indicators of factors which cannot readily be

altered. Those used as predictors are as follows:

Size of School System (jurisdictions): The grade 1-12 enrollment for 1979-80
(September 30, 1979 pupil count).

Population Density: Number of grade 1-12 pupils in the school jurisdiction
divided by square miles.

Wealth (ability to fund education services): The assessed valuation per pupil;
equalized property tax assessment divided by grade 1-12 enrollment in the
jurisdiction.

Isolation 1: Distance (km) of the school from a university city.

Isolation 2: Distance (km) of the school from a diagnostic centre.

Percent Native: Percent of grade 1-12 enrollment in the school which is com-
prised of native children (excluding native children not classified as treaty
Indians).

Input variables are indicators of factors which are relatively easier

to alter. Those used as predictors are as follows:

Financial Support 1: Supplementary tax mill rate.

Financial Support 2: The 1979 per-pupil supplementary requisition levied by
the jurisdiction; the dollar valuation of the requisition divided by Septem-
ber 30, 1979 grade 1-12 enrollment.

Financial Support 3: The 1979 per-pupil operation expenditure by the juris-
diction; total 1979 operation expenditures (excluding disbursements for
capital and transportation) divided by the September 30, 1979 grade 1-12
enrollment.

School Size: September 30, 1979 grade 1-12 enrollment in the target school.

Staff Experience: The years of teaching experience reported by certificated
teachers on Form ED09.

Staff Training: The years of teacher education reported by certificated
teachers an Form .009.

Staf Preservice: An index representing the guidance-related courses
( psychology, educational psychology, special education, remedial reading,
etc. reported by teachers in Form ED09; three courses = 1 unit guidance-
rela ed courses.
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*Counsellor Quantity: The ratio of students to F.T.E. (full-time
equivalent) teachers designated as counsellors.

*Counsellor quality: The average years of training reported by counsellors
in the target schools on Form ED09.

*Counsellor experience: The average years of experience reported by
counsellors in the target schools on Form ED09.

*NOTE: Schools without teachers designated as counsellors were recorded
as 0.00 on his item.

School-based support (Board support): The ratio of total teachers in
the school to F.T.E. professional support staff (librarians, counsellors,
resources teachers, etc.)

Central Office Professional Support (personnel support): The number of
F.T.E. central office professional support staff available to the school
(adjusted by ratio of size of school enrollment to jurisdiction enrollment).

Administrator Training: The average years of teacher education reported
by administrators in the target school on Form ED09.

Administrator Experience: The average years of teaching experience reported
by administrators in the target school on Form ED09.

Administrator Quantity: The ratio of F.T.E. administrators to total teachers.
in the target schools.

Criterion variables: are represented by the indices of adequacy
and quality used in the questionnaire survey. The two criteria are:

Adequacy: The combined weighted averages of perceptions about importance
and degree of school responsibility for guidance/counselling activities
existing in the respondents' target school(s); the product of ratings of
importance, school responsibility and provision of the activity of service.

Quality: The questionnaire respondents' ratings of quality of counselling/
guidance type serv4ces in the school they rated.

Sorting variables: Several were used to categorize various
characteristics of the samples of schools used in the study:

Level of School: Elementary, junior high and senior high school.

Rural/Urban Location: Rural schools (small/medium jurisdictions) are
somewhat arbitrarily defined as those in jurisdictions with fewer than
10,000 students enrolled. Urban school& are those in large jurisdictions
enrolling 10,000 or more students.

Designated Central Office Leader: Schools in jurisdictions with someone
appointed as Director of Pupil Personnel, Guidance or Special Education.
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Procedures

A multiple linear regression procedure (SPSS) was used which included

the following features and steps:

1. Intercorrelations (Pearson r) were computed among all variables which

were comprised of continuous data.

2. A forward-reaching stepwise procedure was then employed in entering

the predictor variables (one at a time) in the prediction equation.

The predictor correlating most highly with the criterion was entered

first. The partial correlation with the criterion of each of the

remaining variables was computed next (with the contribution of the

first-entered variable partialled out or controlled). From the re-

maining variables the one with the highest partial correlation with

the criterion was entered next. The contribution of each successive

variable entered was tested for statistical significance. Only those

that were significant at p <JO were selected for tabulation.

The variables selected for a predictor set were those that con-

tributed significantly to explaining the variance (differences) among

schools for the particular criterion indicator used. Those that had

a probability greater than one in ten (p >.10) of not characterizing

the population of schools from which the sample was drawn were ex-

cldded from the set of predictors.

3. The percentage of variance accounted for by each predictor selected

and the total in each set was tabulated for display in the results

section. To facilitate communication "proportion of variance accounted

for, (explained)" was re-phrased as "percentage of differences among

schools accounted for" in a column heading in the tables of results.

Results

The results section is organized according to several categories of

schools. The categories used for report purposes are as follows:

Levels: Elementary, junior and senior high.

Rural/Urban Location: Rural < 10,000 students enrolled or small/medium sized

jurisdictions; urban > 10,000 students, large urban jurisdictions.

IUl
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Designated Central Office Leader: No = schools in a jurisdiction without
a central office official assigned responsibility for one or more of
guidance/counselling, pupil personnel, services and special education;
yes = central office leader assigned to one of the above.

Results by School Level

Comparisons among school levels displayed in Table 31 (adequacy)

and Table 32 (quality) indicate that both ratings favour the elementary

school. Both junior and senior high schools are rated lower than ele-

mentary schools'on quality and adequacy. There are no statistically

significant differences between junior and senior high school on these

measures. Once again, it should be noted that students were not part

of the respondent group which evaluated elementary schools. It has

been noted (p. 63) that students and parents at junior and senior high

school levels tend to rate provision of services much less frequently'

than the educators in the sample. This tendency would deflate adequacy

scores at the junior and senior high school levels.

The adequacy index for elementary schools is 1.02 and .76 higher

than for junior and senior high schools respectively. On average quality

ratings, the corresponding differences are .53 and .54, both favouring

the elementary schools. However, only adults were surveyed with respect

to elementary schools. In contrast, about one-half of the indices for

junior and senior high schools reflect student opinion. Accordingly,

direct comparisons between elementary and secondary levels are inappro-

priate.

IA`
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Table 31

Adequacy of Guidance and Counselling - Type

Services: Comparisons Among Elementary, Junior and Senior High Schools

Pair-wise Comparisons by School Levels

Descriptive

Statistics

sd

Elementary Junior High Senior High

77 74 86

4.97 3.95 4.21

1.39 1.24 1.13

Differences

between means

Elementary

Junior High

1.02
* * **

0.76

0.26

* *
p, <.01

Table 32

Quality of Guidance and Counselling - Type

Services: Comparisons Among Elementary, Junior and Senior High Schools

Pair-wise Comparisons by School Levels

Elementary Junior High Senior Hip

Descriptive n 77 74 86

Statistics x 1.97 1.44 1.43

sd 0.63 0.52 0.50

Differences Elementary

between means Junior High

0.53
**

0.54

0.01

*p .05
**
p <.01

Ratings of adequacy and quality of guidance/counselling kinds of

activities and services are compared by school level in Tables 33, 34

when schools are further sorted according to size. Table 33 indicates

school size is associated with significant differences in adequacy rat-

ings only at the high school lever: medium and large senior high schools

are deemed more adequate than small ones: large high schools are rated

signifiantly more adequate than medium sized high school units. Size

is not a factor in adequacy ratings assigned to elementary and junior

high schools. This finding offers partial support for the observations

of consultants reported in the previous section.
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Table 34 displays the results of quality ratings by school level

and size. The same results as for adequacy were obtained: for only senior

high schools was size associated with statistically significant differences;

large is better since both medium and large high schools were rated higher

for quality than small high schools; and large high schools were assigned

higher grades, on average, than medium sized high schools.

Table 33

Adequacy of Guidance and Counselling Type

Services: Comparisons Among School Levels by School Size

School Level Pairwise Comparisons by Size of School

Elementary Small Medium Large

n 11 41 25

x 4.47 4.83 5.23

sd 2.12 1.57 0.93

Differences Small 0.35 0.76

Between means Medium 0.40

Junior High Small Medium Large

n 9 30 36

x 3.27 3.87 4.14

sd 1.88 1.09 1.16

Differences Small .60 0.87

Between means Medium ,0.26

Senior High Small Medium Large.,

n 24 41 18

x 3.60 4.14 5.15

sd 0.99 1.03 0.96
*

Differences St-all 0.54 1.55
**

**
Between means F _ium 1.01
*
p .05

* *
p .01

1U4
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Quality of Guidance and Counselling Type

Services: Comparisons Among School Levels by School Size

School Level Pair-wise Comparisons by Size of School

Elementary Small Medium Large

n 10 41 25

X 2.11 1.94 2.08

sd 0.91 0.61 0.44

Differences Small 0.17 , 0.03

Between means Medium 0.14

Junior High Small Medium Large

n 9 30 36

x 1.07 1.49 1.57

sd 0.68 0.47 0.67

Differences Small 0.42 050

Between means Medium 0.08

Senior High Small Medium Large

n 23 40 18

x 1.26 1.37 1.87

sd 0.42 0.37 0.42
**

Differences Small 0.11 0.61
*

Between. means Medium 0.50

*
p c.05

* *
p C.01

The elementary school multivariate lnalysis (Table 35)'revealed only

one factor as significantly related to adequacy indices. Staff training as

an indicator of teacher quality accounted for 4.2 percent of the variance

among schools on this measure. However, three other predictors accounted

for portions of the differences among schools on the quality ratings. Those

factors associated with higher quality were (1) high population density,

(2) large native population, and (3) a larger complement of school-based

professional support staff.
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The junior high school multivariate analysis findings are reported

in Table 36. Two separate sets of two variables each were found to be

associated with rankings of adequacy and quality. For adequacy, staff

training and willingness to fund education (the per pupil supplementary

requisitions) were predictive. For quality, school administrator train-

ing and willingness to fund education (per pupil expenditure) were cor-

relates and accounted for 6.4% and 4.6% of the differences among schools.

The multivariate analysislor senior high schools resulted in larger

sets of predictors. Differences among senior high schools on the adequacy

rankings were accounted for as follows: school size, 17.9%; experience of

school administrators, 4.4%; school system wealth (per pupil assessment),

3.5%; and teachers preservice education in guidance related courses, 3.2%.

Two of these correlates were also included in the set of predictors rela-

tive to quality; namely, school size, (18.4%) and school system wealth

(4.6%). The"third predictor of senior high school quality was, as with

the elementary school, the size of the school-based complement of profes-

sional support staff.

Only two predictors selected were common to more than one school

level: staff training was correlated with adequacy levels for both ele-

mentary and junior high schools; and school-based professional support

was associated with quality indices in both elementary and senior high

schools.
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Table 35

Proportions of Differences Among Elementary, Schools Associated with Context

and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated with Adequacy and Quality of Guid-

ance/Counselling-IType Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing
Significantly to Prediction)

Staff training

Population density

Percent native enrollment

School-based professional support staff

Percentage of Differences Among
Schools Accounted for

Adequacy Quality

Cum2 Chg3 Cum Chg

4.2 4.2*

9.6

12.3

15.6

9.6***

2.7*

3.2*

Variables contribution to prediction as follows:
***p .01

2
Cum = Cumulative percentages

*p <.113; **p .05;

3
Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variable

Table 36

Proportions of Differences Among Junior High Schools Associated with Context

and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated with Adequacy and Quality of Guid-

ance /Counselling -Type Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing Percentage of Differences Among
Significantly to Prediction) Schools Accounted for

Adequacy Quality

Staff training

Financial Support 2: Supplementary
Requisition $ per pupil

School Administrator training

Financial Support 3: $ per pupil
expenditure

Cum2. Chg3 Cum Chg

10.0 10.0***

14.6 4.6*

6.4 6.4**

11.0 4.6*

1
Variables contributing to prediction as follows:
* * *p <.01

2
Cum = Cumulative percentage

*p
<.10; <.05;

3
Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variable
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Table 37

Proportions of Differences Among Senior High Schools Associated with Context

and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated withAdequacy and Quality of Guid-

ance/Counselling-Type Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing Percentage of Differences Among
Significantly to Prediction' Schools *Accounted for

School Size

School Administrator experience

School system wealth

Staff preservice in guidance-type

courses

. Adequacy Quality

Cum2 Chg3 Cum2 Chg3

17.9 17.9*** 18.4 18.4***

22.3 4.4**

25.8 3.5**

29.0 3.2*

22.0 4.6 **

School-based professional Support staff 26.5 3.5
*

1
Variables contributing to prediction as follows:

*p c.10;
**

p

***p

2
Cum = Cumulative percentages

3
Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variable.

Results by Rural (.110,000 students) and Urban (>10,000) Location

Large urban schools are located in school jurisdictions with enrollments

exceeding 10,000 students. Rural schools are included among the many school

systems with total enrollments below 10,000. Hence, the differences between

sets of predictors for large and small/medium jurisdictions permit gross es-

timates of rural-urban similarities.

The multivariate analysis of schools in rural and small city locations

produced results displayed in Table 38. The set of predictor variables iden-

tified with adequacy and the respective proportions of variance accounted

for are as follows:

Population density, 6.8%; school system wealth, 4.4%; training rf

school staff, 3.2%; and the size of the complement of school - based professional

support persons, 2.0%. Three of these variables were also prediAive of

quality indices; namely, population density (6.9%), school-based Pr9fessional
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support (1.5%) and school system wealth (5.1%). Overall the best pre-

dictors of adequacy and quality of guidance and counselling kinds of

services in rural, town and small city schools included population

density, property tax base and the provision of ancillary professional

help at the school level.

Multivariate analysis results for large urban schools are recorded

in Table 39. Fewer correlates of adequacy and quality were found than

for schools in small/medium sized jurisdictions and less of the total

variance (differences among schools) was accounted for by the predictor

sets. Table39 also indicates that all significant relationships are

inverse ones. That is, as the predictor increases in value or quantity

the criterion of adequacy or quality declines. This occurs for adequacy

where distance to a diagnostic center (4.2%) and willingness to fund

education (per pupil expenditure, 5.6%) are shown to be inversely related

to the criterion. For quality in large urban schools the training of

school administrators is shown to be inversely related.

Overall, separate and distinct sets of predictor variables were

found for rural/town/small city schools as compared to their large urban

counterparts. A larger proportion of the total of all differences among

schools in small and mid-sized school systems is explained by those

particular sets of correlates (16.5% for adequacy and 13.5% for quality).

The comparable proportions for large urban schools are 9.8% and 7.4%,

respectively. Table 40 provides descriptive statistics which permit

comparisons between rural/town/small city schools with their large urban

counterparts. Schools in the very large systems were ranked highest on

both adequacy and quality indices.
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Table 38

Proportions of Differences Among Medium/Small School Jurisdictions With

Context and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated With Adequacy and Quality

of Guidance/Counselling-Type Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing
1

Significantly to Prediction
Percentage of Differences Among
School Accounted for

Adequacy Quality

Cum2 Chg3 Cum. Chg.

Population Density 6.8 6.8*** 6.9 6.9***

School System Wealth 11.2 4.4*** 12.0 5.1***

School Staff Training 14.4 3.2**

School-based Professional
Support Staff 16.5 2.0** 13.5 1.5

1
Variables contributing to prediction as follows: *p<.10; **p< .05;

***p<.01
2
Cum = Cumulative percentages

3Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variable

Table 39

Proportions of Differences Among Large Schoo". Jurisdictions Associated

With Context and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated With Adequacy

and Quality of Guidance/Counselling-Type Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing
Significantly) to Prediction

Percentage of Differences Among

Schools Accounted For

Adequacy Quality

Cum2 Chg3 Cum. Chg.

Distance to diagnostic centre
(Negative) 4.2 4.2**

Financial Support 3:
$ per pupil expenditure
(Negative) 9.8 5.6**

School administrator training
(Negative) 7.4 7.4**

1Variables contributing to prediction as follows: *p<.10; **p<.05;

***p4:1.01

2
Cum = Cumulative percentages

3Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variable.
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Table 40

Adequacy and Quality of Guidance and Counselling-Type

Services: Comparison Between Rural and Urban School Locations

Location Adequacy Quality

n x sd n x sd

Rural 167 4.23 1.30 167 1.50 0.59

Urban 70 4.73 1.30 70 1.87 0.56

Difference 0.50** 0.37***
..,

** p< .01

*** p<4".001

Another overa0 view of adequacy and quality ratings by rural, town,

small-city designation compared to large-urban is provided in Table 41.

Here the location has been cross-tabulated with school level to indicate,

for each location, the average adequacy and quality levels for each of

elementary, junior and senior high types of schools.

111
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Table 41

Adequacy and Quality of Guidance and Counselling-Type

Services: Comparison Between Rural and Urban Location by School Level

School Level Location

n

Adequacy Quality
_
x sd

_
1

x sd

Elementary: Rural 46 4.86 1.37 1.85 0.64

Urban 31 5.13 1.43 2.14 0.59

Difference 0.27 0.29*

Junior High: Rural 51 3.89 1.34 1.40 0.58

Urban 23 4.08 1.00 1.53 0.36

Difference 0.19 0.13

Senior High: Rural 70 4.06 1.08 1.35 0.47

Urban 16 4.89 1.10 1.81 0.46

Difference 0.83** 0.46*

*
p .05

**
p <.01

The descriptive statistics provided in Table 41 indicate that, overall,

quality levels are higher in large-urban locations in the elementary and

senior high categories. There is no statistically significant quality

difference between large-urban and others at the junior high school level.

Only the 'senior high school level shows a significant difference, favouring

large-urban schools, with respect to adequacy.

With respect to adequacy index levels another analysis was undertaken

in order io
Partial out the contributions by respondents from small-city

schools ex) the "rural" schools' data in Table 41. Average adequacy indices

of three !categories of schools are displayed in Tables 42, 43 and 44. The

categoris are rural schools (in counties, divisions and non -city districts),

small-cifr schools and large urban schools (in Calgary and Edmonton).
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Table 42 displays these data with respect to elementary schools.

Comparisons of average adequacy levels indicate that the difference (1.07)

between rural and small-city elementary schools is statistically significant

(p <.01); the small-city schools are rated more adequate. Neither of the

other differences is significant: rural vs. large-urban (0.56); or small-

city compared to large-urban (0.51).

School Level

hlementary

Differences

Between Means

Table 42

Adequacy of Counselling and Guidance -Type

Services: Comparison Among Rural, Small-City

and Large-Urban Elementary Schools

Descriptive Statistics

Rural Small-City Large-Urban

N 39 8 31

X 4.57 5.64 5.13

SD 1.54 0.86 1.43

Rural 1.07** 0.56

Small-City 0.51

* *
p .01

At the junior high school level the same results were obtained. Table

43 indicatei that the average adequacy index for small-city junior high

schools (5.04)is significantly higher than for schools in rural locations

(3.71). However, there are no statistically significant differences between

either rural or small-city units when they are compared with large-urban

schools.

11 J
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Table 43

Adequacy of Counselling and Guidance-Type

Services: Comparison Among Rural, Small-City

and Large -Urban Junior High Schools

Descriptive Statistics

School Level Rural Small-City Large-Urban

Junior High

Differences

Between Means

N 49 6 21

X 3.71 5.04 4.16

SD 1.31 0.53 0.86

Rural 1.33** 0.45

Small-City - 0.33

**
p c.01

At the senior high school level two of three comparisons produced

significant differences: small-city schools were shown to be more adequate

than rural, and large-urban units were rated more adequate than those in

rural locations. Table 44 also indicates no significant difference (0.68)

between average adequacy index scores for small-city and large-urban senior

high schools. HoWever,-all comparisons involving small - city senior high

schools must be considered with caution; a sample size of two sChOols is

too small to permit inferences about representativeness.

School Level

Senior High

Differences

Between Means

Table 44

Adequacy of Counselling and Guidance-Type

Services: Comparison Among Rural, Small-City

rge-Urban Senior High Schools

Descriptive Statistics

Rural Small-City Large-Urban

/N

/

/ X

/SD
/

/

/

. 68

4.01

1.04

Rural

Small-City

2

5.56

0.89

1.55*

-

16

4.89

1.06

0.88**

0.68

* p 4 .05
**

p .4.01
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Central Office Leader DesiWnation

Multivariate analysis'of schools with and without specified central

office leadership was the final investigation undertaken. Table 45 por-

trays results based on adequacy and quality ratings with respect to schools

without a central office director assigned to any of guidance and counsel-

ling, speci 1 education and pupil services.

The predictors of schools without this type of central office leader-
'

ship are a follows for adequacy indices: an inverse relationship with

school system wealth, 10.4% of the variance explained; training level of

school sLalff, 6.0%; and average training level of school administrators,

4.0%. Two of these variables are also correlates of indicators of quality;

school syttem wealth (9.6%) and training level of school administrators

(3.4%). The variable not predictive of adequacy but which correlates with

quality 48 population density (3.7%).

Table 45

Proportions of Difference Among No-Central-Office-Leader Schools Associated

With Context and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated With Adequacy and

Quality of Guidance/Counselling-Type of Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing
Significantly to Prediction'

/ School System Wealth (Negative)

School Staff Training

School Administrative Training

Population Density

Percentage of Difference Among
Schools Accounted for

Adequacy Quality

Cum2 Chg' Cum Chg

10.4 10.4 9.6 9.6***

16.4 6.0**

20.4 4.0** 16.7 3.4*

13.3 3.7*

1 Variables contributing to prediction as follows:
***

p <.01
2
Cum = Cumulative percentages

p <AO;
**p .05;

3
Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variOle

1 1 5

1
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Population density also contributes to prediction of quality and

adequacy in schools with designated leadership from central administration.

Table 46 indicates that in this type of school population density accounts

for 3.1% of the total differences among schools with respect to adequacy

and that it is the sole correlate among those considered. However, popu-

lation density in the school jurisdiction in which the school is located

contributes more to forecasts of quality levels where 9.1% of the variance

is explained. The remaining predictors in the set identified with quality

levels are school administrators' average training levels (inversely re-

lated, 4.0%) and school-based professional support (2.0%).

Table 46

Proportions of Differences Among Central-Office-Leader Schools Associated

With Context and Input Factors: Predictors Correlated With Adequacy and

Quality of Guidance /Counselling -Type Services and Activities.

Variables Contributing Percentage of Differences Among
Significantly to Prediction) Schools Accounted for

Population Density

School Administrator Training (Negative)

School-based Professional Support

Adequacy Quality

Cum2 Chg3 Cum Chg

3.1 3.1** 9.1 9.1***
**

13.1 4.0

15.1 2.0*

1
Variables contributing to prediction as follows: *p c.10; **p c.05;
***p .01

2
Cum = Cumulative percentages

3
Chg = Incremental change in % of variance contributed by the variable

Descriptive statistics sorted by cross tabulations of central office

leader (Yes/No) and school level are displayed in Table 47. Significant

differences are noted in average adequacy ratings for junior and senior

high schools and these favour the schools in systems with designated cen-

tral leaders. There is no significant difference among Elementary schools

with respect to adequacy. For quality, no significant differences were

noted at any school level which was correlated with presence or absence

of a central office official responsible mainly for student services.
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Table 47

Adequacy and Quality of Counselling and Guidance-Type

Activities: Comparison Among School Levels According_

to Designation of a Central Office Leader

Leader Desig-
School Level nated (Yes/No) Adequacy Quality

n x sd x sd

Elementary Yes 51 5.11 1.41 2.07 0.57

No 26 4.52 1.60 1.89 0.67

Difference .59 .18

Junior High Yes 45 4.22 0.94 1.57 0.37

!so 30 3.49 1.52 1.35 0.85

Difference .73* .22

Senior High Yes 49 4.38 1.17 1.52 0.48

No 34 3.89 0.96 1.34 0 -37

Difference .49* .18

*
pc .05

Summary and Conclusions

The association of six context variables (representing factors

which are not amenable to change) and 15 input variables (indicators

of alterable factors) were investigated by correlational procedures.

The strength of the association between each variable and indices of

adequacy and quality of guidance and counselling-type services were

comuted and tabulated.

Separate analyses were undertaken with schools categorized by

level (elementary, junior high and senior high), jurisdiction type

(rural/small-city, large-urban) and according to whether or not the

school system had designated someone as a central office leader with

responsibility delimited to guidance/special education/pupil services

types of activities. Tables 48 and 49 provide an overview and summary

of the results.
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Correlates of Adequacy

Table 48 charts the strength of significant relationships between

predictor variables and ratings of adequacy. The following results are

worthy of note:

1. Considering all of the analyses over one-half of each of the sets

of context and input variables were found to correlate with adequacy.

2. School system wealth (per pupil assessment) was the context variable

which predicted adequacy most frequently (three Limes) followed by

population density in the school system (twice).

Table 48 indicates that wealth was positively correlated with

adequacy ratings in senior high schools, rural/small-city schools

but negatively correlated for schools without a designated central

office leader. This latter finding reveals that relatively wealthy

districts which have not assigned priority to guidance activities

(as reflected by not appointing a full-time leader) tend to receive

lower adequacy ratings.

3. Training levels of teaching staff was the input variable most fre-

quently associated with adequacy. This result held for elementary

schools, junior high schools and schools without central office

leaders.

4. The types of schools for which the most variance (differences among

schools) was explained by sets of predictor variables were as follows:

senior high schools, four predictors and 29.0 percent of the variance;

no central office leader schools, three predictors and 20.4 percent of

the variance; and rural/small-city schools, four predictors which

accounted for 16.4 percent of the variance.

Senior high schools with the highest adequacy ratings tended to

have the following characteristics: location in wealthier districts,

large enrollments, administrators with considerable experience and a

teaching staff with above average numbers of university courses in

guidance related subjects.

The four factors which discriminated between higher and lower

adequacy schools in rural/small-city locations were population density,

school system wealth, education level of teaching staff and the quan-
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tity of school-based professional support staff provided (librarians,

special class teachers, etc.). The relationships were all positive;

adequacy ratings increased with increases in the values assigned to

this set of predictors.

Schools in jurisdictions without central office leaders had ade-

quacy ratings which were predicted by school system wealth (inversely

related; the lower the per pupil assessment, the higher the adequacy

index), and training levels of both the teaching staff and school

administrators. Many of the ,schools in low assessment areas are in

school jurisdictions which have been categOrized as disadvantaged for

compensatory program funding purposes. As a consequence, above aver-

age numbers of remedial and compensatory programs are in place and

this may explain the tendency of respondents to rate adequcy in

those schools more favorably.

Adequacy index levels of schools in the junior high category were

best predicted by an indicator of willingness to fund education (sup-

plementary requisition per pupil) and training levels of the teaching

staff.
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Table 48

Predictions of Adequacy: Frequencies of Significant Predictions and
Percentages of Variance Accounted for (Stepwise).

Central
Office Frequency

Predictor Variables School Level School Category Leader(?) Total
El. Jr. Sr.

Hi Hi

Rural, Large-
Sm-City Urban

No Yes

% % Z y y % %

Context,Variables:

-Size of School System - - - - - - 0

-Population Density - 6.8 - 3.1 2

-School System Wealth - 3.5 4.4 - -10.4 - 3

-Isolation #1 - - - - - 0

-Isolation #2 - - - -4.2 - 1

-% Native - - - - - - 0

Input Variables:

-Supplementary Mill Rates - - - - 0

-Supplementary Requisition
per pupil - 4.6 - .___--."' - 1

-Operation Expenditure
per pupil - - - -5.6

'''
1

-School Size - - 17.9 - - 1

-Staff Experience - - - - - 0

-Administrative Experience - - 4.4 - - 1

-Staff Training 4.2 10.0 - 3.2 6.0 - 4

-Administrative Training - - - 4.0 1

-Preservice in Guidance-
Type Courses - 3.2 - -

-Counsellor Quantity - - - - - 0
-Counsellor Training - - - - - - - 0

-Counsellor Experience - - - - 0
-School-based Professional
Support Staff - - - 2.0 - - 1

-Central Office Profes-
sional Support \f - - - - - - - 0

-Administrative Quantity - - - - - - - 0

Frequency Totals 1 2 4 4 2 3 1 17

Percentage Totals 4.2 14.6 29.0 16.4 9.8 20.4 3.1
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Table 49

Predictions of Quality: Frequencies,of Significant Predictions and
Percentages of Variance Accounted for (Stepwise).

Central
Office Frequency

Predictor Variables School Level School Category Leader(?) Total

El. Jr. Sr.

Hi Hi

Rural,

Sm-City
Large-
Urban

No Yes

% T % % % %

Context Variabl_ts:

-Size of School System - - - - 0

-Population Density 9.6 - - 6.9 - 3.7 9.1 4

-School System Wealth - 4.6 5.1 -9.6 - 3

-Isolation Al - - -.
- - - - 0

-Isolation #2 - - - - - - 0

-% Native 2.7 - - - - - - 1

Input Variables:

-Supplementary Mill Rates - - 0

-Supplementary Requisition
per pupil 4.6 - - - - - .- 1

-Operation Expenditure
per pupil - 4.6 - - - - 1

-School Size - - 18.4 - - - - 1

-Staff Experience - - - - 0

-Administrative Experience - - - - 0

-Staff Training - - - - - 0

-Administrative Training - 6.4 - -7.4 3.4 -4.0 4

-Preservice in Guidance-
Type Courses - - - - - - 0

-Counsellor Quantity - - - - - 0

-Counsellor Training - - - - - - - 0

-Counsellor Experience - - - - - - 0

-School-based Professional
Support Staff 3.3 3.5 1.5 - 2.0 4

-Central Office Profes-
sional Support - - - - - 0

-Administrative Quantity - - - - - - - 0

Frequency Totals 4 2 3 3 1 3 3 18

Percentage Totals 20.2 11.0 26.5 13.5 7.4 16.7 15.1

e
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Correlates of Quality

Table 49 summarizes the frequency with which various indicators

predict quality ratings of guidance and counselling types of activities.

In addition, the percentages of variance (differences among schools) ac-

counted for by various predictors are noted. The highlights of results

relative to ratings of quality are as follows:

1. The indicators which were associated most frequently with perceptions

about quality are population density, training level of administrators

(inversely related in one-half the instances), school-based professional

support staff and school system wealth.

As with ratings of adequacy, school system wealth was negatively

correlated with quality in schools which did not have a central office

leader designated specifically for student services. That is, poorer

districts (in terms of per pupil assessment) tended to be graded higher

in quality.

2. The best sets of predictors were found for senior high schools (26.5%

of the total variance explained) and elementary schools (20.2%). How-
,

ever, only schooltbased professional support staff is common to 'each

set. For senior high schools the other correlates of quality are

school size and school system wealth. For elementary schools three

additional predictors are population density, percent of native en-
,

rollment and willingness to fund education (supplementary requisition

per pupil).

3. Quality of services in large urban schools (with the results from ele-

mentary, junior high and senior high aggregated) was predicted least

well. Table 49 indicates that the only predictor was training levels

of school administrators and that the correlation was negative.

4. For quality, difficult-to-alter context variables were as predictive

as the more numerous readily-altered input variables. On average,

individual context variables were relatively more strongly correlated

with quality ratings.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Summary of Findin&s, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary of.Findings

1. A validation sample of Alberta edpcational administrators and trustees

gave firm endorsation to eight assumptions which underlie school

-guidance and counselling programs. These assumptions reflected that

school guidance and counselling programs should/must:

1) Enhance the goals of schooling of Alberta Education.

2) Develop individuality and Social responsibility.

3) Help students become effective problem solvers.
4) Be available to all students. --

5) Be integrated with the education process.

6) Be developmental -mss -well aSspreSCrIPtive or remedial.

7) Be staffed by personnel with effective planning and evaluation

skills.

8) Provide the separate but related functions of guidance and coun-

selling.

The mean percentage of the sample indicating general or total accep-

tance of the importance of the eight assumptions was 83.5%.

2. In terms of feasibility, the validation sample tended to be less

emphatic; the mean percentage expressing the view that the assumptions

were generally or totally feasible in Alberta schools was 46%. Response

patterns on this dimension might reflect the tendency for members of the

general public (in this case, trustees) to believe that practical imple-

mentation of general principles which are acknowledged to be important,

is more easily accomplished than educators would acknowledge.

3. Seventy-two percent of the validation sample stated that the assumptions

were clear or very clear to them.

4. Tie large survey sample, representative of students, parents, teachers,

principals, counsellors, trustees, employers, Alberta Education officials

and central office administratar- (total N;r.18,000) expressed the view

that the variety of services generally considered to be provided by

school guidance and counselling programs is important. None of the

services was rated below 2.7 on a \4 'oint scale.

5. Services to elementary schools were seen by respondents to be of greatest

importance. Students were not part of the tespondeat group at the ele-

mentary school level.
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6. Services to students were rated higher by respondents in importance at

all school levels, followed by services to teachers and, thirdly, to

parents.

7. The reader is reminded that all services were rated above 2.7 on a four

point scale (Tables 14 to 22). An analysis of services which received

the highest ratings reveals the follt-iing:

Services with Highest Importance Ratings

Target of Service

Students Teachers Parents

Elementary -effective study habits -individualize instruction -deal with learn-
ing difficulties

-better learning skills -maintain positive attitude -help child:

personal problems
-positive attitude -understand individual -understand educa-

needs tional development

Junior -study habits -as above -as above
High -learning habits

-attitude toward work
-career decision making

Senior -career planning skills -as above -as above
High -job search: continuing

education
-study and learning skills

The prevailing concern, as expressed in the importhnce ratings of services

to target groups at three levels of education, is that guidance and coun-

selling programs provide services to promote better learning by students,

better teaching by teachers and mor, effective involvement of parents in

the child's educational and personal development. There is an evident

shift in priorities for services to students as they grc,-.: older. Work

attitudes, career exploration, decision making and career planning

assume greater importance at junior and senior high school levels.

8. In terms of responsibility or provision of important services, respondents

tended to assign major responsibility to schools if services related to

the needs of the classroom learning situation. Otherwise, they tended to

see a shared responsibility with parents, agencies, etc. being involved

with the schools. (See Appendix L).
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9. Survey results pertaining to provision of

third) by schools revealed the following:

Elementary*

Junior

- A mean percentage of

agreement that their

- A mean percentage of

agreement that their

A mean percentage of
agreement that their

Senior High -

importanrservicea (top

66% of respondents indicated

schools provide the services

49% of respondents indicated
schools provide the services

57% of respondents indicated

schools provide the services

Two trends are of particular significance:

a)

b)

The low (relative) rating given junior high schools.

Students and parents tended to rate provision of services less

frequently than educators.

10. In order to highlight the differences in perception noted above,

the task force decided to reproduce Table 29, page 63, for inclusion

in the summary statements.

Table 29

Percent Rating Provision of Services: Level of Education x Sub-Groups**

Elementary Junior High Senior High

Students N/A* 32% 34%

Parents 55% 35% 36%

Teachers 87% 76% 74%

Principals 93% 87% 90%

Counsellors 86% 89% 88%

Central Administrators 96% 97% P6%v

**These are mean percentages computed over all services at respective levels.

The consumer groups (parents, students) say that schools are less

than 40% effective while the provider groups (educators) say that

schools are better than 85% effective. This difference is awesome

by virtue of magnitude and consistent across levels of education;

it is even more remarkable when ope considers the generalized lack

of variation on ratings of importance and responsibility among

respondent sub-groups.

This vast discrepancy in perception (consumers vs. providers) of

services provided by schools points to a problem of the highest

order; this matter will be addressed in the section dealing with task

force recommendations. 125

* The reader is again reminded Chat students were not part of the sample

of respondents at elementary sdhool level.



11. An index of adequacy (importance x responsibility x provision) was

computed for all services and alllschools. Adequacy indices for

services are contained in Appendix K. By definition, those services

which are seen to be most important ar' major resporibility of

the school, tend to have "satisfactory adequacy indices (5.00 or

greater). Similarly, the gh not as frequently, some services rated

lower in importance and lower as a school responsibility, attained

"satisfactory" adequacy scores because they are highly rated in terms

of provision, ,-.,;,. "to assist students develop constructive leisure

time activities", at the elementary and junior high school levels.

One of the difficulties encountered with the notion of "adequacy"

as defined by the task force was that all services tended to be

rated as important and very few were seen to be a minor responsibility

of the school. In addition, students and parent at the secondary

school levels tended to rate provision of services ch less frequently

than the educators in the sample. This meant that adeq cy indices

obtained by using only students' ratings were lower than those ob

tained from adults' ratings (see Appendix K), and those obtained

for parents are much more similar to student ratings than to educators.

Adequacy indices for schools, .computed by averaging across all

services for a particular school and including all respondents for

that school, revealed that 42 of 78 elementary schools (54%) achieved

satisfactory adequacy indices, 10 of 86 junior high schools (12%) and

21 of 86 high schools (24%) achieved overall adequacy indices of 5.00

or greater. As has been indicated, 'students and parents contrtbuted

heavily to the lower adequacy indices at the junior and senior high

school levels. Indeed, parents tended to deflate ratings at the

elementary school level.

12. A quality index (five point scale) revealed that services, where

seen to be provided, obtained mean quality ratings as follows:

Elementary 3.4 ("rather good")

Junior High 3.3 ("rather good")

Senior High 3.1 ("good")

An interesting pattern of intercorrelations among the mean scores

(over all levels) on.all services in the surveys was observed. These

correlations, all of which are statistically significant (p < .001),

12a
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reflect the tendency for important services to be (seen to be) pro-+

vided by schools and for provided services to be (seen to be) of

higher quality.

3. The school visitation date identified seven variables which were,

related to high adequacy scores at all levels. These were:

1. Definite assignment of responsibilities.
2. Time assigned to student services.
3. Team approach.
4. Cooperation with community agencies and parents.

5. 'Broad, articulated scope of responsibilities.
6. /Principal leadership.
7. (Presence of school counsellor(s).

14. Muttivar ate analyses which related adequacy and quality scores o

schools to selected input and context variables revealed the foil w-

in
1

:

Th six context variables used in the study, on average, were
mo e potent predictors than the 15 input variables selected. 1

Th set of six accounted for as much of the variance overall

a the 15 input variables.

2. Pdpulation density and school jurisdiction-wealth wer e/Ms most
frequenty selected context indicators.

\._

------\ 1

3 The most frequently selected input variables were administra or
training, Staff training, expenditures per pupil and school-lased

professional support. 1

1

4. School-based professional support was assigned equally often!

as a predictor of both adequacy and quality. However, adeq4cy
most frequently was identified with expenditure per pupil and

staff training. Administrator training was more frequently

associated with quality.

. The search for predictors and sets of characteristics associated
with adequacy and quality criteria was most fruitful with respect
to: a) senior high schools, b) small/medium sized jurisdictions,
and c) schools in jurisdictions without specialist leadership.

Concluslions.

The task force wishes to convey its general conclusions with respect,
1

1

to the mandate which outlined its terms of reference (see page 12).

1

1. The task force believes it has identified the desirable-elements of

adequate school guidance and counselling programs. While acknowledging

that the lists of such elements (services, programs, functions) it has

prepared are probably not all inclusive, the task force received
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strong support from Albertans that all of these elements are hiportant

and that many of them are the complete or major responsibilitylof.

schools. (pp. 27-59)

2. (a) Adequacy: The task force concludes, regretfully, that many Alberta

schools do not provide guidance and counselling programs which offer

a full range of services as measured by the identified desirable

elements. At the same time, the task force noted that some schools are'

providing excellent programs and that there is wide variability acrolfi

the total Population of schools. The larger urban and small city sihools

appear to be doing the best job of offering a full range of, services.

(p. 87)

(b) Quality: The task force concludes that where services are seen to be

provided these services are judged to be of good quality (pp. 40-50,

59-64). There is, however, a wide discrepancy between consumers of

services (students, parents) and providers of services (educators) in

terms of their respective perceptions of the numbers of services which

schools provide. (p. 63)

3. The task force has identified nineteen services which it believes are

most in need of further development. (p. 67)

4. The task force has prepared twenty-three recommendations to the Minister

of Education based on the Information collected. These are contained

in pages immediately following.

Recommendations

The exper!ence of the task force has been a most rewarding one. The

accumulation of information was undertaken on a large scale and in a manner

which might be described as novel in Alberta. The voices of major stake-

holder groups have been heard; assumptions and services have been evaluated

and priorities ascertaineA; on site assessments have identified variables

which contribute to effective guidance and counselling services in schools. ,

Input and context variables have been shown to have some modest relation-

ships with measures of adequacy and quality.
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There is always a temptation to list a long string of recommendations

and hope that some of them will evoke action by appropriate authorities.

The task force recognizes the limitations of survey data and the instruments

it authorized to obtain information. It also recognizes that recurring

themes cited by the many respondents probably reflect tommogalities of

perceptions of needs that must be met if guidance and counselling services

in Alberta schools are to be more effective in the 1980's. It is to these

recurring_ themes that thetask force addresses its recommendations.

The task force also recognized that decentralized budgeting and pro-

gramming, admittedly within the context of provincial (central) guidelines,

places an onus of responsibility on local school district decision and

policy makers. Local school trustees must decide for their jurisdictions

which services and programs require additional resources and development.

It is clear that Albertans expect their schools to be providing much

more than formal instruction in basic academic subjects - a wide variety

of supplementary services has been strongly endorsed by Albertans whose

opinions were tapped by the task force. As has been mentioned throughout

the report, the high ratings of importance given to all services makes it

evident that Albertans see schools of the future becoming more inclusive

in terms of services' provision; at the same time, they expect schools to

flave a shared responsibility with other community and family resources for

some of these services. Those services which directly impinge upon class-

room learning situations are seen to be the major or complete responsibility

of schools.

On the basis of infortation collected in its study and reported in

this document, the task force recommends as follows:

1. The task force found clear support from a broad representation of

Alberta society for the stated elements of a school guidance and

counselling program. The task force expects that Alberta Education will

assume a leasiership role including provision of sufficient finances

to school jurisdictions to ensure that adequate programs exist in all

Alberta schools. (pp. 40-50, 67)

Particular emphasis must be placed on assisting Alberta schools in

attending td the pressing needs identified in this study. Several

4
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members of the task force favor ear-marked grants to achieve this

,goal.

2. Copies of the task force report be made available to all trustees in

the province so that local school boards can review the task force

report and direct that formative assessments of guidance and counsel-

ling services be undertaken at the local district level.

The purpose of this recommendation is threefold:

1. Assist trustees to become more aware of the task force report.

2. Identify additional local needs for services.

3. Promote constructive change at the local level.

3. The Minister of Education, after due consideration of the report and

recommendations, provide the task force members an opportunity for

dialogue with him regarding his reactions and proposals.

The task force has devoted considerable time and energy to formulation

of its study, interpretation of data and preparation of its report. It

does not consider itself to have fully discharged its responsibility

until it reviews these matters with the Minister of Education in order

to provide clarification, where required, and to provide impetus

for constructive changes which will benefit Alberta students.

4. School trustees and administrators dialogue to clarify whether per-

ceptions of feasibility of underlying assumptions are compatible.

There is some evidence (see discussion re feasibility of assumptions)

that some divergent opinions exist. The task force believes that a

process of clarification of such divergence would benefit trustees and

administrators.

5. Additional programs and/or resources be provided for parents to assist

them to intervene effectively with learning, and /or personal problems

being experienced_ by their child. (pp. 40-50)

The task force survey revealed this to be a major priority for, service.

School districts might be well advised to consider offering this ser-

vice on an individualized basis as children's problems are being con-

sidered. Parents often feel quite "helpless" in these situations and

some expert guidance from school/other personnel would be constructive.

In addition, schools should present annual short seminars for parents

on topics such es common development and learning problems among
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children. Where available, specialist personnel such as school

counsellors can provide leadership.

6. Admin4tratoraLprincipals, teachers and counsellors facilitate the

involvement_ of parents in order to develop and maintain a positive

relationship with their local school. (p. 71)

There is frequent mention of the role of parents in schools (consul-

tants' reports). With proper guidance from school personnel, many

more parents might be encouraged to become constructively involved

with school activities, on a formal or informal basis: Wide distri-

bution (among schools) of this report will facilitate attainment of

this goal.

7. Local school boards be encouraged to provide inservice education and

other support for teachers to better their understanding of the art

and practice of individualized instruction. (pp. 40-50)

Teachers and others in the survey Cpnsistently indicated the need

for assistance in developing and maintaining such skills.

8. Alberta Education assist school boards to provide bursaries and

upgrading opportunities to selected counsellors and teachers in the

area of counselling and guidance.

The task force believes that this strategy will assist school boards

to better achieve the goal of providing school guidance and counselling

programs of high adequacy and quality. The task force encourages

school boards to select recipients from existing staff whose qualities

are known.

9. Teachers be provided program services to foster an enthusiastic and

positive outlook on their work and students. (pp. 40 -50)

The task force recognizes that teaching is always demanding and fre-

quently draining of energy reserves. Respondents consistently noted

that this area is one of great importance. It would appear that

teachers themselves should work together with trustees, administrators

and others to foster development of programs and resources which will

assist in this regard. The phenomenon of "burn out" is but one dimen-

sion. Personal and family crises, alcohol abuse, neurotic behavior,

are others which might beeconsidered.
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10. School guidance and counselling programs in Alberta be characterized

by increasing attention to services which relate directly to the

classroom learning_ situation. (pp. 40-50, 56-59)

The reasons for this recommendation are obvious to the reader who has

studied this report. Sdhool counsellors must analyze this service

area and provide additional assistance to teachers and students.

Strategies for attaining this goal will probably be influenced by

situational factors: In every instance counsellors are advised to

work in partnership with their principals and fellow teachers to

establish priorities and plans for implementation of'new or modified

services.

11. School guidance and counselling programs in Alberta be characterized

by a broad services scope. (p.p. 40-50)

There is significant evidence in the survey data and school visitation

data that Albertans expect a broad range of services to be available

to them through the schools. School counsellors and principals must

be able to articulate clearly the range of services available (either

directly, or indirectly through community agencies) and be able to

obtain prompt service when required.

12. Alberta schools should each have a clearly stated philosophy of guid-

ance and counselling. (p. 71)

The school visitation data indicate that "adequacy" is associated with

philosophical clarity. In addition, there is evidence that all staff

members must understand their respective roles and responsibilities

within the framework of the philosophical statements. Specific pro-

grams of services must be clearly stated and made readily available

to parents, students, teachers, relevant others. The "assumptions"

cited in this report should be used as guidelines.

13. School administrators, especially school principals, must be made

acutely aware of their prime leadership role in the provision of

guidance and counselling services. (p.71)

The task force has received evidence that administrators are cardinal

elements in provision of guidance and counselling services. This is

a well known and long established relationship having been cited by
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many'as important; Dr. John Friesan of Alberta Education highlighted

'this factor in 1964. It has definite implications for selection and

appointment of administrators in schools and school districts.

14. Universities must-adapt preservice programs for counsellors and

teachers to accommodate services needs identified as _priorities by

Albertans. (p_. 40-50, 67, 71)

The task force believes that improved guidance and counselling programs

and services will result if university training programs incorporate

the foci identified in this report.

15.' School boards and professional development_ groups should provide

inservice programs and workshops to accommodate local priority ser-

vices needs.

The task force believes that a systematic and analytical assessment

of local school district programs and services will identify areas

of weakness which can be further improved by provision of inservice

programs which will enhance skills of counsellors, teachers and others.

16. Alberta Education be prepared to offer increased consultative and

evaluative services in _guidance and counselling to school districts.

The task force believes that consultants in guidance at regional

offices are well situated to provide assistance to school districts.

a) They are external to school districts.
b) They are well trained in this domain.
c) They possess a broad experience background
d) They are aware of programs and strategies which have been/are

successful in similar circumstances in other Alberta school dis-
tricts.

17. Schools must communicate to students' and parents the nature and ex-'

tent of guidance programs and services available to them. (p. 63)

The task force is concerned that students and parents appear not to

be cognizant of programs and services provided by schools. It would

be constructive to direct attention to this phenomenon and to involve

students,and parents in articulation of the scope of e2rvices available

to them. Concomitantly, educators must reassess their own perceptions

of what services schools are providing; the very large gap in perception

between consumers and providers must be narrowed substantially if

schools are to effectively provide services to the students and parents

they serve.
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18. The relationship between size of schools and quality of guidance and

counselling programs and services be further explored. (p.p. 72-96)

The task force is of the opinion that size of elementary schools may

'not bear a direct relationship to quality of services' provision.

Rowever, there is evidence that adequacy and quality of guidance and-

counselling programs are related to size of school,at the high school

levei. Alberta Education should initiate such a study.

19. Alberta Education explore ways to assist Alberta high schools provide

computer assisted career and educational counselling for students.

(p.p. 40-50)

Because of the importance associated with this service at the high

school levql, the task force recommendsthat full advantage be taken

of computer capability in this area.
I

20. Alberta Education increase efforts.to develop curricula and programs

to serve students whose needs are not adequately met.

The task force is aware that school personnel, especially counsellors,

devote enormous amounts of time trying to assist students whose needs

are not being adequately met. For example, the gifted, disadvantaged,

reluctant learners, learning disabled, those who find school aversive',

are some such students. The task force urges Alberta Education to

accept its cardinal role in generation of curricula and programs

which will assist students in this regard.

21. School jurisdictions be encouraged to develop innovative and

up -to -date guidance and counselling procedures.

The task force is concerned that many Alberta schools appear to

provide far less than adequate services. (p. 69) This situation is

unsatisfactory and the task force urges school boards to assess their

respective guidance and counselling programs and to consider

utilization of such strategies as group counselling, peer counselling,

teacher consultation, etc, as part of the services spectrum.

22. Students receive more assistance to assess their interests, abilities,

and goals. (p.p. 44, 48, 67)

Junior and senior high school students must understand more effectively

the relationship between self, school and work in order to derive
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greater benefit from educational and career opportunities available

to them. Alberta Education should provide a strong leadership role

in this endeavour.

23. The directions, trends and questions which have been surfaced in this

study be researched rigorously by other Albertans.

The task force has attempted to assess in a general way the state of

school guidance and counselling services and programs in Albert's

schools. There are highlights and lowlights, so to speak. Numerous

directions for further research are to be found in this report. The

task force recommends that these be systematically pursued in exper-

imental fashion, where possible, and that Alberta Education, univer-

sities and school districts provide,incentives 'to researchers to seek

further clarification.
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APPENDIX A

Survey Forms*

*NOTE: To reduce the volume of printing, survey forms for elementary and

junior high schools are not included in Appendix A. They are very

similar to the forms used for senior high schools except that ele-

mentary school forms contain fewer items. Those items which appear

on the Junior High and Senior High School Forms and do not appear on

the forms for elementary schools are marked with an asterisk (*).

13:)



ALBERTA
EDUCATION

Purpose of this Survey:

This survey its designed to poll the opinions of Albertans on:

a) the/importance of vaAous counselling and guidance services,

b) e responsibility of the school to provide these services,-

c,)/ whether these services are now provided at your local
; ' SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, and

-115-

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOL COUNSELLING
AND GUIDANCE SURVEY

FORM I

d) how you would grade'the SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL in your community
on the services Lilac are provided.

ti

Sire.e your opinions will provide valuable input for future planning and
decision making, your cooperation in answering these questions will be most
appreciated.
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DIRECTIONS:

Take a quick glance at the whole questionnaire. You will notice that most

of the pages are very similar in appearance.

- At the top of the first column of each page is an ASSUMPTION about the

needs of students,. teachers, or parents.

In the second column are four questions about this ASSUMPTION.

- First read the ASSUMPTION carefully, then look at the questions in the

second column.

Choose an answer to each of these questions and place a check mark v/ in

frbnt of the answer which you choose.

- If you have other opinions about the ASSUMPTION, please write them in the

lower part of the first columa, under the heading YOUR COMMENTS.

- On the next page is an example which shows how one parent responded to the

ASSUMPTION stated on that page.

- Finally, the next page of the questionnaire asks you to identify the group

to which you belong and the form of the questionnaire which you answered.

14I
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EXAMPLE (ILLUSTRATION ONLY)

ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior

H 1p to identify those foods

which are good for their

health and those which are not.

High Schools

YOUR COMMENTS:

Our school has a nutrition program.,

Nutritious snacks were provided.

Parents helped to prepare and

ser4 them. The kids learned alot.

Our!son, Kevin, won't eat"junk food"

anymore.

14

YOUR OPINIONS

J. How important is this help?

1) 1 very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3)

'4)

of little importance

not important (unnecessary)

2. What is the Schools' responsibility for

Providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

-3) v/ shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

3. Does your school now provide this help?

1) 1,7 yes

2) no

3) don't know,

If you answere "yes" to the
above questio , answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go n to the next
page.

4. If your school now pr (vvides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) 6A - outstanding

2) B - very good

i) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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Please indicate what type of respondent you ire and what form of the questionnaire

you answered by checking (V) the appropriate identification in each of the questions

below.

Thank you.

1. I am a:

1) r Student

2) Parent

3) Teacher

4) School Administrator

5) School Counsellor

6) School Trustee

7) Employer

8) Alberta Education Official'

9) Central Office School Administrator

2. The questionnaire form which I completed and to which this is attached is:

1) Elementary School Form 1 (White)

2) Elementary School Form 2 (Pink)

3) Elementary School Form 3 (Yellow)

4) Junior High School Form 1 (White)

5) Junior High School Form 2 (Pink)

6) Junior High School Form 3 (Yellow)

7) Senior High School Form 1 ( White)

8) Senior High School Form 2 (Pink)

9) Senior High School Form 3 (Yellow)
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop effective study habits.

Examples: Learning how to organize

time, concentrate, memorize, make notes,

read for recall, review, take tests, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

144

YOUR OPINIONS

3. How imilprtant is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

4. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

I) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

5. Does your school now provide this help?

yes

no

don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

6. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to meet people, get along with

others, build friendships, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

120

YOUR OPTNIONS

7. How important tnis help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

8. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility.
(with home or other_agencins)

4) minor responsibility

9, Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

10. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C good

4) D fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to learn how to make decisions to

achieve their goals.

Examples: Learn how to rank goals,

gather relevant information, consider

alternatives, consider possible

consequences, make choices, take

appropriate action, and eva.luare

progress.

YOUR COMMENTS:

146

YOUR OPINIONS

11. HOW important is this help?

)) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

12. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

13. 'Does your school now provide this help?

yes

no

don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next"
page.

14. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5,1 F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior Hilt: Schools

need:

Help to develop realistic career (job)

goals which fit their interests,

abilities, and values.-

YOUR COMMENTS:

-122-

YOUR 'OPINIONS

15. How important is this help?

1)

2)

very important (nvce:;sary)

important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

16. What is the schools' responSibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4Y minor responsibility

17. Does your school now provide this help?

'1) yes

2) no

\3) don't knOw

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

18. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it &ling the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to understand themselves and their

developmental concerns.

Examples: Explore their feelings, learn

how their feelings affect their behavior,

learn how their behlvior impacts upon

others, decide what is important in

their lives, examine the conflicts

between their wants and social respon-

sibilities, learn how they are similar

to but different from others, develop an

appreciation for their individuality.

YOUR COMMENTS:

14

YOUR OPINIONS

19.
How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

20. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) 'complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

21. Does your school now provide this help?

1). yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

22. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) A - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:
*

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to learn about continuing educational

Examples: Learn about alternate schools,

colleges, apprenticeship programs,

technica'l institutes, and universities

in Alberta, the courses and programs

offered at these institutions, the

admission and graduation requirements,

the costs involved, the financial

support available, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

0.111
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YOUR OPINIONS:

23. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important(desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

24.,E What is the schools' JSponsibility for

providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or'other agencies)

4) minor responsibility,

25. Does your school now provide this help?

'1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to,the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

26. If your school now provides his help,
how well is it doing the joL Please

rssign a grade.

1) A - outstandine

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop a positive attitude

toward school and a life long commitment

to learning.

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 3 o

YOUR OPINIONS

27. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

28. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

29. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer-the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

30. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) 7 - poor /failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUbENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to keep informed about the ca....e.er

(job) opportunities available in Alberta.

Examples: Learn about different kinds

of jobs, the Piucation, experience, and

personal characteristics required for

these jabs, ...ages and salaries,

conditions of work, opportunities for

advancement, implications for life-

style, changes and trends in the world

of work, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

31. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

32. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

3)

complete responsibility

major respo sibility

shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

33. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered 'yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page
otherwise go on to the next
page.

34. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to seek the assistance of community

agencies for special concerns.

Examples: Social assistance, sex infor-

mation, pregnancy, child abuse, legal

aid, Alateen, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

152

YOUR OPINIONS

35.
4

flow important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2)

3)

4)

important (desirable)

of little importance
t

not important (unnecessary)

36, What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

37! Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you 'answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

38. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:,

Help to gain the acceptance and respect

of their teachers and class mates.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

39. Now important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirabl'e)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

t

40. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

t

minor responsibility

41. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

42. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) R very good

) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F

I
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,ASSUMPTION:

TEA6TERS.in-the Senior High School need:

Help to-under;t-abi,individual

students and their develdpmental

needs.

YOUR COMMENTS:

is 1 b--

;--

YOUR ,OPINIONS

43. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable),

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

44. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) - shared equal responsibility
(with home of other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

45. Does your school nov provide this help?

1) yes

2) -no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to thee next
page.

46. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C good

4) D fair

5) F poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help with specific problems in

discipline and classroom management.

YOUR COMMENTS:

-130-

_YOUR OPINIONS

47. How important is this help?

1) very impoytant (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

48. What'is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

49. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

50. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A ouLstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

155
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to develop rules, regulations,

and appeal procedures which are

workable and fair to all students.

YOUR COMENTS:

f A

156

YOUR 6P1NIONS

51. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)
1

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

52. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) ' minor responsibility

53. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

54. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doifig the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) E very good

3) C good

4) 'D - fair

5) F poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to identify specific conditions

which affect the learning of particular

students.

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 1327 -

YOUR OPINIONS

55. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

56. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing thisNelp?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responrility

3) shared equal rspotsibilityN
(with home er Gther agencies)

4) minor responsibility

57. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

58. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the -oh? Plea.

assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to collect accurate information

about students and to use this

information to promote student

learning.

YOUR COMMENTS:
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YOUR OPINIONS

59. How important is this help?

1) very Important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

60. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared -equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

61. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If- you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise, go on to the next
page.'

62. If your school now provides this help,
how well is'it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to integrate handicapped and

minority strients into the mainstream

of school activity.

YOUR COMMZNTS:

134

YOUR OPINIONS

63. now-important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

64.
41-

65.

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

66.4 If your schodl now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

11_ A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C gtod

4) D fair

5) F poor/failure

15 ;)
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

An opportunity to review student

records, and to discuss with the school

the results of any standardized tests

which theft children may'tice.

Examples: ability tests, aptitude

tests, interest inventories, attitude

scales, achievement tests, tec.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

67. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

68. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

69. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

70. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

An opportunity to cooperate with nd

to receive the help and support of

the school in providing, .ersonal

guidan "s to their children.

YOUR COMMENTS:

-136-

YOUR OPINIONS:

71. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

72. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal respsonsibility -
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

73. Does your school now provide, this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

74. If your school now provides this help
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

An opportunity to discuss (individually)

or in small groups of parents) child

development, ways of fostering sound

development, the problems children

often encounter, common concerns of

parents, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

162

YOUR OPINIONS:

75. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important, (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

76. What is the schdols' responsibility for
providing this help?

complete responsibility,

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencl,es)

4) minor responsibility.

77. Does your school now provide this help?

1)

2)

yes

no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,

otherwise go on to the next
page.

78. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

A - outstanding

B - very good

C - good

D - fair

F poor/failure

1'



ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

Current information and assistance

on how best to help their child with

his or her school work.

YOUR COMMENTS:

-138-

YCIDIl. OPINIONS:

79. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of Tittle importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

80. What ib the schools' responsibility for

providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responpibility,

81. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

82. If your school now provides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

Elementary Teachers, Students

and their parents need:

Co-ordination of community agency

services with school counselling

and guidance services

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 139 -

164

YOUR OPINIONS:

83. How important is this co-ordination?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

84. What is the schools' responsibility for

providing this co-ordination?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

85. Does your school now provide thii
co-ordination?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

86. If your school now provides this
co-ordination, how well is it doing the
job? Please assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ALBERTA
EDUCATION

Pur,ose of this Survey:

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

CHOOL COUNSELLING
A GUIDANCE SURVEY

FORM

This survey is designed to poll the opinions of Albertans on:

a) the importance of various counselling and guidance services,

b) the responsibility of the school to provide these services,

c) whether these services are now provided at your local
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, and

d) how )(au would grade the SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL-in your community
on the services that are provided.

Since your opinions will provide valuable input for future planning and
decision making, your cooperation in answering these questions will be most
appreciated.

165
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DIRECTIONS:

Take a quick glance at the whole questionnaire. You will notice that most

of the pages are very similar in appearance.

At the top of the first column of each page is an ASSUMPTION about the
needs of students, teachers, or parents.

1p the second column are four questions about this ASSUMPTION.

- First read the ASSUMPTION carefully, then look at the questions in the

seccad column.

Chose an answer to each of these questions and place a check mark in

front of the answer which you choose.

If you have other opinions about the ASSUMPTION, please write them in the
lower part of the first column, under the heading YOUR COMMENTS.

- On the next page is an example which shows how one parent responded to the

ASSUMPTION stated on that page.

- Finally, the next page of the questionnaire asks you to identify the group

to which you belong and the form of the questionnaire which you answered.

1.6J
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EXAMPLE (ILLUSTRATION ONLY)

ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to identify those foods

which are good for their

health and those which are not.

YOUR COMMENTS:

Our school1has a nutrition program.

Nutritious snacks were provided.

Parents helped to prepare and

serve them. The kids learned slot.

Our son, Kevin, won't eat "junk food"

anymore.

YOUR OPIN1oNS

1. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

2. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

3) ,/

complete responsibility

major responsibility

shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

3. Does your school now provide this help?

1) /yes
L) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

4. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4, D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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Please indicate what type of respondent you are and what form of the questionnaire

you answered by checking () the appropriate identification in each of the questions

below.

thank you.

1. I am a:

1) Student

2) Parent

3) Teacher

4) School Administrator

5) School Counsellor

6) School Trustee

7) Employer

8) Alberta Education Official

9) Central Office School Administrator

2. the questionnaire form which I completed and to which this is attached is:

1) Elementary School Form 1 (White)

2) Elementary School Form 2 (Pink)

3) Elementary School Form 3 (Yellow)

4) Junior High School Form 1 (White)

5) Junior High School Form 2 (Pink)

6) Junior High School Form 3 (Yellow)

7) Senior High School Form 1 ( White)

8) Senior High School Form 2 (Pink)

9) Senior High School Form 3 (Yellow)
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop job searching skills.

Examples: Write letters of application,

fill out application forms, develop a

summary of personal data, prepare for a

job interview, look for a job, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOHN OP I NloNs

3.4 How important is thi help?

I; very impotlant (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

4.4 What is the schools' responsibility
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility /
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

5.4 Do,s your school now provide this help:

I) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
othetwi.:^ ao on to the next
page.

6.1 If your school now provides this help,
how_well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

5)

tiJ

A outstanding

B - very good

C - good

D - fair

F - poor/failure
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YOUR OPINIONS

ASSUMPTION: 17, How important is this help?

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools
1) very important (nocecsary)

2) important (desirable)
need:

3) of little importance
Help to resolve their conflicts or

"fights" with parents,
4) ' not important (unnecessar

teachers, brothers,

sisters, friends, etc.

YOUR CO4ENTS:

8. What is the schools' responsibil ty for
providing this help?

P complete responsibil

/2) major responsibilit

3) shared equal respo sibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibi ity

Does your school now pr vide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you ans ered "yes" 'to the
above que ion, answer the
next ques Jon on this page,
otherwis go on to the next
page.

10. If your school ilea provides this help,
how well is it soing the job? Please
assign a grade

1) A utstanding

2) B very gold

3) C good

4) fair :

/5) poor/failure

70



ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior Hi :h School

need:

Help to select and enter an educational

program at another institution.

Examples: Visit educational institutions

choose a program, choose a school, apply

for admission, obtain financial support,

register, prepare for entry, get off to

a good start.

OUR COMMENTS:

46-

YOUR opINIorS

11. How important is this help?

1) very important (neeeq:,ary)

2) Important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

12.* What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
&with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

13.4 Does your school now provide this help?

1)

2)

yes

no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer thf
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

14. If your school now provides this help,
how well Is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) R - very good

3) C - goad

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

171



ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to understand how their school

programs and student activities relate

to the world of work.

YOUR COMMENTS:

-147 -

YOUR OPINIONS

15. Pow important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

16. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

Complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) "minor responsibility

17. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

35 don't know

--11-you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go cn to the next
page. .

18. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D fiir

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop constructive leisure

time activities which fit their interests,

abilities, special talents or career

goals.

Examples: Sports, hobbies, arts,

social clubs, reading, courses, selected

T.V., etc.

YOUR OPINIONS

19. How -important is this 11,1p?

l) very important (necesn.iry)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

20. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

21. Does your school now provide this help?

yes

no

don't know

If you answered,-yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

22. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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Y0111: OP I N LONS

ASSUMPTION: 123. How impprt_ant is this help?

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to realistically assess their

interests, abilities, values, and

achievements.

Examples: Take standardized tests,

understand the results, explore their

implications for future planning.

YOUR COMMENTS:

1) very impertant (mccssory)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

24. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

25. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

26. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

17J

1) A outstanding

2) R very good

3) C good

4) D fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to get appropriate work experience.

Examples: Volunteer work, a part-time

job, a summer-time job, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YON: OrINJONS

27.E Hey important i s Lit is he 1 p?

1) very important (necessarv)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance-

_4) not important (unnecessary)

28.
4

What is the schools' responsibility for
providing thit. help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

29.4 Does your school now provide this help?

1)

2)

yes

no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

30.E If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B very good

3) C - good

4) - fair.

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to improve their learning skills.

Examples: Learn how to listen, ask

questions, read, write, compute, take

notes; interview, use libraries, follow

instructions, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

151

YOUR OPINIONS

31. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

32. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with 'acme or other agencies)

minor responsibility

33. 'Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

34. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1

1) A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C good

4) D fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to deal with their physical develop-

ment concerns.

Examples: physical appearance, size,

posture, skin problems, weight control,

`physical fitness, etc;

YOUR COMMENTS:

Y(lU OPINIONS

35. flow important i this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (-desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

36. What is the Schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

37. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

1, you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

38. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

177
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop a positive attitude

toward work and a respect for the

dignity of all forms of productive work.

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 153 -

YOUR OPINIONS:

39. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)
%

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

40. What Is the school's responsibility for
providing this help?

]) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

41. Does your school Low.provide this help?

yes

2) ' no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the

next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

42. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade. 1

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUilPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High Schuol need:

Help to evaluates the Progress of

individual students and to develop

learning activities designed to meet

the needs of these students.

YOUR COMMIS:

YOUR OPINIONS

43. How Important is this help?

1) very important (nece;sary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

44. What is the schools' responsibility for
proiding this help?

1) complete responsibility

z) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility

4)

(with home or other agencies)

minor responsibility

45. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
shove question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

46. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

1 7;)



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior Hip School need:

Help to establish better relationships

and better communication with parents.

YOUR COMMENTS:

-135-

YOUR OPTN1ONS

47. How import,Int in this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirahle)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

48. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

49. Does your school now provide this help?

yes

no

don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

50. If your school now provides this help,
how is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1,,o

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the SLnior High School med:

Help to place students in special

programs or groups appropriate to

their interests and abilities.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOHN OPINIONS

51. how im)ortant is this help'

1) von import,ipt (nce.1,,dry)

2) important (dtsirahfe)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unn('cessary)

52. What is the cchoo1 re.,ponihility for

providing this. help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agenrioc)

4) minor reponsibility

53. Does your school raw provide

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

this help?

you answered "yes" to the

above questi4n, answer the
next quet.ition on this page,
otherwise goon to the next
page.

54. If your school 10 provides this help,

how well is it doi the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) H - verygood

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/fai lure

181
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Yon OpINI4s

ASSUMPTION: 55. How i'pportant is this help?

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to assess the educational needs

of students.

YOUR COKENTS:

-3-

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

56. What is the schools' responsibility for
_providing this help?

1) complete responsibility.

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

57. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know
,

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

58. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the iob? Please
assign a grade.

1 &2

1), A - outstanding

2) A - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - peor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to understand and to cope with

the range of student interests and

Abilities in their classes.

YOUR COMMENTS:

WWI! OPINIONS

59. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

60. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencier;)

4) minor responsibility

61. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on tnis page,
otherw..se go on to the next

page.

62. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

183



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior HighiSchool

need:

/
Help to arrange and cond ct productive

24
conferences with paren

YOUR ,COMMENTS:

-159-

YOUR OPINIONS:

63.j How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important- (desirable)-

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

64. What is the schools''responsibility for
1 providing this help?

1) complete r7sponsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility/
(with home cr other agenci4s)

4) minor/responsibility.

I

65., Does your shool now provide thi help?

1)

2) qb

3) /don't know

If you answered "yes" o the
above question, answer the
next question on this age,

otherwise go on to thq next
page.

66. If our school now provides this help,
well is it doing the job?! Pleasit,

as ign a grade.

A - outstanding

j) B - very good

1

/3)
4)

C - good

D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

1 -;
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

Current information regarding the

learning opportunities provided by

the school.

Examples: courses, programs, special

events, student activities, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OP1NfoNS

67. How important in this help?

_

I) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

68. What is the schools' responsibility for

providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

69. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3)

f
don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next

page.

70, If your school pow provides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) _ R - very good

3) C - good

4) D fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSuMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

Help in dealing eftectively with

children who have learning

difficulties.

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 161 -

1ST

J

YOUR OPINIONS

71. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

72. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

73. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

74. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poorifailure
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

Current information about school

counselling and guidance programs

and how these activities can be of

assistance to them and their

children.

YOUR COMENIS:

Yi)Hit OPINIONS
-----------

How important this help?

1) very important (neces,:ary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unneees_,ary)

76. What is the schools' for

providing this help?

I)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

77, Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
ni-xt old Vic,

otherwise go on to the next
page.

78, If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poo,/failure

S7
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mit OPINIONS

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

Help to establish better relation-

ships and better communication with

the school staff concerning the

needs, plans, progress, and problems

of their children.

YOUR COMMENTS:

79. How important is this help?

1) very Important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

80. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
' ith home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

81. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) po

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

82. Tf your school now provides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

Elementary Teachers, Students

-

and their parents need:

Co-ordination of community agency

services with school counselling

and guidance services

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 164 -

YOUR OPINIONS:

83. How important is this co-ordination?

1)

2)

3)

4)

very important (necessary)

important (desirable)

of little importance

not important (unnecessary)

84. What is the schools' responsibility for

providing this co-ordinatibn?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility.

85. Does your school now prc:ide this
co-ordination?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

86. If your school now provides this

co- ordination, how well is it doing the
job? Please assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) 5 - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor /failure



ALBERTA,

EDUCATION
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOL COUNSELLING
AND GUIDANCE SURVEY

FORM 3

Purpose of this Survey:

This survey is designed to poll the opinions of Albertans on:

a) the importance of various counselling and guidance services,

h) the responsibility of the school to provide these services,

c) whether these services are now provided at your local
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, and

d) how you would grade the SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL in your community

'on the services that are provided.

Since your opinions will provide valuable input for future planning and
decision making, your cooperation in answering these questions will be most

1 JO
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DIRECTIONS:

Take a quick glance at the whole questionnaire. You will notice that most
*of the pages are very similar in appearance.

At the top of the first,column of each page is an ASSUMPTION about the
needs of students, teachers, or parents.

In the second column are four questions about this ASSUMPTION.

First read the ASSUMPTION carefully, then look at the questions in the
second column.

Choose an answer to each of these questions and place a check mark v// in

front of the answer which you choose.

If you have other opinions about the ASSUMPTION, please write them in the
lower part of the first column, under the heading YOUR COMMENTS.

On the next page is an example which shows how one parent responc*,,,d to the

ASSUMPTION stated on that page.

Finally, the next page of the questionnaire'asks you to identify the group
to which you belong and the form of the questionnaire whit'.: you answered.

0.0
.01



ASSUMPTION
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EXAMPLE (ILLUSTRATION ONLY)

STUDENTS in our Senwr High Schools
e

need:

Help to identify chose foods

which .1Le goo2 for :heir

:LJ..e

YOUR COMMENTS:

,Ilur school has a nutrition program.

',Nutritious snacks were provided.

Parents helped to prepare and

serve them. The kids learned slot.

Our son, Kevin, won't eat "junk food"

anymore:

YOUR OPINIONS

1

1 I
How important is this-help?

/

1) V very important,(necessary)

I2) important (desirable) 0

3) of little importance
I

4) not import.antt(Unnecessary)

What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete r,!sponuibility

2) major responsibility.

3) i.,/ shared equal responLbility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

3. Does your school now provide this help?

1) f yes

2) no

3) don't know

'T.

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

4. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

192

/ 1) V A - outstanding

2) B very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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I

Please indicate what type of respondent you are and what form of the questionnaire

you answered by checking (V) the appropriate identification in each of the questions

below.

Thank you.

1. I am a:

1) Student

2) Parent

3) Teacher

4) School Administrator

5) School Counsellor

6) School Trustee

7) Employer

8) Alberta Education Official

9) Central Office School Administrator

2. The questionnaire form which I completed and to which this is attached is:

1) Elementary School Form 1 (White)

2) Elementary School Form 2 (Pink)

3) Elementary School Form 3 (Yellow)

4) Junior High School Form 1 (White)

5) Junior High School Form 2 (Pink)

6) Junior High School Form 3 (Yellow)

7) Senior High School Form 1 ( White)

8) Senior High School Form 2 (Pink)

9) Senior High School Form 3 (Yellow)

1 94

1
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to adjust to new school situations.

Examples: Get to know the school

building, where things are located, the

school staff, school rules, and regulations,

courses and program, student: activities,

graduation requirements, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINION

3. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

What is the schools' responsibility for
provi4ing ttis heir?

1) 'comp] E E !'E 1)01" I bi I I t

ma or re pc ibili ty

I7)

1.z rec ectz 1 resrorAbi 11 ty

(via home or other agencies)

14) rdror responsibility

5. Ddes your school now provide ttis help?

r-
1) y E

2) r o

3) ( on' t 1:11(1.!

If you answered "yes' to the

tbove quettior, zsiswer
next question on this page,
othetwse go on to the nem
page.

6.
If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

194

1) A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to plan their educational programs

related to their interests, aptitudes,

abilities, achievements, and career goals.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

7. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

g. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) mincr responsibility

9. Does your school now provid-e this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

10. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign e grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure

195



ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop understanding and

respect for other individuals and groups.

Examples:, learn about racial, religious,

political, and sexual differences,

3ecome aware of prejudice and its

effects, develop a respect for the worth,

dignity, and rights of all people, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 171 -

19L1

YOUR OPINIONS

11. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

12. What is the schools' responsibility for
providIrg this help?

1) complete responsf_bility

2) major responsibility

3) sharet equal responsibility
/-ith home or other agenci.2s)

4) ninr -responsibility

13. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise gc on to the next
page.

14. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please__
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to deal with their negative feelings

and attitudes which affect school work.

YOUR COMMENTS:

1 (

YOUR OPINIONS

15. How'important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary

16. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

3)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

minor responsibility

17. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

18. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

7

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop self-confidence and self-

esteem.

Examples: Think positively, learn

self control, overcome unrealistic

fears, break self-defeating habits,

develop special strengths and talents.

YOUR COMMENTS:

-173-

19

YOUR OPINIONS

19. How important is this help?

1) very important (nu.essary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

20. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibili:y
_._

2)
___ major responsibility

3) shared equa] responsibility
(with home or other agenclef)

4) minor responsibility

21. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

22. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to develop the personal character-

istics and attitudes necessary to get

and hold a job.

Examples: Trust-worthiness, depen-

ability, responsibility, respect for

authority, good work habits, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

23. flow imllortant is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

24. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

25. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

26. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B'- very good

3) C good

4) D fair

5) F - poor/failure

19J
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144

ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to declare their individual and human

rights when these are clearly abused.

YOUR,COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

27 ! How important is this help?

1)

2)

3)

very important (necessary)

important (desirable)

of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

# ------ ___

28. What e schoolst-resoonsibility for,_
providing ti elp'

-------

-,-
1) conplete_respon-eibllity

2) responsibility
--

29.
Ar

ajar

3) -shared equal responsibillry
(with home or other 3geicles:.

4) minor :esponsibility

Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes' to the
above question, answer eh !

next question on this pat,
0.:herwise go on to thr neIt

page.

30. --11your school now provides-_,this help,

how 'w11 is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

wt)(..)

1) A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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Y
ASSUMIJTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to learn about alcohol and drugs -

their uses and abuses.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

*

31. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

-2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

32. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3)- ___ ___ shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

33.
4 Does your school now provide this help?

1)
___

yes_
2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go un to the next
page.

34. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

2 u k

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) _____ C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to change their school programs and

career goals in the light of new

information or changed circumstances

Examples: Change courses, change

programs, change time table, change

career goals, etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:

- 177 -

YOUR OPINIONS

15.41 How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

,S6. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

complete responst'ilitf

2) 'najor responsibility

3) ;hared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

37.
* Does your school now provide this help?

1) ves

2) . no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next

page.

38.
*

If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

2u2

1) A outstanding

2) B very good

3) C good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

STUDENTS in our Senior High Schools

need:

Help to learn what the laws require and

what society expects of them.

Examples: Learn what they May or may

not legally do; learn the standards and

expectations of our society;. learn the

penalties and punishments which may result

from illegal or an0-social behaviors.
i

/

z
YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

39. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

40. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

41. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to 'the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

42. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A outstanding

2) B very good '.

3) C good

4) D fair

5) F - poor/failure

2u3
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ASSUMPTION: YOUR OPINIONS:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School 43. How important is this help?

Help to maintain a positive attitude 1) very important (necessary)

toward their work and toward the students 2) important (desirable)

whom they teach. 3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

YOUR COMMENTS:

44. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility ,

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or-other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

45, Does your school now provide this help?

204

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know,

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,

otherwise go on to the next
page. .

If your school now provides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please

',assign a grade.

1)\ A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School

need:

help to encourage the healthy personal

and social development of their

students.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS:

47. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

48. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or ether agencies)

minor responsibility

49. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the

next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

50. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

2tr,)



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to present the educational and

career implications of the school

subjects which they teach.

YOUR COMMENTS:
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YOUR OPINIONS

51. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

52. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete re:ipcnsibilit,

2) major responsihilit:'

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or oti.er agencies)

4) minor responsibility

53. Does your school now provide this help?

1) /as

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yet" to the
above question, answer the
next question on tns page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

54. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

Zuc;

1) A outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to instruct students in the

study skills and values which are

related to the subjects they teach.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR (PINIONS

55. How important is this help?

i) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

0) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

56. What is the schools' responsibility for

providing this help? 1

1) complete responsibility

,2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home-or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

57. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

S) don.c kilow

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next

page.

58. If your school now provides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) R - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to identify and explain the

social, cultural, and economic factors

of the community which may influence

student behavior.

YOUR COMMENTS:
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ZUS

YOUR OPINIONS

59. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

60. What Is the schools' responsibility for
providing this lielp?

I) cOmplete rospensibil-ty

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor resonsibilit,

61. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered 'yes" to the
abie qua- ;1_ ion, answer the

next question on this page,
otherwise go oa to rte next
page.

62. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) R - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Senior High School need:

Help to understand the special or

unique characteristics of the students

they teach.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS,

63. flow important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

64. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

65. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) _- don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

66. If your school now provides this help,
hOw well is it doing the.job? Please

assign a grade.

ZU

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very gond

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

Help to identify appropriate community

agencies which can provide assistance

in addition to what the school provides.

Examples: Family counselling, social

assistance, alcohol and drug abuse, human

rights, Alberta Mental Health Services,

etc.

YOUR COMMENTS:
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YOUR OP1NIoNS

67. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

68. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) r.,spcnsfbiUt9

2) maj3r

3)
,
_fid Ihrir?d equol res )on ;1 bill ty

_

(with home or otter pg ?I Gies)

4) minor respowibilit,

69. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

tf you an iwerel 'ye ;" -:(1 the

abor-?. que ;t 1.< n, answer t he

next quest: on on this oage,
,:otherwise ;le extst

pa ge .

I
70. If your /school now Provides this help,

how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.

21(1

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

Parents with children in Senior High

School need:

Help to deal effectively with

children who have personal or social

problems.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

71. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecestary)

72. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

73. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

74. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assigha grade.

zi

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F poor/failure



ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

An opportunity to inform the school

of the values which they would like their

child to develop.

YOUR COMENTS:
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YOUR OPINIONS

75. Now important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

76. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1) complete responsibility

2) major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

77. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwis..e go on to the next

page.

78. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please

assign a grade.

212

1) A - outstanding

2) M1 - very good

3) C - good

4) D ri fair

5) - poor/failure
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in Senior High

School need:

An opportunity to discuss with the

school the long term educational and

career plans of their children.

YOUR COMMENTS:

YOUR OPINIONS

79. How important is this help?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

80. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this help?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

81. Does your school now provide this help?

1) yes

2) no

3) don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

82. If your school now provides this help,
how well is it doing the job? Please
assign a grade.,

1) A - outstanding

2) R - very good

3) C - good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

213



ASSUMPTION:

Elementary Teachers,'Students

and their parents need:

Co-ordination of community agency

services with school counselling

and gUidance services

YOUR COMMENTS:
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YOUR OPINIONS:

83. How important is this co-ordination?

1) very important (necessary)

2) important (desirable)

3) of little importance

4) not important (unnecessary)

84. What is the schools' responsibility for
providing this co-ordination?

1)

2)

complete responsibility

major responsibility

3) shared equal responsibility
(with home or other agencies)

4) minor responsibility

85. Does your schopl now provide this
co-ordination?

yes

no

don't know

If you answered "yes" to the
above question, answer the
next question on this page,
otherwise go on to the next
page.

86. If your school now provides this
co-ordination, how well is it doing the
job? Please assign a grade.

1) A - outstanding

2) B - very good

3) C good

4) D - fair

5) F - poor/failure

'el
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I. Dovelonmmtal history

-192-

Not unlike other Canadian provinces, formal adoption of guidance

and counselling began in Alberta Schools after World War II, and was

almost solely influenced by practices in the U.S.A. Although much of

the guidance and counselling function was the prerogative of teachers

and administrators, some school jurisdictions began hiring specially

trained people to fill guidance and counselling positions. Van Ilk:sterol)

(1971) le-ports that by 1949 counsellors had been appointed in high

schools in Medicine Hat, Lethbrifte and Red Peer and supervisors of

guidance had been appointed in Calgaly and 1:diloalon. Ihe Guidance

Branch of the Department of Education was established in 1947.

By the mid 1960's guidance subjects were available to students

as school subjects in both junior and senior high schools. Gradmte

schools for counsellor education had been established in Alberta

universities and many school jurisdictions employed counsellors who

were professionally educated for this specific task. The number of

people availing themselves of counsellor training was enhanced by

special grants provided by the Federal Governmcnr for the education

of "vocational" and "educational" counsellors. During the 60's the

Guidance Council, a professional association under the aegis of the

Alberta Teachers' Association, was established. To provide direction

for its I-2mbors, the Guidance Council set out A Rationale for

Guidan-ce and Counselling in Alberta Schools in 1963. the rationale

dealt specifically with ohjictives, goals and strategies for guidance

and coni,elling. the Guidance Council holds annual conferences for
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its members and established a regularly published News Bulletin in

1969. This later became the Alberta Counsellor and the Alberta

Counsel letter. In 1971 the first counsellor leadership seminar was

held in Edmonton. Seminars have since been held annually over a two-

week period.

In the early 70's an updated ra*onale for school guidance and

counselling was set forth by the Counselling and Guidance Brand) of

Alberta Education. Its major_ thesis was that "school counselling

in Alberta constitutes a triple opportunity for youth:

1. an opportunity of unclerstailding

2. an opportunity orillanning

3. an opportunity of becoming" (p.10) .

The rationale illustrated and provided suggestions of how this triple

opportunity plan for youth "Could effectively function in elementary,

junior, and senior high schools through the provision7of assistance to

students, school staff, and parents and through coordinon of

comunity resources.

Various studies during the 70's examining demographic data of

counsellors arc in close agreemntand indicate a slow increase in

numbers of counsellors employed in Alberta. The first study of this

perio.ln.as by Altmann and Herman (1971) who examined the status of

elementary counselling through questionnaires circulated to school

superintendents. They found that for the 1969-70 school term, 62

people were employed in an elementary couLiselling capacity serving

213
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205,671 elementary students. Of these 62 people only 10 were trained

as elementary counsellors. Fifty-twD were visiting teachers or

consultants. Thirty three of the 62 had masters' degrees, two had

M.D.'s, the remainder had lesser ctuali lications. The ratio of 62

people to 205,671 elementary students was described by the authors as

somewhat awesome.

Another study by Herman and Altmann (1972), reported in the

Alberta Teachers' Association Mat,aziw, of January, 7972, found that

there were 526 counsellors en toyed in Alberta. Of these 526, 251

were employed full tine. Fifty-three of these counsellors were

employed at the elementary level, 224 at tilt: junior high school level,

209 at the senior high school level, and 40 were generalists, that is,

they were en Toyed at more than one level. Other data are presented

in the Tables which follow.

21J
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Table 1

Number of Counsellors employed in

Alberta schools

Elementary

full time

half time

part time

Male Female Total

9

2

4

34

2

2

43

4

6

53

Junior :iigh

full time 32 25 57

half time 40 26 66

part time 50 51 101

224

Senior High

full time 75 44 119

half ti- 32 25 57

part time 25 8 33
4101.411.

209

General

full time 27 5 32

half time 1 0 1

part time 5 2 7

40

Total 526

220
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Table 2

Number of Counsellors according

to level of education

Elementary

full tine

half time

part time

Junior High

full time

half time

part time

Senior High

full time

half time

part time

C6neral

full tine

half time

part time

Total

Doctoral
Degree

Master's
Degree

Diploma in

Counselling

Bachelor's

Degree

Less than
Bachelor's

Degree

2

3

5

26

11

3

1

47

9

3

19

1

1

121

11

1

1

35

18

0

57

17

1

7

0

2

150

4

3

2

11

41

68

15

25

26

3

-0

4

202

0

0

3

0

4

32

0

6

3

0

0

0

48 526

22j
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In a similar study conducted by Mott (1972), Supervisor of

Guidance and Counselling f r Alberta Education, for the 1971-72

school year it is found ("at there were. 558 counsellors in the Province.

Approximately 60% of these had a counselling diploma or better

qualipcations. In a further survey conducted by Mott (1976) through

the Department of Education channels for the school year 1975 -76 it

VMS found that there were 612 counsellors employed throughout the

Province. The most recent study comes again from Mott (1978), in

which he reports that there were 639 counsellors crployed in the

Province of Alberta during 1977-78. Of these, 227 were devoting full -

time to counselling and approximately 400 were devoting half-time or

more than half -time to counselling. These reports would indicate that

there is a slow .but definite growth in the number of counsellors

employed in Alberta schools during the 1970 decade.

II. Role Studies

Perceptions of the role of counsellor have been studied from

many different sources. One of the ffrst such studios reported in

the 70's was by Herman, Altmann and Sears (1971). They surveyed

school superintendents of Alberta and found from the responses

received that personal counselling ranked highest in the list of

duties of counsellors. They also found that the best done of all

counselling services was educational and vocational counselling. Staff

consultation was the item that was selected by superintendents as

requiring the greatest improvement. In general the study indicated
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that superintendents view their counsellors as performing worthwhile

functions but that these functions must be extended and improved.

They said, "it would appear that Alberta counsellors can function

effectively within the existing administration but desirable changes

are contingent upon counsellor knowledge of his role and the develop-

ment of a strong guidance program at the local level" (p.270).

Nbtt's (1971) study entitled "Perceptions of the High School

Counsellor Role in Alberta" investigated perceptions of the high

school counsellor between and among groups of counsellors, teachers,

and principals in 92 schools in Alberta, both rural and urban. The

results revealed that:

1. counsellors, teachers, and principals agreed on the role

junction of the secondary school counsellor.

2. differences were found between the teacher group and the

counsellor group and between the teacher group and principal group

on the implementation of those functions.

Mbtt assumed that a major reason for this may be due to a lack

of communication of the counsellor with teachers and principals about

what s/he does and also lack of not developing a role description for

. implementation. He recommended that counsellors should produce a

written description of the philosophy and objectives of guidance

programs and make this known to school personnel.

The result that counsellors, teachers, principals agreed on the

role of function of secondary school counsellors, is somewhat contrary

to other research repOrted. A study by Hengel (1970) addressing the

rola-othe counsellor in Alberta high schools as perceived by

/'

22
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counsellors, counsellor educators, and principals found that there

were differences of role perception among these three groups. In

another study done by Brown (1974) differences of opinion were

between a counsellor and his administrator and between a tOunsellor

and his client regarding counsellor roles. A study by Laughren and

Berman (19M) investigated differences between daughters' and their

mothers' perceptions of the role of the school counsellor. Significant

differences of mothers' and daughters' perceptions of counsellor role

were indicated; however, both nothers and daughters viewed educational

and vocational problems as the most suitable areas in which to seek

counsellor help.

The findings of perception of role differences in Alberta were

consistent with research in other parts of Canada (Brown, 1974; Ilassard

and Costar, 1977). It appeared that although school counsellors had a

role to play, no clear role description existed for them.

III. Criticism, Evaluation and Need for Chancle

As a new profession, counselling experienced growing pains. Since

many acceptable schools of counselling exist, philosophies, modes of

practice, and perceptions of needs for counselling varied. The value

of school counsellors was questioned both from within the school and

from without. Tracy (1972) writing in the January issue of The Debator,

a journal sponsored by the Albert.a.Education Council, stated "the school

boards will have to decide whether school counselling services are a

necessity or an expensive frill in education. Certainly children

have problems, but should the school, in fact, can the school provide the
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the personnel to help with the solutions"? (p.1) Ho goes on to state,

"I would like to suggest that presently Alberta schools are not adequately

meeting the needs of students because few have any services that are

intentionally geared to the prevention of problems" (p.3). lie concludes

by saying, "We the public must either mge educators to improve pupil

personnel services or provide community counselling agencies to work

with schools and the howe for the sake of our children" (p.3).

Statements by government officialf. have been critical of guidance

and counfellini Recorded in the Calgzily Herald, October 6, 7973 is a

statement by Jim Foster, then Minister of Advanced Education, which

was critical of the lack of guidance leceived by students in the

schools and suggested that a regional counselling service outside of

the school system be established. Dr. Henry Kolesar, Assistant Deputy

Minister of Advanced Education said that counselling is in a "schnozzle."

The hethbridge Herald of November 14, 1973 goes on to quote him as

follows: "Zany counsellors don't know what they are talking about,

they give no information or the wrong infoimation:"

Roy Farren, Alberta's solicitor general for several years during

the 70's decade, voiced criticism of counselling generally in a speech

given in the Legislative Assembly and reported in Saint John's Calgary

Report, November 11, 1977. In lieu of counselling Farren proposed,

on an experimental basis, an old-fashioned Borstal-type reformatory

for 16 to 18 year old boys. "I want to teach them a trade, with

maximum character building and an accent on sports and discipline" (p.21).

The same Roy Farren writing in the Calgary Herald, May 22, 3979,

stated:

22G
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I have a healthy skepticism about comselling:"..we h ve

counsellors in the schools and in-churdcs, counsellors in t' c

probation departmont and social services, counsellors on

alcoholism, drugs, and Mental health, counsellors with the

police, in the prisons, in the clubs, in the hospitals, in

personnel departments. Next to mosquitoes, they arc the most

prolific breed in Alberta. And often it is the blind leading

the blind.

To help improve counselling and guidance, evaluations of services

were conducted. In an evaluation of counselling services in the

Edmonton Catholic School System by ioyle (1971) which included students,

teachers, administrators, parents, and counsellors it was evident

from the data that counselling' is considered an important aspect of

education. The findings also showed that teachers are not sufficiently

infolved about the goals of counselling and that they require more

feedback from counsellors. It was recommended that better methods of

evaluating counselling goals need to be developed and that counselling

procedures and programs be subjected to systematic and thorough scrutiny.

In another evaluation study done by Calgary Catholic Board

Counsellors, and reported in Spotlight, October, 1972, the conclusions

indicated that students, parents, teachers, and administrators rate

counselling very positively. One concern was that communication needs

improveme-it and that role and function need to be made blown to all in

the school.

The largest evaluation study of guidance and counselling (Feltham,

223
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1976) was conducted by the Calgary Board of Education over a four

year period from 1971 to 1975. In this study over 104000senior high

school students, over 4,000 junior high school students, over 1,000

junior-senior high school teachers and administrators and over 1,000

families responded to a questionnaire. The conclusions Were:

1. almost all students used guidance services upon their own

request and rate the service as helpful, but express the need for more

vocational and educational counselling.

2. most teachers and virtually all administrators rate the

*

guidance service as required and helpful but express a need for more

counsellor consultation.

3. almost all parents stated that guidance services are necessary

in secondary schools and over half said the services should he increased.

4. students who received counselling services inprovcd their

attendance and marks more than did comparable students who did not

receive counsellor assistance.

The evidence collected suggested that guidance services are of educational

value.

In another study that ascertained parents' perceptions of guidance

services in Calgary secondary public schools NicholsiFeltham, and

Gaetz (1975) reported the following conclusions:

1. over 95% of parents felt that guidance services are necessary

in the school.

2. about one-half of the parents felt that guidance services

should be increased while less than 20% felt these services should not

be increased.

ZZ
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3. approximately two-thirds of the parents whose children

received guidance felt that the children were helped by the service.

4. the major Positive finding of this study was that guidance

services in the Calgary public secondary schools have the support of

the teachers, and particularly adtinisttatorS.

Teachers were frequently less positive than administrators in their

support of this _service. This trend suggests the possibility that

'there is not much involvement in communication and unc1trstanding

between teachers and counsellors as there is between administrators

and counsellors.

Other perceptions and statements of counselling and guidance

come from a variety of sources. Recofded in the proceedings of the'

Alberta Chamber of Comtrce, Education and Business Conference held

in Jasper Park Lodge in October, 1976 is the following resolution:

)3e it resolved that the Government of Alberta establish an adequate

counselling service throughout the public and separaie schools in the

basic educational system and as the first step the flepartment of

Education he directed to complete a needs assessment study which would

identify specific counselling needs in the Province and provide a

course of action to meet the identified needs. Counselling for the

purpose of this resolution was defined as follows: "a!,sistance given

through an in-school based program to students to meet their normal

academic and personal developmental needs."

Another study by Dumont (1976) commissioned by the Minister of

Education for the Province of Alberta and entitled "Assessment of

Educational Needs of Northern Albertans" provided the following

2'
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reconrendation: There is need to institute extensive guidance services

at all levels in the schools. It further reconir.ended that a study be

undertaken by the Department of Education to survey what services

exist and What is required and assess the financial problems that arc

.associated with providing guidance services to small and repbte

northern centres.

An earlier report by Holdaway (1972), discussing non instructional

positions, functions and costs in a school jurisdiction in Alberta,

found the opinions of superintendents to indicate that the most crucial

school staff shortages occurred in the psycholo;ical-guidance-remedial

areas. lie also found that opinions of principals and teachers indicated

that the number of central office an0 in-school guidance counselling

staff were generally inadequate. Opinions or trustees agreed with

previous opinions that the number of staff to perform guidance and

cotntsening services were generally judged to be inadequate. Other -

documentation from the Holdaway repoit'includes:

1. 33 of 43 superintendents chose guidance and counselling as one

of three areas in which they would add staff if given a 10% increase

in budget.

2. of 155 principals in the study approximately 50%'felt that

guidance services were too few or WOTC unavailable.

3. of 423 trustees 65% said "too few" or "no staff" who provide

central office guidance and counselling services.

4. when asked what could be dune if given 10% increasC; in budget,

66% of the trustees stated that counselling and guidance would be the

area w7lere they would add staff.

2 Z9
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In his final report of a curriculum evaluation project for Alberta

Education, Collett. (1978) stated that a significantly large proportion

of :those responding, to his survey inLcatecl an inadequacy in the

counselling program. Ills concluding summary statement reads as follows:

"The counselling services in Alberta high schools seemed to be in need

of further evaluation, development and stimulation through provision

of resources" (p.136) .

IV. ..thanoing Emphasis and New Di rections

Counsellors themselves -have critically examined their roles and

have urged changes for improverrent. "Earlier issues centered on

directive versus nondirective counselling, should school counsellors

have teaching experience, and what arc appropri ate quali fications for

school counsellors. More recent examinations have centered on the

modals of counselling and the delivery system. Many writers have urged

movement from the medical model, based on diagnosis and curing, to an

educational riodel, based on develo?il'ental progression of leatning skills

that arise at various periods of life and that are required for coping

and enhancing life. Dave Clark, (1973, p.51), President of the Alberta

addance Council, wrote "The emphasis is on preventive programs,

teachers and counsellors must work in close cooperation to monitor and

upgrado quality of classroom le=ning ehvironrrent and the total school

clintite." An article by Herman (1974) stressed a developmental approach

and the need for change to a program format of delivery. Programs

would include structured, articulated experiences for youth that would

teach them essential skills such as self-understanding understanding

others, decision making, life planning, communication, etc. Merchant
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(1976, p.26) wrote, "I suppose the developmental viewpoint may sound

idealistic or overzealous but I am convinced that elementary school

guidance will he a new hope only if it turns from corrective, remedial

approaches and focuses on the developmental needs of all children."

Van ilcsteren and Zingle (1977) in an editorial in the Canadian Counsellor,

wrote: "Even a cursory survey of Canadian guidance literature makes

readily apparent there exists a considerable degree of confusion and

disagiemont concerning the nature of the guidance function and

specific role characteristics of school.guidance personnel...No-with-
,

standing this diversity of opinion, the central and most significant

issue facing school counselling as a profession today is essentially

the same one that has confronted it virtually since the beginning of

guidance as a movement. This broad issue has to do with deciding upon

the nature?' scope and purpose of guidance services within the context

of the total educational enterprise. An issue arising out of this

broader one and inseparably related to it concerns the delineation of

the school counsellor's role" (p.105-JO6). In persuing this point

they come to the following conclusion: "The solution to the current

role dilemma facing school counsellors lies neither in a retreat to

an antiquatccl vocational guidance model nor an entrenchment in a

personztl adjustment- crisis oreintation but, rather, in moving confidently

but prudently in the direction of a developmental guidance model geared

to the needs of pupils in modern Society" (p.115).

In a published article Mott. (1978) , Supervisor of Guidance and

Counselling in Alberta, stated:
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A number of school jurisdictions have been developing successful

elementary school counselling orograms which have emphasized

development and preventative approaches..:In secoddary schools

successful counselling in guidance programs relating to a variety

of student development concerns are in place...At the present

time guidance does not have a curriculum that is clearly

defined as do traditional disciplines such as Science, Math or

English. The rationale for dev:;loping skills kn the guidance

area is a preventative one. If students are going to learn their

full potential in academic areas they need the ,enabling skills

of decision-making, basic relating skills, and °till- guidance

content areas. A problem in implementing this kind of skills-

development program is finding time in the school day. Some

content is integrated with other subjects; however, a core

program of studies along with integration would be desirable

(pp.19-21) .

The philosophical and theoretical writings are beginning to be

translated into practice. Throughout the Province counsellors and

teachers with a guidance orientation have been busy implementing

projects and prograiis which leaders in the field have recommended. '\

The concern for improvement is genuini. The desire for guidance and

counsellineto be an integral part of the school program in its aim

toward effecting goals of schooling and education is evident with new

developments.

lhe Edmonton Public Sch. Board under the leadership of F. Wriel
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Smeltzer developed the Perspectives for Living series for junior and

senior high schools. These were, in the main, curriculum units

dealing with developing understanding, learning about one's feelings,

emotions and general development, establishing appropriate sex roles,

becoming a better communicator, etc. Ti the seni,or high schools these

materials served as curriculum units for Perspectives for Living 15/25.

In the junior high schools they served as curriculum units for optional

courses or for the Gracie IX group guidance course.

Other resource units have been developed in the U.onton system.

Toward Affective Guidance (1977) was developed for use in junior high

schools and Career Development and Life ManaRement (1978) for use in

senior high schools.

A major publication by Gaetz and Feltham (1978) for the Calgary

Board of Education entitled Plmlning Educational (11i-ectives for

Peorile to Live Effectively. (PEOPLE). It sets- out a rationale for a

developmental program, a model for developing the program, stfategies

and resources for implementing the program, and offers ideas for

evaluation. To incorporate this iirograra system wide, in-service work

has been ongoing and will continua.

School counsellors have been developing programs designed to fulfill

needs of students and have been evaluating the effectiveness of these

programs. Woodcock (1977) developed a program to improve the level of

career awareness in tenth grade girls. In her pre- and post-test design

she found that a significant difference in gains occurred between the

treatment and control groups. Mackey (1978) , in a similarly designed

study, developed-and measured the effeci s of a five manth program 1.1
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enhance the self-esteem of high school girls enrolled in a high

school business education program. The treatment group did not

improve significantly more than did the control group.

These studies are examples of how counsellors arc moving toward

evaluating effectiveness of their programs. The measures used

provide "hard" data. These along with "soft" data provide information

upon which learned decisions can be made and provide criteria upon

which accountability can be based.

One major nave in the direction of obtaining continued public

4upport is for school guidance departments to give careful attention

to providing an accountability record. Ihisreans providing evidence

to indicate hew previously established objectives arc met. This

accountability must include the extent to which they have contributed

to the whole school function.

In keeping with the many concerns for guidance and counselling that

have been expressed by such a broad range of sources, Alberta Education

in 1978 authorized the formation of a Task Force to examine the "state

of the art" and to obtain perception data from the publics concerned

regarding the adequacy and quality of guidance and counselling in

Alberta schools. The recommendation of the Task Force to the Minister

could possibly be instrumental in dictating the futhre of guidance and

counselling in Alberta schools during the decade of the 80's.
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I. SchoOling ard Education

According to Tyler, (1969, p. 3), "the more complex, mobile, and

wealthy a society becomes the more essential is the role counselling plays."

From 1950 to the present, Alberta has experienced unprecedented growth

and economic development. Rapid and unexpected changes have occurred

giving rise to needs and challenges greatly different from those of the

past. Industrialization, urbanization, geographic and upward mobility,

changing patterns of family living, the move from "the baby boom" to

zero growth, changing, work roles, and conflicts in values, attitudes

and wrals not only have provided new challenges but also have added

new problems to Alberta society.

The needs, challenges, and problems of a society become a concern for

the education of that society. As an integral part of society, children

and adolescents within our schools manifest aspects of these needs and

problems. The question then becomes: does the school concern itself

with these needs and problems and if so, to what degree?

AlthoUgh the school, during this time period, has assumed considerable

responsibility for the total development of children, it has become

increasingly apparent to many that "education and schooling" arc not

synonymous terms. That learning is more inclusive than schooling, that it

is as inclusiveas life itself, has always been easy to see. Many

educational opportunities axe to be found outside of schools: T.V.,

libraries, museums', films, camps, industries, churches, correspondence

courses, etc. Ivan Illich (1970), emphasizes this fact in his book

entitled Le-Schooling Society.

Lawrence Cremin (1976) describes 'differences between schooling
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and education when he says:

Every family has a curriculum which it teaches quite

deliberately and systematically over time. Every church

and synagogue has a system which it teaches deliberately

and systematically over time- the Old and New Testaments after

all are among our oldest curricula and so are the Missal and

the Mass and so is the Book of Common Prayer. Every

employer has a curriculum which he teaches deliberately and

systematically over time: the curriculum includes not only

the technical skills-of typing or welding or teaching or

reaping, but'also the social skills of carrying out those

activities in concert with others on given tire schedules

and according to established expectations and routines. One

can go on to point out that libraries have curricula and day

care centres have curricula and most invortant, radio and

television stations have curricula and by these curricula

I refer not only to programs labelled educational but also

to news broadcasts and documentaries (which presumably inform),

to commercials (which teach people to want) and to soap operas

(which reinforce common myths and values). (p. 22)

In this province, Torgunrud (1976), Director of Curriculum for

Alberta Education, noting the startling changes which have occurred in

Canadian culture over the past several decades cowented:,

Embedded in these shifts has been the emergence of inflation,

unemployment, and welfare, ... startling increases in divorce,

crime, delinquency, veneral disease, alcohol, drug abuse,
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neuroticism, and suicide. These have brought pressures for

schooling to become involved in environmental studies, consumer

education, mental health, and family life education, often

with the implied intent that the placement of programs in

schools will take care of societal ills. Schooling must be

firm in its position that it will not abandon or shirk rightful

responsibilities, but maintain that. it is only one institution

among many in the configuration that provides education to

Canadian youth. (p. 23-24)

The question of the role of the school has been clearly recognized

in the thinking of decision-makers in AJberta Education. Their concern

has resulted it the development of the paper Alberta Education and

Diploma Requirements (1978) to which the public was asked to respond

through seminars, briefs, letters and open meetings. Further study has

confirmed that the goals of sehooling and the goals of education can be

usefully separated thereby acknowledging that the school cannot be held

responsible for the total educational process.

As Torgunrud stated, however, the school cannot abandon or shirk

its rightful responsibilities and hence must contribute not only'to

youth's intellectual, development but to youth's development as a whole.

Within the parameters of the school's function there lies a definite

role for school guidance and counselling as is noted by Robert Clark

(1970) i

And surely there is no way we can cross the many obs,tacles in

the path of our society without the assistance of a variety of

specialists in human behavior and human development, .certainly
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one of the most important of which is the counsellor in the

schools. (p. 9)

II. Societal Changes

In tle recent past, the pace of change has rapidly accelerated

- and has produced a disorganizing dissonance, or to use Toffler's (1970)

term, "future shock." Social confusion and disorder have become apparent

as new rules emerge and compete with old standards for survival. Some

of the more salient social changes that have implications for counselling

and guidance are discussed below.

A. 'Scientific arid Technological Changes

Advances in science and technology have resulted in mechanical

conveniences and physical comforts, but even more importantly, they

have produced basic cultural changes whi di in turn have created many

of our social problems. Wrenn (1973, p. 136) concluded that "science

is giving us an increasingly complete description of our world, but it

does not give us the waning of such a world or man's place- in it."

We have readied a point where technological advances appear to have

outstripped the average person's ability to understand and control

them and many people are beginning to feel enslaved by computer

technology.

Because scientific and technological advances help to provide

much of what constitutes the "good life" it is only at the peril of

considerable inconvenience and frustration that these inventions could

be relinquished. We build huge factories but pollute rivers; we develop

new methods of transporting petroleum products but ruin our. sea food

beds; we devise new ways of developing .energy but in the process we
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destroy the environment. The implications for living, for education',

and more specifically for counselling and guidance are immense.

B. The World of Work

Many young people are confused by conflicting attitudes' about

work. They hear that the work ethic is disappearing, that most jobs

are demeaning and destructive, that technology will replace large

numbers of workers, and that in many specialties a flooded market will

cause unprecedented erployment. But they also hear the unemployed

asking for a chance to work, that work is the path to equality, and

that one has to develop salable skills to meet the demands of a

technological society.

Many young people worry about the future. Although the Canadian

Classification and Dictionary of Occupations (CCDO) lists- over 16,000

occupations available in Canada, realistic and :-curate occupational

information is often lacking and minors predominate. Changes in'

specific jobs, changes in the.occupational structure, and the

increased use of automation mean that the students now in our schools

will enter a world" f work about which much uncertainty prevails. New

jobs will appear, many present ones will change so radically'that

extensive retraining will be needed.. It is the 18-24 year old age

group in which unemployment is greatest.

Automation and technological advances have reduced' the number of

low-skill entry jobs, and have also lessened the worker's pride in his

share in producing a finished article. The fulfillment of one's self

concept in an occupation is no longer true for many, consequently

large numbers ,of people find themselves without meaningful work.
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The work ethic, which for several centuries has been a fundamental aspect

of our value system, is being eroded.

ilie implications for counselling are enoribus. Since the future

world of work is tentative and to some degree unforsecable, for many

people the greatest asset will be their ability to respond flexibly

and intelligently to rapid change. For others, optimum development

may mean the ability to organize life outside the mainstream of economic'

activity. Ttle ability to use increasing amounts of leisure` time in

creative, personally satisfying and socially.worthwhile but not essentially.

economic ways may be the primary cl:allenge.

C. Population Changes

Demographers estimate that by the year 2000 there will be over 6

billion people on Earth. The momient of people to where there is work

is inevitable. Presently Alberta is receiving large numbers of people

into the province. Alberta's population increased by SS,400in a one-

year period ending January, 1979 (Statistics Canada).

To accommodate urban immigrants a relatively new housing pattern

is now in vogue. The single family ,dwelling is being supplemented and

. often' supplanted for economic reasons by tarn houses, condominiums and

semi-detached hones.

together with little

conditions will wean

social control. The

This mean's many More people living closer

or no outdoor open space to call their own. Mese

increased interdependency and consequently increased

much prized individual responsibility, freedom

and excellence once revelant are likely to be threatened by socially

induced pressures for stifling confonitity. At the same time that

physical proximity is making people more interdependent, the decline of
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kinship is actually decreasing intimacy. For a society characterized

by high interdependency but low intimacy, social controls of a very

overt and oppressive kind may become inevitable. Moreover the bewilder-

ment, isolation and frustration associated with the complexities and

impersonality of large urban communities has _given rise to a greater

incidence in crime, vandalism, and suicide. Silversides (1979)

indicated that there were 333 reported suicides in Alberta in 1978,

the highest provinCial rate in Canada. Juvenile delinquency, vandalism,

and family conflicts requiring police assistance is increasing (7ho

Calgary Herald, June 27, 1979).

Counselling will have' to be/involved in helping people obtain

growth-producing levels of ependence anti personal excellence, as

well as in helping them est lish patterns of interpersonal relations

in which they can feel responsibility and commdtmeni to society.

D. ;like Family

bably the greatest societal change has come about within the

ly unit. The self-contained, primary unit with an authoritarian

power relationship that made father the head has changed to a social-

centered unit or companionship family.; Frequently both mother and

father Work. Adel (1979) report's that for 1978 almost four million

women were working in Canada. This was 38% of the total-work force.

Of the `four million women, 47.8% were married. When both parents work

young pre- school children are placed in Child-care centres. Parent

model:; are thus available for only' short periods of the day. Children

in elewentary sehoolg have been called natch-key" children since they

must carry keys to gain entrance to their homes when parents are absent':
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The extended family that frequently contained grandparents or aunts

and uncles who had a vital role in the socialization process of the

young has given way to the conjugal family where stability is almost

totally dependent upon the. emotional relationship between husband,and

wife. -The conjugal family does not emphasize stability as a value and

thus a great number of marriages fail. The home, once regarded as

the ideal setting for bringing up children is disrupted by divorce

and separation. Alberta has the second highest provincial divorce

rata in Canada. In 1977 Alberta recorded 38,380 marriages and 5,843

divorces (Statistics Canada) . There is, consequently, a growing rate

of single parent families.

With the impersonality of urban living, with both parents frequently

working away from home, and with children staying at school over a

rumber of years the peer group at school has often come to have more

"family" meaning than the family itself. As the family's influence

declines, there is increasing influence by the peer group with whom

children interact more hours per day than with either father or mother.

Mobility of the family affects the sense of familiarity and,

therefore, the emotional security of each member of the family. Family

mobility generates feelings of rootlessness and lack of community

identification. When father and r-other are uncertain as- to new values

and behavior appropriate in the new location, the children tend to seek

their value assurances elsewhere. Mobility leads to value'uncertainty.

Students new to schools need to be recognized by teachers and

cout:,ellors as individuals who are casting about either to test their

old values or to establish viable new ones. They need help in this
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process and they may welcome it from adults,if is given sensitively.

As a result of the many rapid role and style changes, the home

may not be ableto assume the responsibilities for promoting child

development which it traditionally assumed. The attitudes of youth

-Ird his home and family can be expected to be soTewhat different

from the typical middle class child of several decaclas ago. These

attitudes must be recognized and understood by the counsellor if he

wishes to be helPful. Preparing students to cope with a family pattern

that has both great risks and great rewards in terms of personal

developent will be a vital role for education.

E. Value Changes

The past several decades have produced a vast transformation of

life in our once stable, seemingly immutable society. Traditional values

and inherited customs, dominant for so many years, increasingly are being

called into questron with the conco:iitant effect that they are losing

thLr authority over many. They are no longer sufficient as a guide to

action in our rapidly changing world. Durkheim, tha French

called this a state of anomie. When the existing values no longer hold

for large segments of the population sub-cultures develop and various

forms of social confusion and disorder become apparent as new rules

emerge and compete with old standards. Spindler (1963) calls these

two sets of values "emergent" anci "traditional". Traditional values

include sued concepts as "puritan morality", "work-success ethics",

"achieverent orientation", and "i:Igged individualis71". In contrast N

and even in opposition to these kinds of values are the emergent values

which include "sociability", "moral relativism", "group conformity",

and "imnediate gratification". hhen different views of life are held
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by various groups, their ability to communicate and to cooperate

toward common purposes is limited.

Emergent .alucs have surfaced in ro uncertain terms and :41 various

forms. "Flower children" and "hippie groups" were common in the 1960's;

traditional sources of authority such as parents, teachers, and police-

mon came under attack; educational institutions were vandalized and

destroyed and university presidents' offices were occupied. A greater

degree of personal authority was demanded and individual rights were

stressed in every aspect of life from the right to work to the right

of love. As the normative institutions lost some of their power they

were less able to integrate each individual into a common purpose.

Pluralism increased. The net result to the school system has been

confused children very often so because of their unreadiness to deal

with a' stract relativism rather than concrete structure.

III. Ipplications to Counselling and Guidance

Social problems are not new-but today they appear to be pro-

liferating at an unprecedented rate. The school, as a part of the

larger society, bears an interdependent relation to that society

and must therefore assume some responsibility for the social problems

extant. By.assuming this responsibility the school helps to influence

society as it educates the Students in its charge. On the other hand,

the school is affected by social changes of major magnitude and this

had led to an examination of the goals of the school and the means of

achieving them. The interrelationship of the school and society

allows for movement toward common goals with the school addressing those

goals for which it is best suited and for which it can be held primarily
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accountable while other institutions and agencies of society address'

other goals. Some goals can he achievedby the school alone, some

through cooperation with parents and other institutions or agencies,

and some must be left totally to jurisdictions other than the school.

Although school curricula load heavily on knowledge and skill in

the cognitive domain the school does address itself to the development

of physical, mental and spiritual health, active and Jsponsible

citizenship, and the knowledge, skills and attitudes required to respond

to the opportunities and exp,Ictations of the world of work. If students

are expected to learn to their fullpecntial they will require the

enabling skills of communication, decision-making, general coping, and

a feeling of self worth. Cognitive and affective lcarnings must develop

simultaneously. Thus the school must deal with the total development of

students in a concerted-effort with the cornniunily. In this endeavour

school guidance and counsclling,.characterized by major foci, can play

a d, finite role.

A major focus of counselling- and guidance is the importance of

looking at the total person. Help is provided for educational, career,

personal and social development-and this 'y necessity extends the

counsellor's work to all aspects of school, home, and community life.

In the elementary years, parenta ,participation is extensive. As

grade level increases the students' whole environment, including other

significant persuni,,;--bin importance. Help must be comprehensive and

must involve-Consultation
with others and- the coordination of effort.

A second focus of counselling and guidance is the use of the

thew appruath. Counsellors work with teachers, psychologists, social
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workers, medical personnel -and others to provide a compiebensive help

system. As a school-based professional, the counsellor can help to

relate the-knowledge of outside professionals to the sdiool situation.

The coui/Sellor is the person best able to coordinate the work of all

professionals involved in' promoting student development.

A third focus is the emphasis on the developmental approach. In

the past counsellors have been doing learning repairs on individuals

rather, than improving the learning environment. Now rather than

concentrating on remediation, all educational forces can be linked

for the benefit of facilitating the total development of students.,

This developmental view is giving rise to a sequential approach in

guidance and arLi.culated programs similar to general curricula with

scope and sequence are being developed.

"Within the field of guidance and counselling there is an

increasing professionalism. School counsellors, like other educators,

are being required to demonstrate the difference they make in the

lives of others. Ihey are accepting this challenge by improving

their academic qualifications, by learning new skills and knowledge,

through professional associations and in service work, and by developing

programs the effectiveness of which can be evaluated.
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AibznaTA
EDUCATION

Devonian Budding, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T51( 012

January 28, 1980.

Dear Colleague:

The Minister of Education has commissioned a Task Force on School

Counselling and Guidance. The purpose of the Task Force is to
determine the adequacy and quality of existing school counselling
and guidance programs in Alberta schools and to develop recommenda-
tions on the basis of information gathered.

Alberta Education is aware of your interest in this vital aspect of

education and requests your participation. Enclosed is a survey

form and opinionnalp for your completion.

Three survey forms exist, one for each of the elementary, :unior
high, and senior high school grades. You will receive only one
'survey form for completion; however, some others in the respondent
group that you represent will receive copies of the remaining two

survey forms for completion.

It would be appreciated if you would complete the survey form and
opinionnaire and return both prior to March 3, 1980 to the office
Of Dr. Terry Mott, Fifth Floor, Devonian Building, 11160 - Jasper
Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5K 0L2.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

Ja s S. Hrabi,

Ass Deputy Minister.

Encl.
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Alb3rraTiff
EDUCATION

March 10, 1980.

Dear Colleague:

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avepue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K Ott

I wrote to you last month requesting your assistance in comrleting
a survey form and opinionnaire to be returned to my office by

March 3, 1980. As you will recall this request was in support of
the Task Force on School Counselling and Guidance commissioned by

the Minister of Euucacion.

It is crucial to the success of this project that as many people
respond as possible to provide the ictormation required. The re-
sponse to date has been gratifying; however, we still await atfew

'responses.

If there is something holding up your reply, and I can be of

assistance, please contact -e. 4 you have (cmpleted this task,

kindly disregard the reminder.

If you have misplaced your survey form or opinionnaire you can obtain
additional forms by contacting the office of Dr. Terry Mott, (Phone
427-2899) 5th Floor,, Devonian Building, 11160 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton,

Alberta, T5K OL2.

Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

S. Hrabi,
Ass ciate Deputy Minister.

A

.1
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AlberraV
EDUCATION

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K OL2

Dear Elementary School Principal:

The enclosed package of materials contain the following items:

1. A letter from the Associate-Deputy Minister of Education
explaining the purpose of this activity.

Z. Survey forms 1, 2,and 3 for completion by all of your
teaching staff-and also by the parents of all of your

grade six students.
3. A covering letter for parents explaining the purpose of

this information collection and requesting their co-

operation.

Specific Instruction's are as follows:

1. Teachers:
a) Sampling: Assign at random Forms 1, 2, and 3 of the survey

form (ie. 1/3 of your staff answers Form 1, 1/3 answers

Form 2 and 1/3 answers Form 3)

b) Administration: Distribute survey forms to your teachers and

collect completed forms.

2. Parents:
a) Sampling: Assign at random Forms 1, 2, and 3 of the survey

form by giving the appropriate Form to each student for

delivery home.

b) Administration:, Instruct each grade six student to take

home to their parents a sealed envelope containing a survey

form and covering letter.

c) Collect completed forms. It is unlikely that you will have

all returned; however it would be appreciated if a follow-

up procedure (eg. telephoning) could take place.
411.-

,Return completed survey forms to my office prior to March 3, 1980.

My address is Devonian Building, West Tower, 11160 - Jasper Avenue,

T5K OL2, Sth Floor.

Thank you for your co-operation.

Yours sincerely,

Terrance R. Mott
Supervisor, Guidance Counselling



AbwaTIS
EDUCATION

ADDENDUM:

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K OL2

1. The enclosed packa& of materials also contains envelopes for
transmission of the survey form to parents.

2. Commonly us.': procedures to facilitate parent survey form returns are:

either

I. kequcstiag classroom t,:_arhers to keep a record of parent returns
by receiving returns directly from the grade six, eight, or eleven
students that [hey are responsible for. Follow-up procedures can

then easily be implemented.

or

2. Coding (numbering) the envelopes containing survey forms sent
home and requesting parents to return completed survey forms iu

these envelopes. Parents can then easily be identified for follow-up

if the envelope is not returned.

9
J o
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EDUCATION

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K 01,2

Dear Junior High School Principal:4

The enclosed package of materials contain the following items:

1. A letter fro, the Associate Deputy Minister of Education

explaining the purpose of this activity.

2. Survey forms 1, 2, and 3 for completion by all of your

teaching staff, all grade eight students and their parents.

3. -A covering letter for parents explaining the purpose of

this information collection and requesting their co-

operation.

Specific Instructions are as follows:

I. Teachers:

a) Sampling: Assign at random Forms 1, 2, 'and

form (ie. 1/3 of your staff answers Form 1,

Form 2 and 1/3 answers Form 3) ,

b) Administration: Distribute survey forms to

collect completed forms.

3 of'the survey
1/3 answers

your teachers and

2. Students:
f4

a) Sampling. Assign at random Forms 1, 2,and 3 of the survey

form to all grade eight students.

b) Administration: Distribute survey forms to all grade eights

and collect completed forms.

3. Parents:

a) Sampling: Assign at random Forms_ 1,-2-, and 3 of the survey

form by giving the appopriate Form to each grade eight student

for delivery home.

b) Administration: Instruct each grade eight student to take

home to their parents a sealed envelope containing a survey

form and covering letter.

c) Collect completed forms. It is unlikely that you will have

all returned; however it would be appreciated if a follow-

up procedure (eg. telephoning) could take place.

23 4
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/
Return complete / /survey fo'rms to my office prior to March 3, 1980.

My address in Oevonian Building, West Tower, 11160,- Jasper Avenue,

TSK OL2, St loor.

Thank yo for your co-operation.

Yourg/sincerely,

Terrance R. Mott
Supervisor, Guidance & Counselling

t,

263

/
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Aibendr.3550
EDUCATION

ADDENDUM:

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K OL2

1. The enclosed package of materials also c-ntains en:.-lopes lot
transmission the survey term to parents.

2. Commonly used procedures to facilitate parent survey torn r,turw, .ire:

either

1. Requesiln6 classroom teachers to keep a recori of parent tet.irw,

by receiving returns directly from the grade six, eight, or eleven
students that they are responsible for. Follow-up procedures an

then easily be implemented.

Or

2. Coding (numbering),the envelopes containing survey forms :,ent
home and requesting parents to return completed survey forms In
these envelopes. Parents can then easily be identified for toliow-ul,
if the envelope is not returned.

o kJ t I
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AberraT
EDUCATION

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Aiberta, Canada

T5K OL2

Dear Senior High School Principal:

The enclosed package of materials contain the following items:

1. A letter from the Associate Deputy Minister of Education
explaining the purpose of this activity.

2. Survey forms 1, 2 and 3 for completion by all of your
teaching staff and also by the parents of all of your

grade eleven students.
3. A covering letter for parents explaining the purpose of

this information collection and requesting their co-

operation.

Specific Instructions are as follows:

1. Teachers:
a) Sampling: Assign at random

form (ie. 1/3 of your staff
Form 2 and 1/3 answers Form

b) Administration: Distribute
collect completed forms.

Forms 1, 2 and 3 of the survey
answers Form 1, 1/3 answers
3)

survey forms to your teachers and

2. Students:
a) Sampling: Assign at random Forms 1, 2 and 3 of the survey

form to all students presently taking a grade eleven English
course (ie. English 20 or 23). If an English course is not
offered, devise a suitable means to have all Grade Eleven

students respond.

3. Parents:
a) Sampling: Assign at random Forms 1, 2 and 3 of the survey

form by giving the appropriate Form to each student for

delivery home.
b) Administration: Instruct each grade eleven student to take

home to their parents a sealed envelope containing a survey

form and covering letter.
Collect completed forms. It is unlikely that you will have
all returned; however it would be appreciated if a follow-
up procedure (eg. telephoning) could take place.
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Return completed survey forms to my office prior to March 3, 1980.

My address in Devonian Building, West Tower, 11160 - Jasper Avenue,

TSK OL2, Sth Floor.

Thank you for your co=operation.

Yours sincerely,

74t )/11/fi/A/

Terrance R. Mott
Supervisor, Guidance & Counselling

26'
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ALBERTA SCHOOL TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION
um an AVENUE

EDMONTON ALBERTA TIN ETA
TELEPHONE: 4112-4111

January 28, 1980.

' Dear Colleague:

The Minister of Education has commissioned a Task Force on
School Counselling and Guidance. The purpose of the Task
Force is to determine the adequacy anchquality of existing
school-counselling and guidance programs in Alberta schools
and to develop recommendations on the basis of information
gathered.

Alberta Education is aware of our interest in this vital
aspegt of education and has, suitably, invited our
participation. In addition to representation on the
membership of the Task Force, we have also been asked to
obtain perceptions of existing schgol programs directly from
our membership by means of responding to a survey form and
an opinionnaire. Enclosed is one survey form and one
questionnaire for your attention.

Three survey forms exist, one for each of the elementary,
Junior high, and senior high school grades. You will
receive only one survey form for completion, however others
in our Association will receive copies of the remaining two
survey forms so that our membership will in fact respond to
all three forms.

It would be appreciated if you would complete the survey
form and opinionnaire and return both to my office prior to
March 3, 1980.

Thank you for your assistance.

rs sinc rely,

Scott D. Saville
President

Lit

262
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flit&
ALBERTA SCHOOL TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION

12311 - IN AVENUE
EDMONTON ALBERTA TIN SYS

TELEPHONE: 412 -1311

March 10, 1980

A REMINDER . .

Dear Colleague:

I wrote to you last month requesting your assistance in completing

a survey form and opinionnaire to be returned to my office by March 3, 1980.

As you will recall, this request was in support of the Task Force on School

Counselling and Guidance commissioned by the Minister of Education.

It is crucial to the success of this project that as many people

respond as possible to provide the information required.

If there is something holding up your reply, and I can be of

assistance, please contact me. If you have completed this task, kindly

disregard the reminder.

If you have mibilaced your survey form or opinionnaire you can

obtain additional forms by contacting the office of Dr. Terry Mott, Alberta

Education (phone 427-2899), 5th Floor Devonian Building, 11160 Jasper Avenue,

Edmonton, T5IC OL2.

Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

Y urs very truly,

Scott D. Saville
President

263

CHILDREN-OUR GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE OP
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AlberraV
EDUCATION

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K OL2

January 28, 1980.

Dear Colleague:

The Minister of Education has commissioned a Task Force on School

Counselling and Guidance. The purpose of the Task Force is to
determine the adequacy and quality of existing school counselling
and guidance programs in Alberta schools and to develop recommenda-

tions on the basis of information gathered.

Alberta Education is aware of your interest in this vital aspect

of education and requests your participation. Enclosed, are survey

forms and a letter from Dr. Terry Mott providing instructions for

completing these forms.

It would be appreciated if you would complete the enclosed survey
forms and return them prior to March 3, 1980, to the office of
Dr. Terry Mott, Fifth Floor, Devonian Building, 11160 - Jasper Avenue,

Edmonton, Alberta, T5K OL2.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

)

James S. Hrabi,
Associate Deputy Minister.

Encl.
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ALBERTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
212 10201 104 Street Edmonton Alberta T5J 182 1403) 424 0531

January 25, 1980

Dear Chamber Member,

The Minister of Education has commissioned a Teak fotce on School'.
Counseaing and Guidance. The purpose of the Task Force is to determine
the adequacy and quality of existing school counselling and guidance

programs in Alberta schools and to develop recommendations on the basis
of information gathered.

This is a logical -follow-up to recommendations made in this sense at
the "Education and Business" Conference held in Jasper three years ago,
sponsored partially by the Alberta Chamber, and it is understandable that
Alberta Education now looks to Canadian and Alberta Chamber members for
further input, especially with respect to perceptions of existing school
programs.

Enclosed are three survey forms - one for each of the Elementary, Junior
High and Senior High School grades. Could you yourself take the fifteen
minutes needed to MTOaone of the forms - and perhaps one or more of
your colleagues could complete the other two forms? If all three can be
completed this would be especially valuable to Alberta Education.

If these forms could be returned direct to Alberta Education through the
month of February, our Chamber would be most appreciative.

With many thanks,

Sincerely,

409/04":.5,
Brigham Day
General Manager

26;
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ALBERTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
212 10201 104 Sit eet Edwontur Alberte T5J 182 14031424 0531

January 25, 1980

Dear Chamber Member,

The Minister of Education has commissioned a Task Fo.tce on Schoot

Coon/sating and Guidance. The purpose of the Task Force is to determine
the adequacy and quality of existing school counselling and guidance
programs in Alberta schools and to develop recommendations on the basis
of information gathered.

This is a logical follow-up'to recommendations made in this sense at

the "Education and Business" Conference held in Jasper three years ago,
sponsored partially by the Alberta Chamber, and it is understandable that
Alberta Education now looks to Canadian and Alberta Chamber members for
further input, especially with respect to perceptions of existing school
programs.

' Enclosed are three survey forms - one for each of the Elementary, Junior
High and Senior Hi.gh School grades. Could you yourself take the fifteen
minutes needed to 'fill out one of the forms - and perhaps one or more of
your colleagues could complete the other two forms? If all three can be

completed this would be especially valuable to Alberta Education.

If these forms could be returned direct to Alberta Education through the
month of February, our Chamber would be most appreciative.

With many thanks,

Sincerely,

444:,S,
Brigham Day
General Manager

2u
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Alberta
EDUCATION

January 28, 1980

Daat Farent:

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K OL2

The Ninistet of Education has co:raissionod a Tasl: Force or: School

Connselitl,g and Guidance. The purpose of th Task Force is to determine

the Leequacy &nd quality of existing school cc _Inselling and guidance
progta LI Alberta Schools and to develop re:o-:rlendations on the

basis. of ;1for:oation gathered.

Alh2rta Education is aware of your interest in this vital aspect
of education and requests your participation.

It voLld he apiacciated you wool!. co-?lee the eaclosed
surl.ey fort, and retur-! it to your school in a si..aled envelope. The

will ensole that your cmspleted sur.-ey form will be forwarded

to A1U:t-ta Fducation.

Thank you for your co-operation.

TRM/dg

1

Yours sincerely,

IOW) &)
1arran_e Mott, SuperviEor
Guidance and Counselling
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Alberra NEWS RELEASE
EDUCATION

NEWS RELEASE #6 For Release: Friday, February 1, 1980.

EDMONTON -- A survey to gather data on counselling and guidance programs

in Alberta schools will be conducted over the next several weeks by a

Task Force on School Counselling and Guidance.

The Task Force was commissioned by the Minister of Education in March 1979

to assess the adequacy and quality of existing school counselling and

guidance programs in Alberta schools and to make recommendations to him on

the basis of information gathered.

The survey will sample the opinions of school guidance counsellors, teachers,

students, administrators; trustees, principals, parents and members of the

business community on

- the importance of various counselling and

guidance services,

- the responsibility of the school to provide

these services,

- whether the services are presently provided

by schools, and

- the quality of services presently provided

by schools.

-30-

Mary Ricard
Communications Director
Alberta Education
Telephone: (403) 427-2286
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Alban
EDUCATION

Devonian Building, West Tower

11160 Jasper Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

T5K OL2

J.Lnle.ry 28, 1980.

Dear Colleague:

The Minister of Education has commissioned a Task Force on School
Counselling and Guidance. The purpose of the Task Force is to
determine the adequacy and qualit.y of existing school counselling
and guidance programs in Alberta schools and to devttlop recommenda-
tions on the basis of information gathered.

Alberta Education is aware of your interest in this vital aspect of
eucation and requests your participation. Enclosed is a survey
form and opiniclnaire for your completion.

Three survey forms exist, one for each of the elementary, junior
hiqh, and senior high school grades. You will receive only one
survey foror completion; however, some others in the respondent
group that you represent will receive copies of the remaining two
survey forms fez- completion.

It would be appreciated if you would complete the survey form and
opinionnaire and return both prior to March 3, 1980 to the office
of Dr. Terry Mott, Fifth Floor, Devonian Building, 11160 - Jasper
Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5K 0L2.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

Jamjs S. Erabi,

Assiciate Deputy Minister.

Encl.

2"4
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ALBERTA EDUCATION OPINIONNAIRE

Identification Information

1. Please indicate (/ the position you hold in education. Mark (J)

Central Office Administrator (1)

Principal (2)

School Trustee (3)

Alberta Education Official (4)

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS OPINIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS

Each of the following pages contains two statements concerning assumptions
on which both elementary and secondary school counselling and guidance
programs might be based. Three types of rating scales are to be used in

summarizing your opinion about each assumption. In addition, space Is provided
below each set of ratings to permit you to communicate your thoughts with
respect to'addition%, deletions, changes, concerns, or suggestions.

Following are some definitions about the rating scales to be used:

The Acceptability Scale

Acceptability refers to "what ought to be" the characteristics of a school
guidance and counselling program. That is, what you feel to be desirable,
essential, preferred (and perhaps idealistic) in providing a foundation for
a quality education program without regard to feasibility, utility and

practicality matters. Acceptability is intended to be synonymous with the

importance you attach to the statement.

The Feasibility_ Scale

In contrast, your ratings about feasibility should disregard desirability
or importance. The ratings are concerned with the realities of school

operation. The feasibility ratings are intended to summarize your opinion

about the statement in terms of its practicality, utility and workability
having regard to the availability of resources including existing attitudes,
experiences, and expertise of the teaching and counselling staff.

The Clarity Scale

Your assistance is solicited in determining if the assumption statements may

be made more understandable and less ambiguous. The rating scale will summarize

your opinion about the degree of clarity. Once again, the-comments space

below each statement may be used for your suggestions concerning changes and
clarifications. If you wish, you may use the space to rephrase all or part
of the statement.

2 7,i
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2.

RECORDING YOUR RATINGS

For each statement please circle the numeral which summarize your opinion.

Acceptability
Scale

1. Totally unacceptable

2. Generally unacceptable

3. Partially acceptable

4. Generally acceptable

5. Totally acceptable

Feasibility Clarity
Scale Scale

1. Totally infeasible k.
Very unclear

2. Infeasible 2. Unclear

3. Partially feasible 3. Clear, in part

4. Feasible 4. Clear

5. Totally feasible 5. Very clear

Assumption 1: School Guidance and Counselling Programs'should be designed to
enhance the goals or schooling oT Alberta Education

These program's relate particularly to the following goals:

1. Acquire knowledge and develop skills, attitudes and habits which contribute

to physical, mental and social well-being.

2. Acquir.z knowledge and develop skills, attitudes, and habits required to

respond to the opportunities and expectations of the world of work.

4s

, Acceptability:

Feasibility:

Clarity:

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

(5)

(6)

(7)

Comments:

Assumption 2: School Guidance and Counselling Programs must help develop and

protect individuality as well as promote social responsibility

These programs must provide students, teachers, and parents with assistance so

that each student can become aware of and understand personal needs and how"

these relate to the needs of others around him.

Acceptability: 1 2 3 4 5 (8)

Feasibility: 1 2 3 4 5 (9)

1 2 3 4 5 (10)
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Assumption 2 Cont'd

Comments:

Assumption 3: School Guidance and Counselling programs must help sLudents
become effective problem solvers

These programs must help each student to be a problem solver -- i.e., a planner,
a decision maker, a self-mllager -- and help him -cquire the knowledge and
problem solving skills reouired for "educated involvement" .in solving problems
within his life and within society. These concepts assume that students are
capable of learning how to develop and pursue their life goals and plans.

Acceptability: 1 2 3 4 5 (11)

Feasibility: 1 2 3 4 5 (12)

Clarity: 1 2 3 4 5 (13)

Comments:

Assumption 4: School Guidance and Counselling Programs should be available
to all students

These programs must be based on students' needs and must serve the ,uidance-
related needs 3f all students at each academic level, rather than only the
needs of a selected group of students. Both immediate and long-range needs

must receive attention as well as normal developmental needs in areas of
behavior inc Iding those related to educational aad career choice.

Acceptability: 1 2 3 4 5 (14)

Feasibility: 1 2 3 5 (15)

Clarity: 1 2 3 4 5 (16)

= Alimommiimmimmi''
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Assumption 4 cont'd

Comments:

4.

Assumption 5: School Guidance and Counselling Programs should be integrated
with the educational process

Guidance and counselling objectives and procedures must be integrated into

the basic instructional process of the school to help each teacher and each

student and his parents recognize the relevance of the instructional program
youth development and to the life goals of each student.

6

Acceptability:

Feasibility:

Clarity:

1

1

1

2

2

2

.3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

(17)

(18)

(19)

Comments:

Assumption 6: School Guidance and Counselling Programs should be developmental

as well as prescriptive or remediii

To be comprehensive, a guidance and counselling program must include
interventions directly with students through both a developmental phase to prevent

problems and a prescriptive phase-to help students alleviate persistent problems.

Acceptability: 1 2 3 4 5 (20)

Feasibility: 1 2 3 4 5 (21)

Clarity: 1 2 3 4 5 (22)

Comments:
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5.

Assumption 7: Personnel responsible for School Counselling and Guidance
Programs must be able to plan and evaluate effectively

If guidance and counselling programs are to be responsive to the differences
among individuals and groups served the effectiveness of different instructional
approaches, guidance progr-ms and counselling approaches must be investigated.

Planning and modifications to plans intended to meet the various needs of the
sthool, its staff and community, and students should be based on information
provided by both internal evaluation (including self-evaluation) and external
evaluation.

Acceptability: 1 2 3 4 5 (23)

Feasibility: 1 2 3 4 5 (24/

Clarity: 1 2 3 4 5 (25)

Comments:

Assumption 8: School Guidance and Counselling are separate but related
functions

"Guidance" is aimed at preparing students for future development and motivating
them to learn about themselves, about how to relate to others, how to plan,
make decisions anti resolve problems. The emphasis is upon the learning of
generalized understandings and skills for use in every-day situations.
Affective education is a large component of guidance. Activities both curricular
and non-curricular, constitute guide e.

"Counselling" is a problem-solving process in which the counsellor assists
students to recognize and effectively deal with a specific problem or concern
that stands as a barrier to growth, development, and satisfaction.

Acceptability: 1 2 3 4 5 (26)

Feasibility: 1 2 3 4 5 (27)

Clarity: 1 2 3 4 5 (28)

Comments:

I
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Schooi:
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ALBERTA EDUCATION

COUNSELLING AND GUIDANCE

SURVEY

Schedule for Co'ilection

of

INPUT DATA

School

Code Number:

Data Collector:

Date:

I
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1. Number of teachers (rate highest level only)

a) without a degree

b) with a bachelors degree

c) with two bachelors degrees

d) with a masters degree

e) with a doctorate degree

2. Student population (as of September 30, 1979)

3. Number of support staff - Indicate time involvement .of these
people in terms of full-time equivalent (F.T.E.)

a) secretarial:

teacher/secretary ratio:

b) instructional aides:

teacher/aide ratio:

4. Check (1) school jurisdiction personnel available for providing
support services to students. Indicate time involvement of these

people in terms of full-time equivalents (F.T.E.) in this school
eg. 2 school counsellors each working time = 1 F.T.E.

.11...11111

.11.1.

school psychologists

school counsellors

visiting teachers

school social workers

reading clinicians

special education teachers

teacher student advisor

school nurse

speech clinician

others (specify)

2(

F.T.E.

..1111.1
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5. Identify services provided from outside of the school for school

purposes. Specify the name of each agency and briefly explain

services provided.

6. Qualifications of school counsellors. Check (V) appropriate categories.

(1) bachelors degree

(2) graduate diploma or equivalent

(3) masters degree

(4) doctorate degree

number

number

number

number

7. Specify the number of guidance related university courses that each

school counsellor has completed.

COUNSELLOR

A.

B

C.

D.

E.

F.

RO. of 15 courses 1O. of full courses

(Alberta equivalent) (Alberta equivalent)

8. Briefly describe guidance facilities, materials, equipment, and resources

available for guidance workers.

eg. telephone, secretarial assistance, filing cabinets, career
information area, small group counselling area etc.

9. What support staff is available to the guidance program?

secretarial- clerical

central office

non-school agency support

other

10. Whe percent of the total school budget is expended for Guidance? What

do these expenditures include ie. salaries, library, materials, supplies

etc.

Zdi
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11. Are their community agency groups that school staff meet with regularly?

If so specify what staff members meet with which community agencies for

what purposes.

12. Does the school publish a regular newsletter or newspaper column to keep
parents informed of school matters? If so specify communication vehicles
and frequency of publications.

1Z. Does the school or the school system have a written policy statement
and/or guidance counsellor role descriptions concerning school

guidance programs? If so, kindly attach a copy of this statement and
explain its etiology and development.

14. Does the school or the school system have a written guidance counsellor
role description? If so, please attach a copy of this statement.

262
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1. Type of community which school serves.

rural

village/town

city

suburban/mixed

other (specify)

2. Type of school

elementary

elementary/junior high

junior high school

junior/senior high school

senior high

0

elementary/junior high/senior high

3. Average classroom enrolment (as of September 30, 1979).

Total enrolment: Average class size:

Grade 1.

Grade 2.

Grade 3.

Grade 4.

Grade. 5.

Grade 6.

Grade 7.

Grade 8.

Grade 9.

Grade 10.

Grade 11.

Grade 12.

281
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4. DescriLe ways in which the area served by your school might be

considered unique? If so comment on these factors.

5. Percentage of students by grade that are a year_ or moreColder
than the expected age for a given grade level.

Grade I.

Grade 2.

Grade 3.

Grade .4.

Grade 5.

Grade 6.

Grade 7.

Grade 8.

Grade 9.

Grade 10.

Grade 11.

Grade 12.

1 year

older

2 or more
years older
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PROCESS STATEHENT

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to understand how their
school programs and student
activities relate to the

world of work.

Staff
Responsibility
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INPLErE7:TATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to deal with their
negative feelings and attitudes
which affect school work.

4,

ASSUlPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary

Schools need:

Help to deal with their
physical development concerns.
Examples: physical appearance,
size, posture, skin problems,

weight control, physical
fitness, etc.



PROCESS STATEMENT

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to develop effective
study habits.
Examples: learning how to

organize time, concentrate,
memorize, make notes, read for
recall, rev4ew, take tests, etc.

Staff
Responsibility 264

0

0
C
0
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary

Schools need:

Help to meet people, get along
with others, build friendships,
etc.

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to resolve their conflicts
or -"fights* with parents,

teachers, brothers, sisters,
friends, etc.
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Staff

Responsibility
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IMPLETTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to develop good work
habits.

Examples: initiative,

dependability, responsibility,
trustworthiness, productivity,
respect for authority, etc.

265

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary_

Schools need:

-Help to adjust to new school
situations. Examples. Get
to know the school building,
where things are located, the
school staff, school rules and

regulations, courses and
programs, student activities,
graduation requirements, etc.

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
cnoois need:

Help to gain the acceptance
and respect of their teachers
and class mates.

200
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ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary

Schools need:

Help to learn how to make

decisions to achieve their
goals. Examples: Learn how to
rank goals, gather relevant
information, consider alter-

natives, consider possible
consequences, make choices,
take appropriate action, and

evaluate progress.

ASSUMPTION

CHILDREN in our Elementary
IchooTs need:

Help to learn that the laws re-
quire and what society expects
of them. Examples: Learn what

is lawful and unlawful and what
is acceptable in our society.

266

,IMPLEMENTATICIN STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN inrour Elementary
Schools need:

Help to improve their learning
skills. Examples: Learn how
to listen, ask questions, read,

write, compute, take notes,
interview, use libraries,

follow instructions, etc.
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Staff
Responsibility
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IMPLErENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTIOA:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
i Salmis need:

help to develop understanding
and, respect for other in-

dividuals and groups.
Examples: Learn about racial,
religious political, and sexual
differences, become aware of
prejudice and its effects,
develop a respect for the worth,
dignity, and rights of all

people, etc.

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to develop a positive
attitude toward worlyand a
respect for the dignity of all

forms of productive work.

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
OTOTIheed:.

Help to develop self-confidence
and self-esteem.
Examples: Think positively,

learn self-control, overcome
unrealistic fears, break self-
defeating habits, develop
special strengths and talents.
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7 IMPLEVENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary

Schools need:

Help to develop a positive

attitude toward school and a
life long commitment to learning

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to develop constructive

leisure time activities which
fit their interests, abilities,
special talents or career goals.,

Examples: Sports, hobbies,
arts, crafts, social clubs,
reading, courses, selected T.V.,
etc.

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
Schools need:

Help to realistically assess

their interests, abilities,
values, and achievements.
Examples: Take standardized,

tests, understand the resulti,

explore their meaning for
future planning. ,
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Staff

Responsibility 269
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IMPLEVENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

/CHILDREN in our Elementary
/Schools need:

Help to understand themselves
and their developmental
concerns. Examples: Explore
their feelings, learn how their
feelings affect their behavior,
learn how their behavior
affects others, decide what is

important in their lives, ex-
amine the conflicts between

'.their wants and social respon-
sibilities, learn how they are
similar to but different from
others, develop an appreciation
for their individuality.

ASSUMPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary
cflooTs need:

Help to develop an awareness
of the world of work.
Examples: Learn about jobs in
their community, learn how the
basic skills of reading,
writing, and computing are used
by workers.

ASSUPPTION:

CHILDREN in our Elementary

Schools need:

Help to develop an awareness o
their local community.
Examples: Learn about the
various needs of people in the
community and about the

community services which have

been developed to meet those
needs. 294
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ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary

School need

Help to understand individual

students and their developmental
needs.

IF STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Llementary

School need:

Help with specific problems in

discipline and classroom

management.

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary_
School need:

Help to develop rules, regu-
lations, and appeal procedures
which are workable and fair to

all students.



PROCESS STATEMENT

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to identify specific
conditions which affect the
learning of particular
students.

Staff
Responsibility
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=

IMPLEVENTATION STRATEGIES

271

ASSUMPTION:

TEACEERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to collect accurate

information -about students and
to use this information to
promote student learning.

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to integrate handicapped

and minority students into the
mainstream of school activity.

9a
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to evaluate the progress
of individual students and to

develop learning activities
designed to meet the needs of
these students.

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary

School need:

_Help to establish better

relationships and better
communication with parents.

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to place students in
special programs or groups
appropriate to their interests

and abilities.



Staff

Responsibility

PROCESS STATEMENT

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to assess the educational
needs of students and to
identify prevailing or
recurring student problems
within the school.
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ASSUMPTION 1.

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:,

Help to understand and to cope
with the range of student
interests and abilities in ..--
their classes.

a

ASSUIPTION:

TEACHERS -in the Elementary
Scnool need:

Help to arrange and conduct

productive conferences with
parents,

293



PROCESS STATEMENT

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
Schcol need:

Help to maintain a positive
attitude toward their work and

toward the students whom they

teach.

Staff
Responsibility 274

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTIOL:

TEACHERS in thellementary

.School need:

Help to promote the personal
and social adjustment of their

students.

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to present the educational'
and career implications of the

school subjects which they

teach.
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ASSUMION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:

Help to instruct students in
the study skills and values
which are related to the
subjects they teach.

Staff.

Respoasibility
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

275

I
ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
.School need:

Help to identify and interpret
the social, cultural, and
economic factors of the

community which may influence
student behavior.

ASSUMPTION:

TEACHERS in the Elementary
School need:. -
tielleto understand the special

or unique characteristics of
the students they teach.
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in

Elementary School need:

An opportunity to review
student records, and to discuss
with the school the results of
any standardized tests which

their children nay take.
Examples: ability tests,
aptitude tests, interest
inventories, attitude scales,
achievement tests, etc.

276

IMPLUTMTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children fn
Elementary School need:

An opportunity to cooperate
with and to receive the help-
and support of the school in

providing personal guidance to
their children.

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in

Elementary Schc)1 need:

An opportunity to discuss
(individually or in small

groups of parents) child
development, ways of fostering
sound development, the pro-

blems children often encounter,
comion concerns of parents,

etc.



PROCESS STATEMENT

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in
Elementary School need:

Current information and
assistance on how best to help
their child with his or her
school work.

Staff
RespQnsibility 277
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IMPLErENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in

Elementary School need:

Current information regardiig
the learning Opportunities
provided by the school.
Examples: coOrses, programs,

special events, student
activities, etc.

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS :with children in the
Elementary School need:

Help in dealing effectively
with children who have learning
difficulties.

302
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ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in
Elementary School need:

Current information about
school counselling and
guidance programs and how these

activities can be of assistance

to them and their children.

Staff

Responsibility 278
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INPLErENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in
Elementary School need:

Help to establish better
relationships and better

communication with the school

staff concerning the needs,
plans, progress, and4roblems
of their children.

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in

Elementary School need:

An opportunity to inform the
school of the values and
character traits which they
would like their child to
develop.

(LI
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in
Elementaryichool need:

Help to identify appropriate
community agencies for assis-
tance with special problems
affecting their childs'
development. Examples: Family
counselling, social assistance,
alcohol and drug abuse, human

rights, Alberta Mental Health

Services etc.

..7
ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in
Elementary School need:

An opportunity to discuss with
the school the long term

educational and career plans
of their children and how these
plans relate to the child's
interests, attitudes, values,
ability and achievement.

ASSUMPTION:

PARENTS with children in
Elementary School need:

Help to deal effectively with
children who have personal or
social problems.

304
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ASSUMPTION:

Elementary Teachers, Students

and their parents need:

Co-ordination of community

agency services with school
counselling and guidance
services.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
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ELEMENTARY SERVICES

Teacher/ Comments on Elementary Services

/ Assumptions relating to the classroom learning environment elicited a
/

7(
ariety of responses from teachers. Three general areas were focused upon:

1) Better learning. skills, (2) maintaining a positive attitude and,

(3) individualizing instruction.

Teacher comments reflected apparent concern over the home - school

conflict in expectations. Perhaps a sample of such responses from teachers

may clarify their, concerns:

- "Excessive hours watching TV hinder study time".

- "Conflict may arise between standards of home and school".

- "Parental influence is prevalent".

- "Parents are unwilling to admit their child has a problem".

The above statements typify teacher-feeling towards services to

students. Perhaps teachers are reflecting some of their rustrations

encountered from time to time within the classroom. It appears their prime

concern relates to services.which promote quality of learning and academic

skills.

A similar trend emerged in the responses of teachers on services to them.

The first priority lies with services devoted to enhancing improvement of

instruction. A more frequent response would be "students will benefit from

learning the basics", or "Individualized instruction is necessary to help

problem students cope". Lower emphasis was placed upon services relating to

educational and career planning.

Teachers as a respondent group were more aware of the feasibility of

certain changes. Comments like "costs would be too high" (made in reference

to the integration of handicapped students within the classroom) exemplified

their awareness of practical issues.

Teacher Comments on Elementary Services to Parents

The same trend was apparent here where teachere ranked learning aaccess
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high on their list. Again the home-school conflict was obvious. A sample

of comments will indicate so:

- "Respect for he professional judgement of teacher necessary".

- "Child may 1 ck discipline".

"Encouragin good work habits is of great 'importance ".

Parents Comments on Elementary Services

More parents commented on elementary services than teachers. Those parents

seemed to stress services dealing with learning difficulties. A sample of

those comments indicates this concern:

- "slow learners need attention in the elementary grades".

- "caution should be exercised to assure again:A labelling of students".

- . "students should have homework".

Parents were also asking for help from the school both in the educational

needs of their student and in the personal needs domain. Again, the following

comments by parents substantiate this statement:

- "Parents should be contacted regarding individual students and their

developmental needs".

- "An understanding of the students' family background may assist the

teacher help to understand special or unique characteristics of the

students".

"Newsletters and brochures to parents could help keep parents up-to-date

on current information pertaining to the school".

- "Maybe a monthly report explaining results of any tests given would

assist parents".

Parents were also commenting on the classroom learning environment reflecting

possible concerns for discipline within the classroom and teacher effectiveness.

They voiced concerns over fairness, and consistency within the classroom on the

part of teachers.

303
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Parents were acutely aware of the high school student - teacher ratio

within the schools. Perhaps they were expressing their awareness of'the demands

placed Upon the classroom teacher while at the same time they wanted an

optimum growth environment for their children.

Similar to teachers, parents ranked services relating to the world of

work'lower than services dealing with classroom learning. As a few parents

put/it, "the joy of learning should be emphasized in the elementary grades".

3UJ
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JUNIOR HIGH SERVICES

Student Comments on Junior High Services

It appears that veryrfew Junior High students made comments. It is

apparent from those students who did that the following sequence of priorities

arise: (1) services relating to study habits and learning skills, and

(2) services relating to attitude toward work_ followed by (3) career pinning
services.

Students also expressed a need to enhance services to students dealing

with personal development. They suggested more inter-school activities and

group projects within classes to facilitate meeting people, getting along

with others, and building relationships.

Teacher Comments, on Junior High Services

Visual inspection of tne comments by teachers reveals that the vast

majority of teachers priorize services close to the classroom higher than

other such important services (as ranked by those same teachers) as career

planning and personal developmental services. A sampling of typical comments

follow:

- Test results s%ould be interpreted to students

- Guidance and direction should be given to students to help them improve

their learning skills

- Good example should be reflected in basic classroom management

- In-service seminars could be arranged for'teachers to deal with specific

discipline problems and classroom management

- Fairness and consistency should be, used in developing rules, regulations,

. and appeal procedures for students

7 Teachers are often teaching subjects they are less familiar with

There appeared to be a discrepancy between goals of home and school as

experienced by many teachers. This was .obvious at all three levels (elementary,

junior and senior high) of schooling but even more so at the Junior High level.

Again, typical comments by teachers will - exemplify this trend:

310
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- Parental influence strong in promoting positive attitude toward school

- Self-discipline needed by students toward life-long commitment to learning

- School policies should be explained to students and parents

- Parental influence is strong in developing understanding and respect for

individuals and groups

- Junior High students have already developed negative feelings and attitudes

which affect school work

- Both school and home should combine efforts to promote understanding

- In commenting on drug and alcohol information, teachers replied "final

control comes from the parents" and "students often model parents and

teachers"

- Parental attitudes towards learning should be considered to assist teachers

deal effectively-with children with learning- difficulties

Some teachers' comments inadvertently implied that there is a danger in

doing too much for students. For example, in response to the assumption regarding

giving assistance to students to use community agencies, some teachers said "care

should be taken to assure students that they should help themselves to see what's

available in society".

Career education of a more general nature was suggested but this service

was secondary to services relating to classroom instruction. Teachers cautioned

against the possibility of students opting for part-time jObs to the downfall

of their studies.

Many teachers vented their frustrations in coping with discipline problems,

over - loaded, classrooms, criticism from their employers, and teaching outside their

area of expertise. They agreed more help and time is necessary but also quoted

practicality issues of possible blocking.

Parents Comments on Junior High School Services

There was a fairly large proportion of parents commenting on services in

the Junior High schools. Again, a trend emerged consistent with that of elementary

and senior high parents 'in ranking services: (1) services dealing with the

learning difficulties (2) help with child's personal problems and (3) career

planning services. The following examples typify parental comments:

3
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- Individual text books should be provided to the students

- Special programs are the first to go when financial restraints are applied

- Continuous newsletters to parents would help parents keep up with

school news

- Parents need help trying to cope- with constant changes in curriculum

- Guidance is needed but care should be taken not to make decisions for

students

- Parents need support to help deal effectively with children who have

learning and/or personal problems

Similarly, parents shared ,teachers opinions that career education of a

general nature was necessary to preVent students at this early age from

dropping out of school to find jobs.

Parents agreed Junior High students needed help and guidance with personal

problems. Parents wanted to be included in the process of classroom learning

of their children and expressed some suggestions to aid this process:

communication should be opened between school and home so that school policies,

curriculum changes and demands, and specific problems may be alerted to their

attention.

312
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SENIOR HIGH SERVICES

Student Comments on Senior High Services

It is interesting to note that the overall interest of students in

Senior High school centered around services of career planning and further

education. Employment opportunity information plus job searching skills

ranked highest on their list.. -he following comments illustrate students

feelingg:

- Speakers of different agencies should be brought into the schools

- up-to-date information needed on continuing educational opportunities

- career days and field trips necessary

- part-time jobs lists should be available to students

- many students drop out of school because they don't know the purpose

of learning certain subjects. If school programs were related to the

world of work, students might be motivated to do well

- "Work experience" students, should be paid since some companies take

advantage of "free.labour"

Some students also voiced concern over the lack of alcohol and drugs

information within some senior high schools. A typical comment elicited was

"school avoids talking about this topic".

Some students indicated a need:for the school to help them deal with

personal and social problems. A few such comments may demonstrate this concern:

- school should deal with the overall attitude and causes of problems

- teachers ought to show good example in influencing student behavior

Study and learning skills received some attention as well by senior students.

Teacher Comments on Senior High Service

Teachers expressed a need for help in promoting a positive learning

environment and more effective individualized instruction. Again, the
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following samples illustrate:

- Motivation techniques are necessary to help students maintain

interest in their work

- Professional help needed (eg. in-service sessions) to help cope with

specific problems in discipline and classroom management

- "Our classrooms are over-crowded". There isn't time to deal with

student individual needs

- After learning disabiiities are detected help is needed to help

those students

There is a lack of classroom management training for teachers

- Special programs are needes1 to assist students with specific needs%

- Studr.habits"should be developed

Teachers in Senior High reflected a similar concern over discrepancies

between home and school attitudes and expectations. As well they noted the

importance of career planning and continuing education opportunities but,

cautioned against any interference with study habits. Here are a few such

comments:

- Part-time jobs take away from study time

Learning is not restricted to a structured environment -- the community

has'influential powers as well

- Developing jo'. searching skills is a practical and sensible idea

- Some students school days and come late as a result of part-time jobs'

A variety of'respdnses were made on services relating to personal and social

needs. A sample of the comments made follow:

students need help to adjust to new school situations

motivation techniques are necessary to assist in positive attitudes

- there are dangers'in informing students of their legal rights; they

may take advantage of this

- professional help is needed to help teacher deal with personal and

social problems

314
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Teachers at this level -- alike at the junior and elementary levels --

were aware of the feasibility of implementing a lot of changes within the school.

They referred to budgeting constraints, over-crowding, and lack of time as

blocks to their movement.

Parents Comments on Senior High Service

Parental comments reflected the general concensus of the study. Parents

ranked career planning and job search skills high on their list followed by

study and learning skills. Personal-social needs were also rated high. The

following comments typify their feelings on career and continuing education:

- students need help to find job opportunities

- career days and field trips are necessary

- in small, rural communities community agencies mayinot exist

- some realistic career goals of students are hindered by parents'

unrealistic goals for their children

Parents showed concern over promoting a positive learning environment

as well. To illustrate, here is a sample of their comments:

- students drop out or quit school without too much concern by teachers

- classes could be more interesting and challenging

- programs in the schools are too specialized

- the home room system helps to-develop a sense of belonging within students

- what's needed is an emphasis on teacher's ability to teach rather thap

on qualifications

- developing self-confidence and self-esteem is a foundation for all

learning

- the classrooms are over-crowded

- fairness and consistency are necessary in promoting school rules and

regulations

- both the bright student and the slow learner needs are not being met

- good attitudes are modelled -- not taught

- the teacher is the fir person to detect a child's learning problem
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Senior High parents were expressing a need for better communication

between home and school. As in the other levels, they expressed frustration

with the constantly changing curricula and evaluation procedures -- they seek

school help here.

A variety of other concerns surfaced. Parents were concerned over possible

invasion of privacy by the schools in collecting personal and familial information

on them. They also asked for assistance from tae school in interpreting test

results to them as well as help in setting consistent study schedules for their

children.
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SUMMARY

Visual inspection of the subjective comments reveals a trend consistent

with the overall findings of the study. More parents and teachers made

comments than students.

Respondents (parents and teachers) at the elementary level stressed

services dealing with the classroom -- ie. 1) effective learning skills,

2) developing study habits and 3) promoting a nositive learning attitude.

At the elementary level, teachers'were concerned over individualizing

instruction and understanding individual student problems. They expressed

a need for professional help in identifying problem areas as well as help

after the diagnosis.

Parents expressed a need for help in coping with their children's learning

and personal problems. They were seeking improved communication between home

and school.

All respondents at the Junior High level rated services in the following

order: 1) learning and study skills, 2) promotion of positive attitudes and

3) general career education. Very few students made comments but the contributing

ones expressed similar concerns over successful learning within the classroom plus

social-person concerns.

Similarly, the Junior High teachers are concerned over issues like

individualizing instruction and maintaining a positive attitude within the

classroom. It is interesting to note that decision making and career education

creeps into the picture in a minor role.

Parents in the Junior High share the same concerns as those in the

elementary level. They want help with understanding.tfieir child and his

problems. They also seek better communications between home and school.

Senior High services shift focuS from the classroom environment to career

and job-searching skills. Study and learning-skills follow suit in priority.
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Students felt their greatest need in the area of career planning followed by-

personal and social concerns. Both teachers and parents expressed a need for

effectiveness training in-service. Communications between home and school

ranked high here as well.

Parents at all three levels ultimately indicated a concern ;With the future
of their children -- "our children a-1 the most preciOus natytal resources that
we have". They are frustrated wi ,e constant changes in/curricuLum and

expressed their inability to cope with them. Parents indicated a concern over

teacb,ars attitudes, values, and overall approach to education. Teachers,

meanwhile, stressed the role (sometimes conflicting with school) of the parents
and the hpme environment.

'Generally, all respondent groups supported the assumptions presented. They

-- particularly parents and teachers -- cautioned the problems implementation

may present. All in all, groups vented their frustrations with the present

system.
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Average Adequacy: Level of Education: All Services

Sx

Elementary, 5.68 2.92 1833

Junior High 4.27 2.72 5235

Senior High 4.46 2.54 7074

TOTAL 4.54 2.70 14142

Average Adequacy: Level of Education: Services to Students

Sx

Elementary 6.16 3.80 2141

Junior High 4.65 3.75 6158

Senior High 4.59 3.66 8230

TOTAL 4.82 3.75 16529

Average Adequacy: Level of Education: Services to Teachers

Sx

,Elementary 5.72 3.03 2252

Junior High 4.34 2.76 6091

Senior High ' 5.08 2.61 8258

TOTAL 4.90 2.77 16601

Average Adequacy: Level of Education: Services to Parents

Sx

Elementary 5.22 3.60 2244

Junior High 4.10 3.67 6403

Senior High 3.59 3.46 8570

TOTAL 3.99 3.59 17217
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Average Adequacy: All Services

,Students

Adults

TOTAL

Sx

4.08 2.43

5.05 2.88

4.54 2.70

7324

6918

14142

Average Adequacy: Service to Students

X Sx

1

Students - 4.27 3.51 8204

Adults 5.36 3.89 8325

TOTAL 4.82 3.75 16529

Average Adequacy: Service to Teachers

Sx

Students 4.56 2.54 8161 /

Adults 5.23 2.94 8440 "

TOTAL 4.90 2.77 16601

Average Adequacy: Service to Parents

Sx IN

Students 3.27 3.43 '8392

Adults 4.68 3.61 / 8825

TOTAL 3.99 3.59 / 17217
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SERVICES TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE (Help to ...)

Improve learning skills

Develop effective study habits

Develop good work habits

Develop self-confidence, self esteem

Develop understanding of individuals and groups

Develop positive attitude to school, learning

Deal with negative feelings, attitudes, that
effect,school

ADEQUACY (Adults only)

10.38

7.25

6.86

5.50

5.74

6.09

4.77

Learn what the laws require, what society
expects

Gain acceptance, respect of teachers, classmates

5.35

6.13

Adjust'to new school si-ustions 9.11

Positive attitude toward work, respect for
dignity of work 5.77

Learn to make decisiobs to achieve goals 5.25

Help to meet people, get along, build
friendship 5.47

Understand themselves, developmental concerns 4,59

Resolve conflicts, fights;

Develop awareness of world of work

Deal with physical development concerns

Develop leisure time activities

Understand how school programs, activities
relate to work

Realistically assess interests, values,
achievements

3.83

4.55

4.47

5.09

4.27

4.68

Develop awareness of local community 3.40

* Services ranked in order of perceived
importance
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SERVICES TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE (Help to ...)

Maintain positive attitude toward work,
students

Understand individual students, their
developmental needs

Identify specific conditions that affect
student learning

Evaluate student progress: provide activities
to meet needs

Assess edu6itional needs of students

Understand special characteristics of students

ADEQUACY (Adults only)

6.24

5.79

5.96

7.88

7.16

5.77 .

. Specific problems in discipline, class
management

Place students in special programs, suited
to needs

Establish better relationships with parents

Develop rules, appeal procedures, fair to
students

Understand and cope with student interests,
abilities

6.34

7.34

6.78

6.68

6.29

Integrate handicapped, minoriies in mainstream 4.23

Promote personal, social adjustment of students 4.74

Collect accurate information re students: use
for learning 5.29

Instruct students in skills, values, related to
subjects 6.21

Arrange and conduct productive parent confereTes 7.61

Identify social, cultural community factors 3.40

Present educationalocareer implications of 3.62
subjects

* Services ranked in order of perceived
importance
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SERVICES TO PARENTS: ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Means Ratings: Adequacy

*
SERVICE (Help to ...)

ADEQUACY (Adults only)

Deal with children: learning difficulties

Deal with children: personal/social difficulties

Information: learning opportunities at school

Identify agencies: assist child development
problems

6.05

4.30

8.97

4.19

Better communication: school staff: re child 6.80

Opportunity to review student records, tests 6.38

Assistance to help child with school work 5.49

Information: school guidance and counselling
programs

4.51

Receive help re personal guidance of children 4.86

Opportunity to discuss child development,
problems

3.07

Inform school: values for their children 2.88

Discuss long term educational plans 2.82

* Services ranked in order of perceived'
importance
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SERVICES-TO JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE (Help to ...)

TOTAL

ADEQUACY

ADULTSSTUDENTS

Improve learning skills 9.50 9.59 9.37

Develop effective study habits 5.74 5.51 6.02

Develop characteristics to get and
hold a job 4.64 4.46 4.85

Plan education programs related to
skills, etc. 5.10 4.48 5.78

Learn about alcohol and drugs 4.16 3.93 4.40

Adjust to new school situations 7.23 5.36 9.27

Develop self-confidence, self-esteem 3.89 3.36 4.46

Make decisions to achieve goals 4.34 4.33 4.37

Deal with negative feelings:
school work 4.50 4.40 4.61

Learn what laws require, society's"
expectations 3.89 4:05 3.71

Understanding of individuals and groups 4.45 4.15 4.80

Positive attitude toward work,
dignity of work 3.97 4.31 3.52

Develop realistic career goals 4.34 4.32 4.36

Develop positive attitude to

school 4.60 4.61 4.59

Gain respect of teachers, classmates 4.86 4.76 4.99

Understand how school relates to work 4.55 4.97 3.99

Learn continuing education
opportunities 4.07 3.63 4.59

Develop job searching skills 2.69 2.74 2.62

Realistically assess interests, etc. 4.60 4.36 4.92

Be informed re Alberta career
opportunities 3.09 3.08 3.11

. . . . CONTINUED
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Continued

SERVICES TO JUNIOR Hicarsopm STUDENTS

Mean Ratings:,A4f0acy,

SERVICE* (Help to ...)

TOTAL

ADEQUACY

STUDENTS ADULTS

Meet people, get along 3.26 2.52

Understand themselves, development 3.27, 2.97

Declare individual and human rights 2.42 Z.28

Enter program at another institution 3.69 3.44

Constructive leisure time activities 5.10 4L 5.26 4L

Assistance of community agencies 2.76 2.82

Resolve conflicts, "fights" 3.36 3.27

Deal with physical development concerns 3.81 3.70

Change school programs: new
circumstances 3.96

Get appropriate work experience 1.83

4.15

3.64

2:39

4.03

4.88

2.68

3.47

3.96

4.85

1.27

* Services ranked in order of perceived
importance
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*VICES TO JUNIOR VG': SCHOOL TEACHERS

Mean Ratias

ADEQUACY

ADULTS

SERVICE* (Help to ...)

TOTAL

Maintain positive,attitude to .

STUDENTS

work, students 4.79 4.90 4.66

Understand individual students,
their needs 4.59 4.17 5.11

Identify conditions: learning:
particular students 4.56 4.27. 4.91

Evaluate progress: develop activities:
individual students 5.03 4.45 5.81

Understand unique characteristics of
their students 4.22 3.78 4.72

Understand, cope: student interests,
abilities 4.41 4.19 4.70

Develop rules: fair to all students 5.71 5.56 5.90

Assess education needs: students 4.69 3.93 5.71'

Instruct: values to subjects taught 5.66 5.98 5.27

'Place students: special programs,
groups 5.07 4.80 5.42

Problems: discipline, management 4.82 4.39 5.34

Integrate handicapped, minority,
into mainstream 3.29 3.35 3.21

Present career, educational
implications: subjects 3.75 3.77 3.73

Collect information re students:
promote learning 3.81 3.33 4.42

Encourage personal, social
development: students 3.79 3.50 4.12

Establish better relationships:
parents 4.47 3.63 5.60

Social, cultural factors: student
behavior 3.09 1.37 2.77

Arrange parent conferences
(productive) 5.72 5.07 6.61.

*Services ranked in order of
perceived importance
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SERVICES TO PARENTS: JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE* (Help to ...)

TOTAL

ADEQUACY,

STUDENTS ADULTS

Deal effectively children:
learning difficulties 5.18 5.63 4.60

Deal effectively children:
personal, social problems 3.44 3.28 3.63

Information: learning opportunities
at school 6.82 5.92 8.01

Information: help child with school
work 3.99 3.96 4.04

Review student records, tests 5.18 4.71 5.73

Establish better relationships:
school staff 4.60 3.90 5.55

Identify community agencies:
assistance 2.82 2.60 3.06

,Information: school guidance program 3.80 3.47 4' 4.24

Cooperate with school: personal
guidance of children 3.76 3.03 4.65

Discuss long term career plans:
school 3.27 2.98 3.61

Inform school: values preferred for
child 2.81 2.69 2.95

Discuss child development, problems 2.39 2.28 2.52

*Services ranked in order of perceived
importance
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SERVICES TO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE (Help to ...)

TOTAL

ADEQUACY

ADULTS

Plan individualized education

STUDENTS

programs 8.30 8.26 8.35

Develop realistic career goals 7.33 7.83 6.73

Select and enter program: another

institution 7.34 7.43 7.24

Improve learning skills 8.80 8.52 9.12

Learn conpinuing educational
opportunities 9.25 9.78 8.62

Learn to make decisions to achieve
goals 6.20 6.54 5.79

Develop j6b search skills 4.84 4.77 4.92

Develop characteristics to get and
and hold a job 4%88 4.64 5.18

Develop effective study habits 4.45 3.79 5.24

Keep informed: career opportunities
in Alberta 6.50 6.93 6.00

Adjust to new school situations 8.22 7.23 9.51

Develop positive attitude to work 3.68 3.48 3.92

Change school programs: new
circumstances 8.50 8.68 8.27

Develop self-confidence, self-esteem 3.36 2.70 4.21

Learn what laws require, society expects 4.44 4.46 4.41

Learn about alcohol and drugs 3.75 3.31 4.31

Deia with negative feelings that
affect schoolwork 3.48 2.95 4.16

Develop understanding: other
individuals, groups 4.11 3.59 4.79

Understand how school programs
relate to work 4.78 4.45 5.17

Assess their interests, abilities, etc. 5.31 4.79 5.91

*Services ranked in order of perceived
importance

. . . . Continued
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SERVICES TO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Mean Ratings: Ades:mast

*
SERVICE (Help to

TOTAL

ADEQUACY

ADULTS

Declare their -individualand human

STUDENTS

rights 2.36 2.09 2.71.

Develop positive attitude to school,
learning 3.44 2.82 4.20

Understand selves, develPmsent 2.; 2.36 3.44

Seek assistance of commuu.ty agencies 2.42 1.89 3.06._

Gain. respect of teachers, classmates 3.45 2.80 4.23

Meet people, get along with others, etc.
_

3.07 2.38 3.90

Get appropriate work experience 5.23 6.09' 4.22

Develop constructive leisure
activities 4.67 4.67 4.67

Resolve conflicts, "fights" 2.73 2.31 3.22

Deal with physical development
concerns , 2.77 2.49 3.09

*Services ranked in order of perceived
importance



SERVICES TO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE (Help to ...)

TOTAL

ADEQUACY .

ADULTS

Maintain positive attitude to

STUDENTS

work, students 7.01 6.89 7.17

Understand individual students,
developmental needs 3.94 3.41 4.59

Identify conditions that affect
student learning 3.89 3.25 4.65

Evaluate student progress: develop
learning activities 4.85 4.33 5.47

Assess educational needs of students 5.02 4.81, 5.28

Develop rules fair to all students 5.54 5.10 6.08

Understand special characteristics of \
-students 4.22 3.91 4.61\

Understand student interests, abilities 4.13- 3.92 '4.39 \

Present educational, career
implications: subjects 5.34 5.36 5.32

Place students in special programs,
groups 4.68 4.14 5.34

Instruct in study skills related to
subjects 5.54 5.59 5.47

Integrate handicapped, minority:
mainstmsam 3.07 3.06 3.09

Problems in discipline, management 4.12 3.35 5.05

Encourage personal, social development
of students 3.66 3.29 4.14

Collect information and use to
promote learning 3.58 2.69 4.68

Establish better relationships with
parents 4.27 3.38 5.33

Arrange and-conduct parent conferences 4.83 3.89 5.95

Identify social, cultural factors:
student behavior 2.76 2.85 2.64

* Services ranked in order of perceived

importance
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SERVICES TO PARENTS: SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Mean Ratings: Adequacy

SERVICE
*

(Help to .. )

,TOTAL

ADEQUACY

ADULTS

Deal effectively with'children:

'STUDENTS

learning problems 3.32 2.80 3.94-

Deal effectively with children
personal, social problems 3.04 2.66 3.54

Get information: learning
opportunities at school 6.93 5.65 8.41

Establish better relations: school
staff :4.13 3.19 5.22

Get inktorsation: school guidance
prograMs 3.97 3.34 4.71

Identify agencies: additional help . 2.56 2.02 3.25

Discuss long term educational,
career plans 4.05 3.39 4.89

Review student records, tests 4.36 3.55 5.35

COoperate with school re child's
personal guidance 3.37 2.39 4.54

Get information to help child with
school work 2.35 1.67 3.18

Inform school of values they prefer
taught 2.44 1.95 3.10

Discuss child development, problems 1.72 1.15 2.40

* Services ranked in order of
perceived importance
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Target of Service

Students

Teachers'

Parents
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SERVICES RATED AS SHARED RESPONSIBILITY

Elementary

1. Resolve conflicts,
fights

2. Physical

development

3. Build
friendships

4. Leisure activities,

1. Identify social
factors

2. Social adjustm¢nt
of students

3. Better relation-
ships: parentis

4. Integrate handi-
capped

1. Discuss c ild
develop t

2. Inform school:
values /

3. Discuss/long
term plans

4. Seceiv help:

personal guidance
of children

Junior High

'Help meet people,
Apt along

Understand selves,
/ development

Deal with physical
development

Get appropriate
work experience

Encourage personal-
social development
of students

Understand socio-
cultural factors

Better relation-
ships: parents

Arrange parent
conference

Discuss child
development

Deal with child
personal problems

Identify community
agencies

Cooperate with
school re personal
guidance of children
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Senior High

Resolve conflicts,
"fights"

Meet people, get
along

Assistance:

Community agencies

Understand selves,
development

Better Telation-

ships: parents

Identify socio-
cultural factors

Encourage persona-
social development
of students

Arrange parent
conference

Discuss child /

development

Identify agencies
for help

DeaL with personal
social problems

Inform school:
values



Target of Service

Students

Teachers

Parents

- 312

SERVICES RATED HIGHEST AS SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITY

Elementary

1. Adjust to new school
situations

2. Improtre learning

skills

3. Develop effective
study'habits

4. Assess interests,
values

Junior High

Improve learning
skills

Adjust to new
school situations

Learn how school
relates to work'

Assess interests,
values

1. Evaluate student Positive attitude
progress

2. Positive attitude

3: Assess educational
needs

4. Develop fa .r

procedures

1. Learning opport-
unities at school

2. Info: guidance
programs

3. Review student
records

4. Help child'with
school work

Develop fair
procedures

Evaluate student
,progress

Relate values to
subjects

Learning opport-
unities at_school

Info: guidance
programs

Review student
records

Deal with learning
difficulties
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Senior High

Improve learning
skills

Adjust to new
school situations

Change school
program

Continuing educa-
tional opport-
unities

Positive attitude

Evaluate student
progress

Develop fair
proceC-res

Present career
implications

Learning opport-
unities at school

Info: guidance
programs

Review student
records

Deal with learning
difficulties


